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6Introduction to Grades Three Through Five
7According to the NGSS storyline,
8

Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an

9

understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas: physical sciences; life

2
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10
sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and
11

applications of science. In the earlier grades, students begin by

12

recognizing patterns and formulating answers to questions about the

13

world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to

14

demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and

15

using information about the natural and designed world(s). The

16

performance expectations in elementary school grade bands develop

17

ideas and skills that will allow students to explain more complex

18

phenomena in the four disciplines as they progress to middle school and

19

high school. While the performance expectations shown in kindergarten

20

through fifth grade couple particular practices with specific disciplinary

21

core ideas, instructional decisions should include use of many practices

22

that lead to the performance expectations. (NGSS Lead States 2013a)

23

This chapter provides example outlines of grade level instructional segments

24from grades three through five in which a few of the Performance Expectations (PEs)
25have been bundled in each instructional segment and the instructional segments have
26been coherently organized as a sequence that builds across each grade level. The
27sequence of instructional segments aims at providing students with learning
28experiences that give them the opportunity to observe phenomena and identify
29problems in the world around them, make sense of patterns in those observations and
30develop and use all science and engineering practices to provide an explanation for
31those phenomena or design engineering solutions.
32

Instruction needs to draw students into the wonder of science and engage their

33curiosity about the world. Linking science instruction and learning to everyday life
34events is critical. (See Guiding Principle #7 in the introduction chapter.) There are many
35strategies to motivate students to enjoy science and connect science content to
36students’ lives, for example providing relevant and up-to-date resources and references,
37incorporating technology and equipment to bring science to life, and piquing the interest
38of students through captivating experiences and experiments. The design of the
39standards, their practices, crosscutting concepts, and disciplinary core ideas as outlined
40in this chapter promote engaging and motivating students to excel in science.
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The proposed sequence is only one way to bundle the PEs in each grade; other
42organizations of instructional segments that identify alternative overarching themes
43might be equally valid. Therefore, these examples should not be interpreted as the only
44required way to address science instruction in grades three through five. Teachers
45should consider their local context as they reflect upon these examples and make
46decisions regarding the development of their own instructional sequence adapted to
47best meet their students’ needs.
48

Students will need multiple lessons and activities to develop coherent conceptual

49understanding. This chapter provides descriptions of grade-level instructional segments
50from grades three through five (3–5) in which performance expectations (PEs) have
51been bundled to allow sufficient breadth of learning to address the key content ideas
52students need to develop in depth, while also engaging students in multiple scientific
53and engineering practices and the use of crosscutting concepts.
54

In general, the PEs in each instructional segment bundle allow students to

55engage in disciplinary core ideas through the use of the scientific and engineering
56practices. Through instruction and learning in a sequence of four instructional segments
57that build on one another, students develop underlying knowledge of the science
58content and practices. Students engage in multiple practices in each of these
59instructional segments, not only those explicitly indicated in the PEs. They also focus on
60one or two crosscutting concepts as tools to make sense of their observations and
61investigations. Within each instructional segment, students answer the questions
62developed based on the phenomena being investigated. The Clarification Statements
63and Assessment Boundaries associated with the POEs in each bundle are used where
64appropriate to suggest students’ investigations consistent with the learning objectives
65for the instructional segment and aligned with the vision of three-dimensional learning.
66

In schools with expanded learning programs, students can be provided additional

67opportunities to conduct investigations, make observations, and create models related
68to what they learn in their classroom. By collaborating, teachers and expanded learning
69program’s educational support personnel can ensure that students’ learning
70experiences build on rather than duplicate classroom learning experiences. This
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71collaboration may include planning lessons together and shared professional learning
72experiences.
73

Tables on the organization of the CA NGSS disciplinary core ideas in each

74instructional segment for grades three through five are included in Appendix C:
75Progression of the Science and Engineering Practices, Disciplinary Core Ideas, and
76Crosscutting Concepts in Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve. The tables include a
77summary of the topic that the students will be investigating in the instructional segment
78as well as the key crosscutting concepts
79
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80
81Grade Three
82
83
Students in grade three demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in asking
84questions and defining problems; developing and using models, planning and
85carrying out investigations, analyzing and interpreting data, constructing
86explanations and designing solutions, engaging in argument from evidence, and
87obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information. They are expected to use
88these practices to demonstrate deep understanding of the core ideas. Students should
89also be expected to use and apply grade-level appropriate mathematics and
90computational thinking, for example as they display data with graphs or record and
91analyze patterns in measurement.
92

Table 1 summarizes the PEs included in each instructional segment and the

93crosscutting concepts that students may use as a tool to make sense of the disciplinary
94core ideas. These instructional segments are designed to be taught in this suggested
95sequence over the span of a school year, not taught individually. Where appropriate,
96PEs that integrate science ideas with engineering design are accompanied by one of
97the three PEs in grades 3-5 engineering design. The PEs marked with an asterisk
98integrate traditional science content with engineering through a practice or disciplinary
99core idea.
100
101Table 1: Instructional Segments in Grade Three
102
Instructional
Segment 1:

GRADE THREE
Performance Expectations Addressed
3-PS2-1, 3-PS2-2, 3-PS2-3, 3-PS2-4*, 3-5-ETS1-1
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
Highlighted CCC
 Asking Questions and
Defining Problems
 Planning and Carrying out
Investigations

PS2.A: forces and motion
PS2.B: types of interactions

 Patterns
 Cause & Effect

Brief Summary
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Instructional Segment
Life3:Cycles and Inheritance of TraitsInstructional Forces
Segment
and
2: Interactions

Objects (moving or stationary) have many contact and non-contact forces acting on them at any
given time. The sum of these forces explains an objects behavior. If forces are balanced, an object
in motion will stay in motion and an object at rest will stay at rest. In contrast, it requires an
imbalance of forces to make an object start or stop moving or to change its speed or direction.

Performance Expectations Addressed
3-LS1-1, 3-LS3-1, 3-LS4-2
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
Highlighted CCC
 Developing and Using Models
 Analyzing and Interpreting
Data

LS1.B: Growth and
Development of Organisms
LS3.A: Inheritance of Traits
LS4.B: Natural Selection

 Patterns
 Cause & Effect

Brief Summary
Plants and animals have unique and diverse life styles. Their structure, function, and behavior
change in predictable patterns thought their life cycle. Plants and animals inherit traits from their
parents and can be influenced by the environment. Reproduction is essential for the continued
existence of every organism.

Performance Expectations Addressed
3-LS2-1, 3-LS3-2, 3-LS4-1, 3-LS4-3, 3-LS4-4*, 3-5-ETS1-3
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
Highlighted CCC
 Analyzing and Interpreting
Data
 Engaging in Argument from
Evidence.

LS2.D: Social Interactions and
Group Behavior
LS3.B: Variation of Traits
LS4.A: Evidence of Common
Ancestry and Diversity
LS4.C: Adaptation
LS4.D: Biodiversity and
Humans

 Cause & Effect
 Scale, Proportion & Quantity
 Systems & System Models

Brief Summary
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Environmental factors influence the growth, reproduction, and survival of organisms. For any
environment, some kinds of organisms survive well, some not as well, and some cannot survive.
Social interactions and group behavior influence animal’s success in the environment. Fossils
provide evidence for plants, animals, and the nature of environments from the past.

Performance Expectations addressed
3-ESS2-1, 3-ESS2-2, 3-ESS3-1, 3-5-ETS1-1, 3-5-ETS1-2
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
Highlighted CCC
 Analyzing and Interpreting
Data
 Obtaining and Evaluating and
Communicating Information.

ESS2.D: weather and climate
ESS3.B: natural hazards

 Patterns,
 Cause & Effect

Brief Summary
Climate describes a range of an area’s typical weather conditions and the variations of these
conditions over time. Scientists make weather predictions based on past weather patterns. Humans
cannot eliminate natural hazards from natural processes but can take steps to reduce their impacts.

103
104Grade Three – Instructional Segment 1: Forces and Interactions
105
106
Third grade students ask questions, make observations and predictions, and
107plan and carry out investigations as they explore forces, interactions, and motion.
108Students engage in scientific experiences with explicit links to targeted core ideas,
109science and engineering practices, and crosscutting concepts, to help them answer
110questions such as: What makes a block glide as I push it on a table? What makes it
111stop? How can we predict motion on a pendulum and why does it stop? What makes a
112toy car slide down a ramp and then stop? How are metallic objects attracted to
113magnets? How can magnets be used to solve a simple design problem? These
114questions necessitate student experiences with different objects, as they lay static and
115move across a surface as well as looking at invisible forces: gravity and magnetism.
116
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Grade Three-Instructional Segment 1: Forces and Interactions
How do forces affect an object at rest?
How do different contact and non-contact forces affect motion?
How can we predict changes in motion and stability?
How do equal and unequal forces affect an object?
How can magnets be used to solve a simple design problem?*
Crosscutting concepts: Patterns, Cause & Effects
Science and Engineering Practices: Asking Questions and Defining Problems;
Planning and Carrying out Investigations.
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
3-PS2-1 Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence of the effects of
balanced and unbalanced forces on the motion of an object.
[Clarification Statement: Examples could include an unbalanced force on
one side of a ball can make it start moving; and balanced forces pushing on
a box from both sides will not produce any motion at all.] [Assessment
Boundary: Assessment is limited to one variable at a time: number, size, or
direction of forces. Assessment does not include quantitative force size, only
qualitative and relative. Assessment is limited to gravity being addressed as
a force that pulls objects down.]
3-PS2-2 Make observations and/or measurements of an object’s motion to
provide evidence that a pattern can be used to predict future motion.
[Clarification Statement: Examples of motion with a predictable pattern could
include a child swinging in a swing, a ball rolling back and forth in a bowl,
and two children on a see-saw.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does
not include technical terms such as period and frequency.]
3-PS2-3 Ask questions to determine cause and effect relationships of electric or
magnetic interactions between two objects not in contact with each
other. [Clarification Statement: Examples of an electric force could include
the force on hair from an electrically charged balloon and the electrical
forces between a charged rod and pieces of paper; examples of a magnetic
force could include the force between two permanent magnets, the force
between an electromagnet and steel paperclips, and the force exerted by
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one magnet versus the force exerted by two magnets. Examples of cause
and effect relationships could include how the distance between objects
affects strength of the force and how the orientation of magnets affects the
direction of the magnetic force.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment is
limited to forces produced by objects that can be manipulated by students,
and electrical interactions are limited to static electricity.]
3-PS2-4 Define a simple design problem that can be solved by applying ideas
about magnets.* [Clarification Statement: Examples of problems could
include constructing a latch to keep a door shut and creating a device to
keep two moving objects from touching each other.]
3-5-ETS1-1 Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want
that includes specified criteria for success and constraints on
materials, time, or cost. [This performance expectation does not have a
clarification statement or an assessment boundary.]
3-5-ETS1-2. Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a
problem based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and
constraints of the problem. [This performance expectation does not have
a clarification statement or an assessment boundary.]
*The performance expectations marked with an asterisk integrate traditional science
content with engineering through a practice or disciplinary core idea.
117
118
119Background for Teachers
120

The general descriptive title of this

121instructional segment could be “Find the Hidden
122Forces.” This instructional segment develops four
123critical ideas about forces, all of which require
124students to develop new ways of visualizing,
125modeling, and thinking about forces. The four
126critical ideas about forces are: (1) every object has

Math Connection
During the investigation on
forces, students may need to
measure and weigh different
objects. Some students will need
experience using the
measurement tools. For
example, students need to know
that the scale should be
balanced or zeroed out before
beginning the measurement; to
use a ruler, the end of the object
being measured must line up at
the zero mark on the ruler, etc.
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127many forces acting on it at every moment; (2) forces “add up,” so that the overall result
128depends not just on one of them, but on the combination of them; (3) a force is required
129to make an object start or stop moving, or to change its speed or direction of motion, but
130that no force is needed to keep it moving at the same speed; and (4) certain properties
131of objects allow them to experience forces from other objects even when not touching
132them. It is essential as a teacher to ensure that students will engage in multiple
133experiences in order to recognize all forces acting on an object. This is an ideal place to
134discuss and offer student experiences exploring and describing cause and effect
135relationships and patterns.
136

The first idea is that every object has many forces acting on it at every moment,

137whether or not it is moving. Helping students recognize and represent all of the multiple
138forces acting at the same time requires modeling of multiple situations for both moving
139and static objects. This requires students to make the forces visible such as friction or
140air-resistance that have no visible action. This will go against students’ preconceptions
141that something or someone must actively create a force, or be a barrier.
142

Any stationary object either on a surface (e.g. a wood block on a table), or

143moving across a surface, generally experiences two types of forces (see figure 1). One
144force is perpendicular to the surface (normal force). This is the force that holds an object
145above the surface, or in some cases allows it to sink in somewhat, as in the case of
146something sitting on foam. The other force is the gravitational force pointing towards the
147center of the Earth, or more simply “down”. If the object is moving across a surface and
148stops moving at some point, another force is present parallel to (along) the surface that
149opposes any motion across it. This is called a friction force. It is particularly hard for
150students to visualize a friction force in a static situation (such as an object sitting on a
151slope), so these ideas must be connected to their experiences. For instance, you might
152discuss with students how going down a concrete slide with just your clothes on causes
153you to stick to the slide. But, if you sit on a piece of cardboard you are able to move
154down the slide quite easily. Another example is when sandpaper pushes against wood
155to make the wood smooth. Having students analyze forces that they can feel or are
156aware (the chair holding you up, the surface stopping you on the slide) is an important
157way to help them notice the various types of forces that repeatedly occur in everyday
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158situations. Once students learn to recognize the existence of these forces, they will
159need to develop ways of representing forces. These representations should recognize
160that each force on an object has both a direction and strength.
161
162Figure 1: Diagram of the forces acting on a wooden block resting on a table.

163
164

The second big idea is that forces “add up,” so that the overall result depends not

165just on one of them, but on the combination of them. When something is not moving,
166this does not mean that there are no forces acting on it but that all the forces have
167balanced out so their combined effect is the same as if there were no force (net force
168zero). This idea needs to be developed first with forces that are being pushed or pulled
169in the same (or opposite) parallel directions. For example, discuss the forces on a rag
170tied to the center of a rope being pulled hard in opposite directions by two teams, both
171when the rag is held still by even pulls and when it starts to move in one or the other
172direction (see figure 2). Then with examples such as an object held up by three strings
173at different angles, where students can see that these non-aligned forces must balance
174out. Students can also predict and test how the object would begin to move if person cut
175one string. The mathematics of adding non-parallel forces is not appropriate at this
176grade level. The goal of the instructional segment is a conceptualization of forces and
177that they can balance one-another out, even when they are not all aligned.
178
179Figure 2: Balancing forces in a tug of war in a parallel frame. (Adapted from PhET
1802015a)
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181
182

183
184

The third big idea is that it requires a force to make an object start or stop

185moving, or to change its speed or direction of motion, but that no force is needed to
186keep it moving at the same speed. This is counter-intuitive, because everything that can
187be observed seems to stop of its own accord. Students may want to visualize the
188invisible forces of friction to see why objects stop moving. A common pre-conception is
189that a force is required to keep an object in motion. In general, children think a moving
190object must always have some “motive force” acting on it. This instructional segment
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191begins to develop the concept that an object with no forces (or no net force) on it (e.g., a
192rocket in space) continues to move at a steady speed. Part of the goal of this portion of
193the instructional segment is for students to develop the habit of looking for the force
194causing any change in motion of an object or system. In developing this part of the
195instructional segment, it is best to work with sliding blocks rather than wheeled cars
196because it is easier to correctly interpret the role of friction forces. The additional
197complexity of the rotational motion of the wheels and the fact that the point where the
198wheel is touching the ground is not moving (unless the car is skidding) is not
199appropriate for third grade.
200

The fourth idea in this instructional segment is that certain properties of objects

201allow them to experience forces from other objects even when not touching them. The
202first and most familiar example is gravity. Every object experiences a force pulling it
203towards the Earth, and the strength of that force is what we call the weight of the object.
204It is not appropriate at this grade level to try to develop a detailed understanding of the
205difference between mass and weight. However, teachers can introduce the term mass,
206and the concept that an object on the moon is pulled towards the moon by a
207gravitational force that is smaller [it weighs less] than it would experience on Earth.
208Students at this grade level can explore the effects of magnets on one another. For
209example, students can feel the force of two magnets attracting each other when
210opposite magnetic poles are facing each other. Also, students can investigate the
211relationship between electric currents and magnetic force by observing how an electric
212current moving through a wire behaves like a magnet and how a magnet moved in and
213out of a coil wire generates an electric current. This can be accomplished by exploring
214and analyzing a simple electromagnet, an electric motor, or an electric generator.
215

It is not immediately intuitive for students to analyze the phenomena of forces

216causing motion without direct contact. Not only are the forces invisible, but the electric
217currents are invisible as well. Hence, the activities explored in this part of the
218instructional segment require some way to make the current visible (a meter, a light
219bulb, or both). The idea that electric currents are a source of magnetic forces, and that a
220magnet moving in a wire loop exerts a force that can cause an electric current to flow, is
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221the basic understanding needed to analyze how simple household devices such as an
222electric doorbell or can-opener work.
223
224Engineering Connection
225
226

In order to tackle the type of design problem suggested by

227the last performance expectation for this instructional segment,
228students need to understand how to construct a simple electrical
229circuit with a switch and how to create an electromagnet as part of such a circuit. This
230requires multiple activities with building and analyzing simple electric circuits. For
231example, students can be challenged to design and build a circuit to turn an
232electromagnet on and off, so it can be used like a crane—to pick up paperclips from one
233pile and drop them in another pile. In activities such as this, the language of forces is
234not emphasized as much as using an electric circuit to create a force to achieve some
235effect. This reconnects this part of the instructional segment to the force-related
236activities that preceded it. Teachers can also add electrostatic forces as a further
237example of force at a distance, but it is not necessary for the development of the ideas
238in this instructional segment.
239
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242Description of Instructional Segment
243

In this instructional segment 1, students explore the concept of forces on objects

244as they move or are at rest. They see that an object’s
245position is affected by a contact interaction, or a push
246or pull, friction, or elastic and tension forces in matter
247(e.g., springs or supporting structures or ropes) and
248non-contact interaction (electrostatic and magnetic)
249and that an object at rest has forces acting on it that
250balance each other. This is an excellent opportunity to
251highlight cause and effect relationships. This
252instructional segment is divided in two parts: part 1253Forces on Objects due to Contact Interactions and part
2542 - Forces on Objects due to Non-Contact Interactions.
255
256

Forces on Objects due to Contact Interactions

257

Students investigate and model simple

ELA ELD Connection
During the unit, age-appropriate
definitions of domain-specific
words and important academic
vocabulary could be provided.
In addition, a few words are
selected critical to
understanding the concept and
for deeper explanation. These
words can be further explained
using a graphic organizer, such
as the Frayer Model, that
includes the definition, and
students sharing specific
characteristics of the word,
examples, and non-examples.
Selected words could include
friction, gravity, forces,
magnetic, interactions.

258systems with the goal of defining and representing multiple forces that are occurring at a
259specific moment on a particular object within the system. Students also discover the
260effect of an unbalanced net force on the object’s motion. Students should also be
261encouraged to find ways to represent motion and determine if the motion is changing or
262not. Observations include both static situations and objects either sliding on a surface or
263flying through the air. (Rotational motion is avoided or not emphasized.)
264
265Engineering Connection
266

Teachers might begin this instructional segment by asking

267their students to imagine what engineers need to know to improve
268the speed and steering in cars, boats, and airplanes. Students
269should be encouraged to use their own words to discuss the forces
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270produced by engines and propellers that provide propulsion, as well as resisting forces
271(like friction and air resistance) that are needed for steering.
272

Since vehicles in the real world are complicated, engineers create simple

273models of the systems they need to improve. Students can do this as well,
274investigating and modeling the system of any vehicle with a block sliding across a
275variety of surfaces including some with very high friction, and others with much lower
276friction. At first, the teacher may tell the students to initiate the motion by giving the
277block a quick push. The teacher can challenge the students to devise a way to control
278the force that initiates the motion and to develop a way to include the unseen forces on
279the block in their model. The teacher may also ask the students to model what forces
280are acting on the block at the moment it is pushed and at a later moment when it is
281sliding and slowing down and finally when it is sitting still. Teachers may also encourage
282students to use cause and effect statements to explain their observations. Early
283student models may show the initiating push as the only force on the block. Teacher
284questions should focus on why the motion is different with the same push but different
285surfaces or with different directions for the initial push. This type of questioning is
286designed to elicit from students the idea that there is a force on the block due to friction
287between the block and the surface. It should also elicit that the size (or strength) of this
288force depends on the nature of the surface. Students revise their models to include the
289friction force at various instants. Again, teacher questioning will be necessary to lead
290students to recognize that there is no pushing force when the block is freely sliding
291forward, only a friction force whose effect is to slow the block down. Teachers may also
292introduce hypothetical situations, such as the block sliding on smooth ice, or a surface
293with no friction at all, to build the idea that if there were no friction the block would just
294keep moving. The goal of these activities is to see that it takes a force to change a
295motion, but not to keep it going. Teacher questioning can help students make these
296explicit connections to cause and effect.
297

Teachers then initiate a second round of revisions to the model to address

298questions about vertical forces. Here it is useful to add some activities that involve
299dropping, letting the block fall and discussing what force pulls it down. The most difficult
300force for students to see is the force from the table pushing up on the block. Teachers
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301can ask questions about strategic hypothetical examples, such as a child standing on a
302trampoline, or a very heavy object breaking the table. Teachers can use these examples
303to help student visualize the counterbalancing forces of gravity and the force of the table
304on the block and include them in their models for all three situations. Again, teachers
305can use these experiences to help students make explicit connections to cause and
306effect relationships and patterns.
307
308

Once the idea of balanced and unbalanced forces on an object has been

309developed, along with the idea that it takes an unbalanced force to change motion,
310students can be asked to investigate and/or develop models that include forces at
311particular instants for a variety of situations. A wide variety of questions can be asked
312such as “What force pushes you forward when you start to walk?” Or “What are all the
313forces acting on a ladder leaning against a wall?” Situations such as a weight
314suspended by three rubber bands at different angles can be used to initiate further
315modeling and analysis of forces.
316

Observations and/or measurements of an object’s repetitive motion (e.g., a

317pendulum, a weight on a spring) reveals a pattern can be used to predict future motion.
318However, in such a motion, the forces involved are changing at each moment and thus
319one must model the system at particular moments to examine the forces at that instant
320and discuss how they are affecting the motion at that instant.
321

Students explore activities in which they change one variable of the system at a

322time and make observations. Students can explore variables that can cause a change in
323the system, such as:
324

1) effect of the pull (angle) on a constant-weight object: students hang a weight on a

325

string from a fixed support and look at what happens when the weight is pulled

326

further and further from its resting position;

327

2) effect of varying the push on objects with the same weight: students use a simple

328

catapult system where the object weight is constant, and they vary the amount

329

that the catapult is drawn back;
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330
3) effect of weight of object: students use a pulley system to lift objects of different
331

weights;

332

4) effect of initial push by measuring the distance an object travels and predict and

333

investigate how it changes: Students use a compressed spring to provide a

334

push that can be systematically increased;

335

5) effect of opposing forces: students look at an object at rest that is experiencing

336

different forces, such as a weight hanging from a spring, a flag in the center of a

337

rope pulled by two teams, etc.

338

Figures 3, 4, and 5 below identify diagram representations of different forces on

339objects due to contact interactions.
340Figure 3: Multiple representations of object at rest showing two forces acting on it: (1)
341force of gravity pulling down (weight) and (2) force of the surface it is resting on pushing
342up. The addition of the arrows shows balance of forces. [Images drawn by Seth Bush]
343

344
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346Figure 4: Student example showing forces acting on an object as it rests on a hand
347(Adapted from Cliparts 2015) [Original picture of hand from
348http://cliparts.co/cliparts/8i6/8Rx/8i68RxMKT.jpg with drawing by Emma Gragson.]

349
350Figure 5: Diagram of an object being pulled [Image drawn by Seth Bush]
351

352
353
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354
Teachers can wrap up this instructional segment by returning to some of the
355questions asked at the outset, about what engineers whose job it is to improve the
356speed and steering capabilities of cars, boats, and planes, need to know about forces.
357
358

Forces on Objects Due to Non-Contact Interactions

359

Students extend their concept of forces and interactions through investigations

360using electrostatic electricity and magnets. Electric and magnetic forces between a pair
361of objects do not require that the objects be in contact. Students investigate
362electrostatically charged balloons or rods acting on different materials (e.g. salt, pepper
363or small pieces of paper). The sizes of the forces in each situation depend on the
364properties of the objects and their distances apart. Students’ construct diagrams to
365illustrate the forces acting on each of the components of the system
366

When students examine the forces between two magnets, they can vary the

367distance between the magnets and their orientation relative to each other. Students start
368by looking at the affect of a bar magnet on the compass, as a context for introducing the
369North and South poles of magnets and the idea of forces acting at a distance (non370contact forces). They can use permanent magnets to explore how poles of magnets at
371varying distances interact with each other. Students can investigate and model the
372representation of forces from one magnet on various small objects (both magnetic and
373non-magnetic), as well as the forces on another magnet in a variety of situations.
374Students can use iron filings on a sheet of paper supported above a strong dipole
375magnet to map out the force pattern due to the magnet (See Figure 6). Again, teachers
376could use these student experiences as an opportunity to highlight the central nature of
377patterns and cause and effect relationships.
378
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379
380Figure 6: Iron filings on a sheet of paper supported above a strong dipole magnet.
381[Magnetic field of a bar magnet figure from Wikimedia commons]
382
383

384
385
386
387Engineering Connection
3883-PS2-4: Define a simple design problem that can be solved by
389applying scientific ideas about magnets.
390

Scientific discoveries about the natural world can often lead

391to new and improved technologies, which are developed through
392the engineering design process. In this scenario the students will design a swing using
393magnetic force.
394
395Performance Task
396Design a swing for your playground using magnetic force to keep the swing moving.
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397Materials: String, magnets, pipe cleaners, egg cartons, rubber bands, foil, metal
398washers, tape, one classroom chair, magnets
399Directions:
400

Students will work in small groups to create a swing that swings as a result of

401

using magnetic force. Each group will use one classroom chair as the base that

402

the swing will be attached to.

403This activity highlights the three-dimensional nature of the CA NGSS standards. It gives
404students an opportunity to engage in asking question and defining problems to
405demonstrate (and reinforce) their core conceptual understanding. This activity also
406relies on the crosscutting concepts of patterns and cause and effect.
407http://www.eht.k12.nj.us/STEM/Gr.%203%20-%20T2%20UBD.docx
408
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Probing for Students’ Initial Ideas on Static Electricity

410
411Introduction
412

Miss M’s third-grade class has just finished a series of lessons investigating the

413influences of contact forces acting on objects in motion and at rest. So far, their
414classroom experiences and discussions have focused on contact forces only.
415

This next preparatory lesson about non-contact forces is designed to gauge

416student’s pre-conceptions about non-contact forces and introduce to them this new
417idea. They will ask questions to determine cause and effect relationships of electric or
418magnetic interactions between two objects not in contact with each other).
419

Miss M begins, “Ok everyone, take out your lab notebooks because we are going

420to do a probe. Remember, with probes we want you to explain your thinking. I am going
421to read you a story and ask you to choose who you mostly agree with AND you must
422support you choice with evidence or examples from your experiences.” Miss M. reads
423the prompt and she gives her students a few minutes to respond to the questions in the
424probe and record their initial thinking in their notebooks.
425
426

Probe: Does It Have to Touch?

427 Two friends are arguing about forces.
They disagree about whether something

428 has to be touched in order for a force to
429 act. This is what they say:
430
431
432
433
434

Akiko: “I think two things have to
touch in order to have a force between
them.”
Fern: “I don’t think two things have to
touch in order to have a force between
them.”
Which friend do agree with most?
_______________

435 Explain your thinking. Provide examples
436
437

that support your ideas about forces.
________________
__________________________________________

Miss M continues, “Now turn to your
thinking partner and share your choice and
your thinking... remember to listen
respectfully to each other even if you do
not agree. If after your discussion you want
to change your choice or add more
evidence, go for it.” She lets the thinking
partners share, while she walks around the
room listening to discussions and helping
students to remain on task.
After ten minutes of animated

438discussion, Miss M returns to the front of the class, “So, let’s see where we are as a
439group. When I say GO you’ll put one finger up if you agree most with Akiko and two
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440fingers up if you agree most with Fern. Ready, set GO!” The group is evenly split. She
441prompts students to find a partner that disagrees with them and repeat their thinking
442partner discussion, reminding them that it is ok to change ideas and that it is ok to
443disagree.
444

After another ten minutes of discussion, Miss M begins asking students for their

445examples and evidence and records them on the board. Supporters of Akiko’s position
446pointed out evidence like “a soccer ball won’t move unless I kick it” and “my book has to
447touch the table to have the table push on it”. Supporters of Fern’s position point out
448other evidence, Clara says, “If I push a ball up in the air, it is going up but then it will fall
449down. Nothing is touching it, but it moves down. What is that? Gravity or something?
450The ball isn’t touching the Earth”. Aisha also explained excitedly, “Magnets push and
451pull even when they don’t touch objects. I always play with magnets and metal
452paperclips: I make the paperclip move on top of my grandma kitchen table moving a
453magnet below the table. It’s like magic. The magnet does not touch the paperclip”.
454

Miss M then uses her student’s initial ideas to introduce types of forces that

455include non-contact interactions. She will help students connect these ideas with those
456explored in the previous instructional segment about contact forces. Miss M. says, “In
457the next weeks we will be learning more about interactions such as gravity, magnetism
458and static electricity. At the end you will be able to explain phenomena between the
459magnet and paperclip”.
460

Miss M is planning to use this initial discussion to design experiences that

461explore properties of magnets, how to “see” a magnetic field and map it using a
462compass, how distance and orientation affects magnetic forces on objects. Throughout
463these activities, students will develop simple drawings representing models of how
464magnets work and will plan their own investigations to find out about properties of
465magnets.
466(DCI PS2.A: Forces and Motion; 3-PS2-1: Plan and conduct an investigation to provide
467evidence of the effects of balanced and unbalanced forces on the motion of an object;
4683-PS2-2: Make observations and/or measurements of an object’s motion to provide
469evidence that a pattern can be used to predict future motion.) She is also planning to
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471(http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/balloons).
472

Mrs. M shares the objectives of the snapshot with the educational support

473personnel in the expanded learning program at her school and discussed with them how
474they can reinforce the key concepts by providing additional opportunities for students to
475explore and investigate.
476
477Grade Three Instructional Segment 2: Life Cycles and Inheritance of Traits
478
479
In Instructional Segment 2, students engage in scientific experiences with explicit
480links to targeted core ideas, science and engineering practices, and crosscutting
481concepts, to help them answer questions such as: How do animals/plants grow? Do
482animals/plants of the same type (species) show variation? How are animal traits passed
483to the young? What traits can be seen in plants? In what way can variation help or hurt
484the chance of an organism surviving? Can all traits be passed to offspring? In what way
485can variation help or hurt the chance of an organism surviving? Can all traits be passed
486to offspring?
487
Grade Three - Instructional Segment 2: Life Cycles and Inheritance of Traits
Why do organisms grow and develop?
How do organisms vary in their traits?
How are traits inherited?
What traits influence the organism survival?
In what ways do inherited traits affect survival?
What characteristics do parents pass to their young?
Crosscutting concepts: Patterns, Cause & Effects; Systems & System Models
Science and Engineering Practices: Developing and Using Models; Analyzing and
Interpreting Data.
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
3-LS1-1 Develop models to describe that organisms have unique and diverse
life cycles but all have in common birth, growth, reproduction, and
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death. [Clarification Statement: Changes organisms go through during
their life form a pattern.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment of plant life
cycles is limited to those of flowering plants. Assessment does not include
details of human reproduction.]
3-LS3-1 Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence that plants and animals
have traits inherited from parents and that variation of these traits
exists in a group of similar organisms. [Clarification Statement: Patterns
are the similarities and differences in traits shared between offspring and
their parents or among siblings. Emphasis is on organisms other than
humans.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include genetic
mechanisms of inheritance and prediction of traits. Assessment is limited to
non-human examples.]
3-LS4-2 Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in
characteristics among individuals of the same species may provide
advantages in surviving, finding mates, and reproducing. [Clarification
Statement: Examples of cause and effect relationships could be plants that
have larger thorns than other plants may be less likely to be eaten by
predators and animals that have better camouflage coloration than other
animals may be more likely to survive and therefore more likely to leave
offspring.]
488
489Background for Teachers
490

Life cycle and life span are different. The life span is the amount of time between

491birth and death. The life cycle is a set of events that happen to an individual as they
492grow and develop. Disciplinary core idea 3-LS1-1 identifies birth, growth, reproduction,
493and death as the key events of the life cycles of plants and animals. While it is true that
494all species of plants and animals undergo these events, the timing and details can be
495very different between species. Here are the life cycle stages for plants:
496
497

Germination 

leaf production  flowering 

senescence

498

(birth)

(growth)

(death)

(reproduction)
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Some weedy plants take only a few weeks to transition from germination to

501flowering while others, like fruit trees, take 10 years or more to begin reproduction. Why
502is there such big differences in the timing of life cycle events? The advantage for the
503weedy plant is that quick reproduction allows it to colonize bare or disturbed soil before
504other plants (after a fire, at the edge of a construction site, etc.). For a fruit tree, the long
505period of growth prior to flowering makes it possible for the plant to produce many
506offspring for many years. Plant death is called “senescence” and typically involves the
507yellowing and wilting of leaves. Senescence is important because seeds mature and
508fruits ripen during this part of the life cycle. Most of the calories consumed by people
509around the world are from seeds and fruits.
510

Two plants of the same species grown in different conditions (perhaps one in a

511greenhouse and one in the field) will undergo the same stages in the same order but the
512timing can differ by months. In other words, the environment can influence the timing of
513the life cycle in plants. By comparison, the environment has less influence on animal life
514cycles. For example, low nutrition diets cause the digestive tracts of some mammals
515and birds to grow larger. However, a casual observer would not discern much difference
516between these and individuals of the same species that have a high-quality diet.
517

The study of inheritance is old. Ever since the first plants and animals were

518domesticated, people have been studying inheritance and genetics. Farmers noticed
519small differences (variation) between individual plants and animals. They discovered
520that by allowing only individuals with favorable traits to reproduce they could preserve,
521or even enhance, those traits in subsequent generations. Over a period of 20,000 years,
522selective breeding by farmers produced most of the crops we rely on today: wheat, rice,
523corn, cabbage, and many others. All of these crops originated from wild plants. Of
524course, these early farmers could not always control which traits were inherited and
525they did not understand the mechanism of inheritance. Nevertheless, modern crops and
526livestock were created by people over the centuries by means of selective breeding.
527While it is easy to see how selective breeding by farmers can dramatically change
528organisms, it is important to remember that the same process of change happens in
529nature. In nature, organisms compete for limited resources (sunlight, nutrients, water,
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530prey, shelter, etc.), but the competition is not fair. Small variation between organisms
531allows some to compete more successfully and improve their chances of reproducing.
532The offspring of these successful individuals often share the attributes that made the
533parents successful, thus increasing their own chance of success.
534
535Description of the Instructional Segment
536

In this instructional segment, Life Styles and Inheritance of Traits, students

537investigate that plants and animals have unique and diverse life cycles. The
538characteristic structures, functions, and behaviors of organisms change in predictable
539ways as they progress from birth to old age. Students are expected to develop an
540understanding of the similarities and differences of organisms’ life cycles and that
541reproduction is essential to the continued existence of every kind of organism. The
542segment is divided into three parts: Part 1- Comparative Life Cycles; Part 2- Inheriting
543Traits: A Chip off the Block and Part 3- Variations within Species: Survival of the Fittest
544
545

Comparative Life Cycles

546

One way to help students engage with this material is to have them observe

547classroom organisms with interesting life cycles. Some organisms include the hornworm
548(Mandaluca sexta), an insect with a complete life cycle (from egg to larva to pupa to
549adult) or milkweed bugs (Oncopeltus fasciatus), an insect with an incomplete life cycle
550(from egg to nymph to adult). Other classroom organisms are crayfish, painted ladies,
551frogs and classroom plants. Students begin to develop models of unique and diverse
552life cycles, and share their own understanding. Living organisms have structures for
553living and moving, as well as interaction with their environment. Plants and animals kept
554in the classroom provide a close and personal experience for the students. Students
555can also record everyday observations and comparisons in a living environment like a
556school garden or aquarium.
557

As an extension of their observations and comparisons, students can conduct an

558investigation on a life cycle of a particular organism in an environment. Students can
559recall experiences or gather information from printed and digital sources. With the latter
560approach, the teacher can divide the students into groups and give them a text about a
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561flowering plant (e.g., peas, pumpkin, orange tree, etc.) or animal (e.g., bird, horse, frog,
562moth, butterfly, etc.). Using information gained
563from the illustrations (e.g., photographs) and the
564text, students answer questions and refer explicitly
565to the text to support their answers to help them
566demonstrate understanding of the life cycle (e.g.,
567where, when, why, and how development occurs).
568Each group of students should study material
569about at least one plant and at least one animal.
570Students then share their findings through a
571verbal presentation that includes diagrams with
572development models of the plant and animal. In
573their presentations, students describe the
574relationship between the development of the
575organisms using language that pertains to time,
576sequence, and effect. By looking across life
577cycles and comparing the examples from different

ELA/ELD Connection
The verbal informational
presentations can be in the
format of a news show, which
can be recorded or videotaped.
The class can be divided into
pairs or triads, one student is
the interviewer who interviews
the other student(s) who take
on the persona of the plant or
animal. The roles of each
student can be rotated, so all
experience asking questions as
well as answering them. The
questions are designed to
demonstrate an understanding
of the life cycle (e.g., where,
when, why, and how
development occurs). The news
report can be supported using
diagrams or illustrations, either
created by the students or from
digital resources.

578groups, students learn about common features
579and pattern of development. This can lead to a discussion about the variability of life
580cycles within a species and across species. This is an excellent place for teachers to
581again call attention to the crosscutting nature of patterns and pattern recognition. By
582the end of this part of the instructional segment, students demonstrate an understanding
583that plants and animals have unique and diverse life cycles that include being born
584(sprouting in plants), growing, developing into adults, reproducing, and eventually dying.
585
586

Inheriting Traits: A Chip off the Block.

587

Students work on activities that include information on families of common

588animals and plants, presented in pictures (e.g., appearance of multiple individuals) and
589in tables or graphs (e.g., height of seedlings at a given age). They can start by looking
590at one or two features that are the same or different in the family. Students can observe
591that families of guinea pigs have coats with different colors and patterns; that dog or cat
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592families vary in the shape and size of ears; and the variation of color on maize samples
593(corn on the cob) by looking at the number of kernels and color. These activities give
594students the opportunity to look at inheritance of traits with an emphasis on organisms
595other than humans. This can provide an opportunity to highlight cause and effect in a
596life science context. Students analyze and report on the variation of these traits in the
597organism studied, distinguishing patterns of similarities and differences in the traits
598shared between offspring and their parents or among siblings. Students should look at
599examples of at least one animal and one plant.
600

Students in third grade acquire an understanding that organisms have different

601inherited traits. Offspring acquire a mix of traits from their biological parents. Different
602organisms vary in how they look and function because they have different inherited
603information. In each kind of organism, there is variation in the traits themselves, and
604different kinds of organisms may have different versions of the trait. Teachers must
605recognize and be sensitive to the fact that many of their students may not live with both
606biological parents or may not even know who both biological parents are. While only the
607biological parents contribute physical traits to a child, the adults who chose to be part of
608that child’s life will heavily influence that child’s personality and dispositions.
609
610

Variations within Species: Survival of the Fittest.

611

Third grade students construct an argument using evidence on how the

612variations in characteristics among individuals of the same species may provide
613advantages in surviving, finding mates, and reproducing. Organisms have differences
614depending on where they grow, or the food they consume. This causes organisms that
615are related to end up looking or behaving differently. Animals engage in behaviors that
616increase their chances for reproduction, and over generations, plants may develop
617specialized structures and/or depend on animal behavior to accomplish reproduction.
618

Students engage in activities that show how a selective factor (e.g., food supply,

619predation, humans) determines the survival of species. Students explore one species at
620a time and the lifetime of one generation. For example, students might conduct a “Battle
621of the Beak” activity mimicking different beaks on a type of bird (e.g., finches).They will
622learn about the adaptive advantage, based on beak function, by simulating birds
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623competing for various foods (selective force). Teachers need to emphasize that even
624while this activity may be exaggerating some features; it is a simulation of the same
625species. This is another opportunity to highlight the crosscutting concept of cause and
626effect relationships and of system models. Students begin to make the link that a
627particular feature can be an advantage. Over time and many generations, these
628advantages may produce the differences in these species that we see today. Teachers
629can provide students with texts (RI.3.2, 4) to investigate how animals that have better
630camouflage coloration than other animals may be more likely to survive and therefore
631more likely to produce offspring. For example, albinism in rabbits may be a
632disadvantage when living in a forest but an asset in the artic. Other examples include
633polar and brown bears’ survival in different environments. There are many examples of
634“evolution in action” such as lizard-like skinks gradually losing their legs over many
635generations as their habitat became drier and sandier (presumably, being snake-like
636provides advantages in dry sandy environments.) Examples of cause and effect
637relationships on survival can be highlighted and explored, for example with plants that
638have larger flowers than other plants may be more desirable for cultivation (selective
639force: humans). Students support their findings, referring explicitly to the text as the
640basis for the answers. Students develop the idea that “fitness” is not an absolute quality,
641but rather it is defined with respect to survival in a particular environment. Some insects
642increase their chance of survival through social behavior in which all individuals
643contribute but only a few reproduce. Students’ explorations lead to examples of
644patterns, cause and effect and transition to system and system models.
645
646Grade Three Instructional Segment 3: Ecosytems and Interdependence
647

In this instructional segment students focus on how the environment and

648organisms are linked together and how the organisms in the environment have changed
649over time using evidence that we have from the present and the past. Students engage
650in scientific experiences with explicit links to targeted core ideas, science and
651engineering practices, and crosscutting concepts, to help them answer questions such
652as: How do changes in the environment affect living organisms? What do fossils tell us
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653about an environment in the past? How can organisms interact in groups to benefit
654individuals? What happens to a plant or animal as the environment changes?
655
Grade Three-Instructional Segment 3: Ecosystems and Interdependence
How does the environment affect living organisms?
How are plants, animals and environments of the past similar or different from current
plants, animals and environments?
What do the characteristics of extinct animals tell us about environment in the past?
How do organisms interact in groups to benefit individuals?
What happens to organisms when the environment changes?
Crosscutting concepts: Cause & Effect; Scale, Proportion & Quantity; Systems &
System Models
Science and Engineering Practices: Analyzing and Interpreting Data; Engaging in
Argument from Evidence.
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
3-LS3-2 Use evidence to support the explanation that traits can be influenced
by the environment. [Clarification Statement: Examples of the
environment affecting a trait could include normally tall plants grown with
insufficient water are stunted, and a pet dog that is given too much food and
little exercise may become overweight.]
3-LS4-3 Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some
organisms can survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot
survive at all. [Clarification Statement: Examples of evidence could include
needs and characteristics of the organisms and habitats involved. The
organisms and their habitat make up a system in which the parts depend on
each other.]
3-LS4-1 Analyze and interpret data from fossils to provide evidence of the
organism and the environments in which they lived long ago.
[Clarification Statement: Examples of data could include type, size, and
distributions of fossil organisms. Examples of fossils and environments
could include marine fossils found on dry land, tropical plant fossils found in
Arctic areas, and fossils of extinct organisms.] [Assessment Boundary:
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Assessment does not include identification of specific fossils or present
plants and animals. Assessment is limited to major fossil types and relative
ages.]
3-LS2-1 Construct an argument that some animals form groups that help
members survive. [This performance expectation does not have a
clarification statement or an assessment boundary.]
3-LS4-4 Make a claim about the merit of a solution to a problem caused when
the environment changes and the types of plants and animals that live
there may change.*
[Clarification Statement: Examples of environmental changes could include
changes in land characteristics, water distribution, temperature, food, and
other organisms.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment is limited to a single
environmental change. Assessment does not include the greenhouse effect
or climate change.]
3-5-ETS1-1. Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a
want that includes specified criteria for success and constraints on
materials, time, or cost. [This performance expectation does not have a
clarification statement or an assessment boundary.]
3-5-ETS1-2. Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a
problem based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and
constraints of the problem. [This performance expectation does not have
a clarification statement or an assessment boundary.]
*The performance expectations marked with an asterisk integrate traditional science
content with engineering through a science and engineering practice or disciplinary
core idea.
656
657Background for Teachers
658

From the previous instructional segment, it might be easy to come away with the

659idea that the appearance, health, and behavior of an organism are entirely a function of
660genes and inheritance. But of course, the environment plays a major role in determining
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661an organism’s characteristics. Plants are especially responsive to the environment. This
662makes sense since, unlike animals, plants cannot move to find water or escape an
663attack. Plants are literally rooted in one place. Thus, they have to change the shape of
664their bodies to respond to conditions. Some plants have defense mechanisms to help
665ensure their survival. Seedlings grown in the shade must grow very tall to reach the
666light. If you have ever grown plants on a classroom windowsill, where light tends to be
667poor, you might have seen these tall, spindly seedlings. When an insect attacks a plant,
668the plant may produce chemicals throughout its body parts that make it taste bad and
669help repel further attacks. The differences in leaf size are adaptations that have evolved
670to help plants maximize photosynthesis and save water. Plants take up water from the
671soil and most of that water travels up the plant to the leaves and then is lost to the air.
672Larger leaves lose water faster. In environments where there is plenty of water, leaves
673can be large to provide maximum surface area for photosynthesis. In dry environments,
674leaves tend to be small to limit water loss. The needles of pine trees are thought to have
675evolved both as a way to save water and help the leaves survive cold temperatures.
676

The environment also influences animals. Skin tans in response to ultraviolet

677light exposure. As salmon swim from the ocean to freshwater, their gills change. One of
678the most important concepts in biology is that changes in response to the environment
679(“acquired traits”) are not passed on to offspring. Only traits encoded in genes are
680passed on to offspring. It is interesting to note that discoveries about genes in the last
681decade have begun to challenge this concept. The new science of epigenetics
682examines how the environment can induce changes to the genes of organism that in
683some cases have been shown to be inherited from one generation to the next.
684

There are limits to the effect of the environment on organisms. For example, an

685animal grown in low-light conditions will not develop extra eyes to help it see in the dark.
686Some changes that may seem to be induced by the environment are actually a result of
687genetics. For example, animals that live in snowy places grow white fur in the winter
688and brown fur in the summer for camouflage. This change is NOT induced by the
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689environment, but is a genetic adaptation that evolved because it helps the animals
690survive.
691

Childhood obesity, a major concern today, is an extension of this topic (and could

692be a topic for a classroom interdisciplinary discussion of health and science). Obesity is
693typically a result of both genetics and environment. High-calorie and high-sugar diets
694have the potential to lead to weight gain and obesity. However some children, due to
695genetics, will gain weight more readily and have a greater chance to develop obesity
696than peers.
697

Disciplinary core idea 3-LS4-4 is closely related to 3-LS4-2 and sets the stage for

698understanding the concept of natural selection. In almost every ecosystem we know of,
699more plants and animals are born than can ultimately survive. Limitations on energy
700(food or light) and space (including water, nutrients, and shelter) means that plants and
701animals must compete to survive and reproduce. But no two organisms (even of the
702same species) are exactly alike. Variation between organisms is created by small
703differences in genes. These small differences tip the scales in favor of one organism or
704another, allowing that successful organism to survive and reproduce, passing on its
705traits onto the next generation.
706

This core idea focuses on constructing an argument based on evidence. In

707every ecosystem around the world, scientists are trying to find evidence that support
708environmental influences. There are many factors to consider, living and non-living, that
709determine the number of species and the number of individuals that can survive in any
710given ecosystem. Understanding ecosystem dynamics helps us predict how species
711can be affected by natural and human-made changes to an area. Changes can be
712physical (drought, destruction of the habitat like road construction or housing
713developments, etc.) or biological (introduction of a new species, reintroduction of
714predators, etc.).
715

Fossils of huge dragonflies (with bodies as long as your arm) have been

716discovered which date back millions of years to approximately when the dinosaurs were
717alive. Today, we understand how insects take in oxygen and get rid of carbon dioxide
718during respiration. The insect respiration system, especially the ability to deliver oxygen
719to muscles, is a major factor that limits how big an insect can get. Rather than having a
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720series of blood vessels to carry oxygen, the oxygen just diffuses through the insect’s
721tissues in what is referred to as an “open” circulatory system. We now know that the
722giant insects of the past evolved during a period when oxygen levels in the atmosphere
723were higher than today’s level. As oxygen levels dropped to current levels, the largest
724insects became extinct and smaller species persisted.
725
726Description of the Instructional Segment
727

This instructional segment on ecosystems

728and interdependence is divided into four parts: Part
7291- Effects of the Environment on Organisms; Part 2730Evidence of Past Organisms and Environments:
731Fossils; Part 3- Changes to the Ecosystem and
732Effects; and Part 4- Group Behaviors
733

ELA ELD Connection
The Achieve the Core Web site
has a link to a collection of
science texts with textdependent questions that could
be used as reading materials,
see
http://www.readwords.org/spotli
ght-on-science#520. Possible
related texts include “On Shaky
Ground,” “Back from the Brink,”
“Blue Bloods of the Sea,” and
Coral Reef Goes Digital.”

734

Effects of the Environment on Organisms

735

Students start by looking at samples of local animals and/or plants and describe

736their observed features. They propose ideas of local areas where they came from.
737Engage the students by asking “Where else can we find these organisms today?”
738Students then explore using digital media that simulates current environments and
739organisms. Students match organisms with environments and indicate what
740environmental features help these organisms adapt well there. This is an opportunity to
741highlight the crosscutting nature of cause and effect relationships. Environments may
742include: tropical rainforests, salt marshes, deserts, prairies, and arctic. It would be
743helpful to provide realia in the classroom setting and pictures of the different types of
744environments. Organisms may include examples of various plants and animals, such as
745insects, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. This helps students start to look for
746evidence that in a particular habitat some organisms can survive well, some survive less
747well, and some cannot survive at all. Students could do a matching game with a partner
748and have them explain what type of organism live in what type of environment. This
749matching game could also provide photos of organisms that live in various
750environments to reiterate the fact that there are possibly more than one correct answer.
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751The key to this activity is not if the answer is right or wrong but for the students to
752engage in arguments from the evidence in the photos.
753

A closer look at an environment can help students classify living and non-living

754factors that affect survival. The organisms and their habitat make up a system in which
755the parts depend on each other. The living factors include animals, plants, and molds.
756The non-living factors include soil, temperature, water, and light. A classroom terrarium
757or fish tank could help students investigate these factors and model how to measure
758changes over time.
759

The environment also affects the probability of survival of traits in a population

760and the way individual organisms grow and develop. Some plant and animal
761characteristics result from individuals’ interactions with the environment, which can
762range from amount of water, to diet, to learned behaviors. Students look at one type of
763organism and feature (for example, a willow tree and its height) and search for
764information on how the same tree can be smaller closer to the artic than the equator
765(reasons: less light, and poor soil). Competition for the same resources in an
766environment (e.g., food, space or shelter) may favor a dominant animal, while other
767factors (e.g., other competitors, predators or disease) may not. Plants rely mostly on
768non-living environmental factors (e.g., soil, temperature, water, light) and sometimes
769living organisms (dispersion of seeds). Different plant features are adapted to different
770environments (e.g., shape and type of leaves of desert plants differ from those of river
771valley plants). Some organisms depend on each other for survival (e.g., clownfish and
772sea anemone, acacia and ants, or insects and flowers). These experiences highlight the
773importance of cause and effect in understanding how the environment impacts
774organisms.
775

Third graders are expected to develop an understanding of the idea that when

776the environment changes some organisms survive and reproduce, some move to new
777locations, or some die. Examples of evidence could include needs and characteristics of
778the organisms and habitats involved. For example, amphibians would need a moist
779environment. Amphibians start their life cycle in water with gills and as they age they
780develop lungs allowing them to survive on land.
781

When scientists look at plant leaves, they notice some common patterns in plant
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782leaf shape and size that are related to the physical environment. Desert plants have
783smaller leaves, while rain forest plants can host leaves bigger than a child. Forests in
784some areas have trees with broad leaves that fall off in the winter, while trees in other
785areas have thin needles. Why? At the third grade, students should be able to recognize
786the patterns and begin to ask questions about why they have developed.
787
788

Evidence of past organisms and environments: fossils

789

Fossils are evidence of ancient life existence and they are found in layers of rock.

790Fossils preserve the shape of a part of an ancient organism’s body that lived (or died) in
791this exact spot. From the previous instructional segment, students know that the shape
792and size of different parts of an organism can depend upon the environmental
793conditions. Even if the organism is long extinct and we cannot find it on Earth today, it
794may show evidence of the same adaptations of modern plants or animals. When
795students observe a fossil at one location that looks very different from the organisms
796that live in that spot today, they know that the environment must have changed since the
797ancient organism was alive (3-LS4-1).
798

An urban example of a fossil is where imprints of a leaf or footprints of a dog are

799trapped in the concrete. If available, investigate using examples of imprints left in
800concrete surrounding the school, a local fossil, or pictures of imprints and derive from
801evidence (i.e., type of animal or plant it was) and what the local community may have
802been like. In this case, you will probably determine that the environment has not
803changed much since the sidewalk concrete dried because dogs still roam the
804neighborhood and the same tree may still be growing beside the sidewalk. In California,
805scientists have discovered some fossils that are very different from the organisms that
806live here today. (Here is a set of images of fossils:
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807http://education.usgs.gov/lessons/schoolyard/fossils.html). For example, the fossils of
808giant sea creatures are found in the hills and mountains around California, telling us that
809these pieces of land were once under water (e.g., a Plesiosaur fossil found near Fresno)
810

The UC Museum of Paleontology (http://ucmpdb.berkeley.edu/) provides a

811searchable database of fossils found in California counties. Other online resources
812include:
813



http://www.fossilmuseum.net/Education.htm

814



http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/pictures/dinosaurs/bones.html

815

Students can also cast fossils or handle fossil models to help them distinguish

816some features.
817
818

Changes to the Ecosystem and Effects

819

By this time, third graders will have examined how the environment can effect an

820organism and the rich history fossils provide. There are two main concepts that are the
821foundation for this next section: environmental conditions can effect the shape and size
822of organisms and fossils are a record of organisms that no longer exist but demonstrate
823the possible adaptations of modern plants or animals. The next concept student will
824examine is what happens when there are changes to the ecosystem.
825

To support the students in planning and carrying out investigations based on this

826this question of what happens when there are changes to the ecosystem. Students can
827visit a local garden, school-yard, or take a field trip to an aquatic environment (stream,
828lake, river or beach). They can look at the elements present in it and try to answer
829questions such as: Where is the water coming from? What kind of plants live there?
830Where are man-made additions? What are elements native to the systems? Students
831share their notes and place elements into a chart with man-made or natural elements.
832Students then read informational texts and gather evidence about how a natural habitat
833has changed as a result of one or more human activities (RI.3.1; W.3.7). This is an
834important science and engineering practice for this instructional segment: analyzing
835and interpreting data. Through a teacher led class discussion, students identify the
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836types of environmental changes that are described in the text, such as changes in land
837characteristics, water distribution, temperature, soil, and plant and animal life. This
838helps them determine the main idea of the text—human activities have resulted in
839changes to the natural habitat. Students select one of the described environmental
840changes and make a list of the series of events they think might have caused these
841changes, using language that pertains to time, sequence, and cause and effect
842(RI.3.3.).
843

The teacher takes the class outside of the building to look for environmental

844changes on campus, in a nearby park, at a nature center, or in the local neighborhood.
845In these areas, students might find places where plants have been removed and
846replaced by pavement or bare patches of dirt, soil has been disturbed as the result of
847erosion by water, or litter has been piled up. Students generate measurement data by
848measuring disturbed and undisturbed areas using rulers. They also make a simple map
849of the area they studied showing the sizes of different disturbed areas. If it is not
850possible to take students outside, the teacher can show them before and after
851photographs of natural habitats where humans have disturbed the area. It may be
852necessary to help students identify comparable areas that show recognizable
853environmental changes. For example, comparing a paved playground and a nearby
854grassy or wooded area would allow them to observe changes in land characteristics or
855plant and animal life.
856

This instructional segment is a particularly good opportunity for helping students

857develop understandings of the crosscutting concepts cause and effect and systems
858and system models. Specifically, an informative reading about environmental changes,
859such as those that have taken place in California’s coastal wetlands, gives teachers an
860opportunity to lead focused discussions with students about the changes that occur as a
861result of human activities, and the causes and effects of those environmental changes.
862

Through these activities, students can continue developing their understanding of

863California’s Environmental Principles and Concepts. In particular, this instructional
864segment gives them an opportunity to investigate examples related to Principle II and
865discover that: direct and indirect changes to natural systems due to the growth of
866human populations and their consumption rates; methods used to extract, harvest,
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867transport and consume natural resources; and the expansion and operation of human
868communities influence the geographic extent, composition, biological diversity, and
869viability of natural systems.
870

The following vignette is an example of how teaching and learning focused on

871the disciplinary core ideas LS4.C Adaptation and LS4.D Biodiversity and Humans and
872PEs 3-LS4-3&4 Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity might look in a third-grade
873classroom.
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Grade Three Vignette
Living Things in Changing Environments

The vignette presents an example of how teaching and learning may look in a

880third-grade classroom when the CA NGSS are implemented. The purpose is to illustrate
881how a teacher engages students in three-dimensional learning by providing them with
882experiences and opportunities to develop and use the science and engineering
883practices and the crosscutting concepts to understand the disciplinary core ideas
884associated with the topic in the instructional segment.
885

It is important to note that the vignette focuses on only a limited number of

886performance expectations. It should not be viewed as showing all instruction necessary
887to prepare students to fully achieve these performance expectations or complete the
888instructional segment. Neither does it indicate that the performance expectations should
889be taught one at a time.
890

The vignette uses specific classroom contexts and themes, but it is not meant to

891imply that this is the only way or the best way in which students are able to achieve the
892indicated performance expectations. Rather, the vignette highlights examples of
893teaching strategies, organization of the lesson structure, and possible students’
894responses. Also, science instruction should take into account that student
895understanding builds over time and that some topics or ideas require activating prior
896knowledge and extend that knowledge by revisiting it throughout the course of a year.
897
898Days 1-4 – Organisms Responding to Environmental Change.
899

Ms. J decides to use several elements of the California EEI unit, Living Things in

900Changing Environments, as the foundation for part three of her Ecosystems and
901Interdependence unit. She uses the first two chapters of the leveled reader, Sweetwater
902Marsh National Wildlife Refuge, to introduce students to the marsh and the plants and
903animals that live there, as an example of where humans have changed the habitat. For
904example:
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905
“Belding’s savannah sparrows are endangered in California. They use
906

pickleweed and other plants to make their nests. Putting their nests in tall, thick

907

pickleweed, keeps the eggs safe from water, even at high tide.”

908
909

“Belding’s savannah sparrows depend on the salt marsh as their habitat. Where

910

buildings, roads, or levees have replaced pickleweed, these sparrows have fewer

911

places to nest. The more people and pets that disturb their habitat the fewer pairs

912

will build nests.”

913
914

After reading Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge, students discussed the

915different species that live in this Southern California salt marsh habitat. Based on the
916information they gathered from the reading, the class made a mural with “before” and
917“after” sections where some students drew the original habitat and others showed the
918habitat after human activity. The students’ drawings also showed plants and animals,
919specifically illustrating some of the organisms’ needs and adaptations, for example, the
920plants were birds nested. They also illustrated some of the changes, for example, the
921addition of buildings, roads, and levees and changes to the amount of pickleweed at the
922marsh. This reading and mural were the basis for a discussion of how organisms
923respond to different environmental changes and introduced students to the idea that
924changes to an ecosystem can significantly affect the plants and animals that live there.
925

In order to reinforce the crosscutting concept about systems and system

926models, Ms. J reminds the students that ecosystems are an example of a system. She
927asks them to identify the salt marsh ecosystem components on their mural. Several
928students also point out the birds nesting in the plants as an example of an interaction
929among the components of the ecosystem.
930

After completing their mural, Ms. J asked the students several questions about

931the marsh, its plants and animals, and how the habitat might change if more human932activity occurs there. She focuses the students on environmental changes by asking
933students to predict answers to questions like, “Which plants or animals will be affected if
934the water becomes saltier?” and “If the water in all of the San Diego Bay becomes
935muddier, what might happen?” (Eelgrass could disappear from the area.) The students
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936make brief notes about the changes discussed during the class meeting, and based on
937their notes and the discussion, students identify the main idea of the reader—human
938activities have resulted in changes to the natural habitat.
939

As a formative assessment, Ms. J distributes a set of Altering the Salt Marsh

940cards to groups of students and asks them to find the card that starts with “Power plants
941make the temperature of the water…” She then has the groups discuss the effects of
942power plants on the temperature of water. Ms. J invites a student volunteer to share
943their groups answer to the question, “How do power plants affect the temperature of
944water?”
945

After discussing the other environmental changes described on the Altering the

946Salt Marsh cards, Ms. J creates a class list of the environmental changes on the
947whiteboard. This list describes the changes that have occurred at Sweetwater Marsh,
948including changes to the land from dredging and building of dams, changes to the
949temperature and salinity of the water. It also describes the resulting changes to the
950many plants and animals that live there, such as pickleweed, and the endangered light951footed clapper rail, California least tern, and Western snowy plover. She then asks the
952students to make a list of the series of events they think might have caused these
953environmental changes. Finally, she asks the children to re-engineer the solutions. The
954children generate more environmentally friendly solutions while considering what the
955technologies need to do (criteria) and reasonable assumptions about constraints, such
956as available time, materials, and money.
957
958Day 5 – Surviving in a Changing Environment.
959

The day after the classroom analysis of environmental changes at Sweetwater

960Marsh, Ms. J took her students on a field trip to visit the campus and local
961neighborhood. (Note: In preparation for this activity, Ms. J identified three “comparable”
962areas near the school where her students could see plants and animals, and observe
963the effects of human activities.) Before going outside, Ms. J explained to the students
964that they would be going on the local field trip to make observations and collect
965evidence about environmental changes on campus and in the local neighborhood.
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966
One of the things that the students observed was that there were only a few
967plants and animals on their school grounds. Ms. J had the students make notes about
968their observations in their science journals. The class then began walking down the
969street, making observations and taking notes as they went by the houses and apartment
970buildings in the neighborhood. They soon observed that some areas had green spaces
971with different kinds of plants and animals, and saw many birds sitting on the branches of
972the bushes and squirrels running through the yards. The last place they visited was a
973local park where they saw even more plants and animals.
974

As they walked back to the school and then into their classroom, Ms. J guided a

975student discussion of similarities and differences among the areas they visited during
976their “field trip.” She made a four-column list on the board labeled “Place,” “Description
977of Area,” “Plants We Saw,” and “Animals We Saw.” With their data recorded, Ms. J
978asked the students to contribute to a list of the differences in the plants, animals, and
979“habitat” among the campus, neighborhood, and park. The class then began a teacher980guided discussion to analyze the data and what might have caused these differences
981and the students identified a variety of human activities, such as, removing trees,
982making streets, paving the campus, and building houses. Once they completed their list,
983she asked the students to identify the evidence they saw during their field trip that, in a
984particular habitat, some organisms can survive well, some survive less well, and some
985cannot survive at all. Ms. J recorded the students’ evidence on the board.
986
987Days 6-7 – Solving an Environmental Problem.
988

This field trip gave Ms. J an opportunity to call students’ attention to the

989crosscutting concept related to cause and effect. She also leads the students through
990a discussion about California’s Environmental Principles and Concepts, specifically
991Principle II Concept c “the expansion and operation of human communities influence the
992geographic extent, composition, biological diversity, and viability of natural systems.”
993

Ms. J called the students’ attention to the class list of the environmental changes

994that have occurred at Sweetwater Marsh. They then read, “Restoring the Marsh,” the
995third chapter of the reader, to learn about some of the solutions to the problems caused
996by the environmental changes that occurred at Sweetwater Marsh. When they
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997completed their reading, Ms. J led a discussion that had the students identify the
998solutions to the environmental changes discussed in the text and make claims about the
999merits of the different solutions to use as evidence in their arguments.
1000

Based on what they discussed about the design solutions used at Sweetwater

1001Marsh, the teacher asked students to select one of the environmental changes they
1002observed during their field trip. The students were most interested in what they
1003observed on campus, very few plants and animals. Therefore, Ms. J instructed them to
1004write a brief informative text that identified this problem and described possible
1005solutions, making claims about the merits of their individual ideas. Students made brief
1006presentations about their ideas and argued for their proposed solutions. As a class,
1007they decided that they wanted to implement a plan to make a small garden of native
1008plants in an open area of the playground. Working in teams of three, students created
1009and presented alternative designs for their native plant gardens. As a whole class, they
1010chose the three designs they liked most. Later in the week, they went out onto the
1011campus and used their rulers to measure the possible garden plots. They returned to
1012the classroom and Ms. J instructed them how to use the measurements they had made
1013to reinforce what they had learned about area and perimeter during their recent math
1014lessons.
1015

So that they could continue planning their gardens and refining their designs,

1016students went to the Internet to research information about establishing a native plant
1017garden including the cost of the plants, soil, and other supplies. With this information
1018available, Ms. J help them estimate the number of plants they would need and calculate
1019the cost of each of the designs they were comparing. Based on their calculations and
1020the amount of money that Ms. J had in her garden fund, the students refined their
1021designs to fit the space and budget they had available. The students invited their
1022principal to visit the classroom and presented their ideas about creating a native plant
1023garden on campus. She was so impressed with their work that she gave them
1024permission to build the garden.
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Performance Expectations
3-LS4-3 Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity
Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some organisms can
survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.
3-LS4-4 Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity
Make a claim about the merit of a solution to a problem caused when the environment
changes and the types of plants and animals that live there may change.
Science and engineering Disciplinary core ideas
practices

Cross cutting concepts

Analyzing and
Interpreting Data
Analyze and interpret data
to make sense of
phenomena using logical
reasoning.

LS4.C Adaptation
For any particular
environment, some kinds of
organisms survive well,
some survive less well, and
some cannot survive at all.

Cause and Effect
Cause and effect
relationships are routinely
identified and used to
explain change.

Constructing
Explanations and
Designing Solutions
Use evidence (e.g.,
observations, patterns) to
construct an explanation.

Systems and System
LS4.D Biodiversity and
Models
Humans
A system can be described
Populations live in a variety in terms of its components
and their interactions.
of habitats, and change in
those habitats affects the
organisms living there.

Engaging in Argument
from Evidence
Construct an argument
with evidence.
Make a claim about the
merit of a solution to a
problem by citing relevant
evidence about how it
meets the criteria and
constraints of the problem.
California’s Environmental Principles and Concepts
Principle II: The long-term functioning and health of terrestrial, freshwater, coastal
and marine ecosystems are influenced by their relationships with human societies.
Concept a. Direct and indirect changes to natural systems due to the growth of
human populations and their consumption rates influence the geographic extent,
composition, biological diversity, and viability of natural systems.
Concept b. Methods used to extract, harvest, transport and consume natural
resources influence the geographic extent, composition, biological diversity, and
234
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viability of natural systems.
Concept c. The expansion and operation of human communities influences the
geographic extent, composition, biological diversity, and viability of natural systems.
Connections to the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy: RI.3.1, RI.3.2, RI.3.3, W.3.2, W.3.3
Connections to the CA CCSSM: MP.5, MP.6
1025Vignette Debrief
1026

The CA NGSS require that students engage in science and engineering

1027practices to develop deeper understanding of the disciplinary core ideas and
1028crosscutting concepts. The lessons give students multiple opportunities to engage with
1029the core ideas in life sciences (biological evolution and environmental changes),
1030helping them to move towards mastery of the three components described in the CA
1031NGSS performance expectation.
1032

In this vignette, the teacher selected two performance expectations but in the

1033lessons described above she only engaged students in selected portions of these PEs.
1034Full mastery of these PEs will be achieved throughout subsequent instructional
1035segments.
1036

Students were engaged in a number of science practices with a focus on

1037analyzing and interpreting data, constructing explanations and designing
1038solutions, and engaging in argument from evidence.
1039

Based on their firsthand observations in the local area, they discovered the

1040types of plants and animals that lived near the school, collected evidence about
1041environmental changes, and the effects of those changes on organisms. Having
1042developed their basic knowledge about environmental changes and their effects on
1043plants and animals, students identified an environmental change they wanted to
1044investigate further. This ultimately led them to design, propose, and compare several
1045possible solutions to what they had observed.
1046
1047

The field trip and subsequent class discussions provided a context within which

1048the students could begin framing their developing knowledge about components and
1049interactions in natural systems, and how what they observed related to California
240
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1050Environmental Principle II Concept c, regarding how “the expansion and operation of
1051human communities influences the geographic extent, composition, biological diversity,
1052and viability of natural systems.” In addition, these experiences offered an opportunity
1053for students to begin developing their understanding of the crosscutting concept of
1054cause and effect.
1055
1056CCSS Connections to English Language Arts and Mathematics
1057

Students used the text in Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge as the

1058basis for describing the relationships between a series of historical events, scientific
1059ideas, and concepts associated with the effects of human activities on the plants and
1060animals that live in the marsh. They then identified the main ideas within the reader
1061based on their notes, and questions and answers during a class discussion. These
1062activities correspond to the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy Reading Informational Text
1063Standard 3 (RI.3.1, RI.3.2, RI.3.3). In addition, they reinforced their writing skills by taking
1064brief notes from print sources and writing an informative text that identified problems in the
1065marsh and possible solutions, corresponding to Writing Standard 3 (W.3.2, W.3.3).
1066

While developing the designs for their native plant gardens, students were

1067challenged to use rulers to measure possible garden plots with precision, applying the
1068CA CCSSM Standards for Mathematical Practice 5 and 6 (MP.5, MP.6). They also
1069calculated the costs of the alternative designs and used this information, and other
1070considerations, to refine their designs to fit the available space and budget.
1071Additionally, this activity reinforces what students had learned about area and perimeter
1072during previous lessons.
1073
1074MP.5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
1075MP.6 Attend to precision.
1076
1077
1078
1079Resources for the Vignette

248
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1080
 California Education and the Environment Initiative. 2011. Living Things in
1081
1082
1083
1084

Changing Environments. Sacramento: Office of Education and the Environment.
Group Behaviors and Ecosystems
Why do bees form a hive? How do penguins keep their eggs from freezing?

1085Students in third grade collect observational data on how organisms interact in groups
1086to benefit individuals within the group. Science experiences for third graders can include
1087activities and games where teams complete tasks that highlight the potential individual
1088benefits of cooperative behavior. Examples of animals in the wild, such as groups of
1089penguins in the artic, zebras in Africa, schools of fish (see figure 7), or migrating birds,
1090demonstrate group behaviors that benefit group interdependence. Group behaviors are
1091found in organisms ranging from unicellular molds to ants to primates, including
1092humans. Many species with a strong drive for social affiliation live in groups formed
1093based on genetic relatedness, physical proximity, or other recognition mechanisms
1094(which may be species specific). Group behavior can increase the chances of survival
1095for individuals and their relatives. While some groups are stable over long periods of
1096time, others are fluid, with members moving in and out. Groups change over time, for
1097example, they may break up if their size or operation becomes counterproductive, if
1098dominant members lose their place, or if other key members are removed from the
1099group. Group interdependence is so strong a trait that animals that usually live in groups
1100suffer behaviorally as well as physiologically when reared in isolation, even if all of their
1101physical needs are met.
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1102
1103Figure 7: Some animals like fish may school or form aggregations for many reasons,
1104including foraging, reproduction, and defense from predators. (Boatt Press 2015)
1105

1106
1107

While examining group behaviors of animals, students can explore computer

1108simulations. This provides a good opportunity to have students investigate models of a
1109phenomena with computer simulations to help students visualize a system that shows
1110group behaviors in ecosystems. Craig Reynolds (1987) published a paper where he
1111explored computer simulations of flocks, herds, and schools. He was able to create a
1112computer simulation. This computer model examined animal motion such as bird flocks
1113and fish schools (figure 8.). Another good example is the ants and pheromones
1114simulation from NetLogo (Figure 9 below). NetLogo is a multi-agent programmable
1115modeling environment used by tens of thousands of students, teachers, and
1116researchers worldwide and found at https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/.
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1117
1118Figure 8: This is a depiction of the simulated bird-oid object (BOID) flock avoiding
1119cylindrical obstacles (1986)
1120

1121
1122
1123Figure 9: In this NetLogo ants computer simulation, ants (red) leave a trail of
1124pheromones (white) that helps other ants find food (blue) around their nest (purple).
1125This is a model of biological phenomena that helps students construct explanations
1126using a model. (NetLogo 2015)

1127
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1129Grade Three – Instructional Segment 4: Weather, Climate and Impacts
1130

Students experience weather every day of their life and have a large body of prior

1131knowledge even in the early elementary grades. They can often describe the weather at
1132different times of year and in different parts of the world using rich descriptions, but this
1133instructional segment will push them to describing these conditions using numbers
1134(scale, proportion, and quantity).
1135
Grade Three-Instructional Segment 4: Weather, Climate and Impacts
What is typical weather in different parts of the world?
What is typical weather in different times of the year?
What weather patterns are common for different seasons?
How can the impact of weather-related hazards be reduced?*
Crosscutting concepts: Patterns, Cause & Effects
Science and Engineering Practices: Analyzing and Interpreting Data; Obtaining and
Evaluating and Communicating Information.
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
3-ESS2-1 Represent data in tables and graphical displays to describe typical
weather conditions during a particular season. [Clarification Statement:
Examples of data could include average temperature, precipitation, and wind
direction.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment of graphical displays is limited
to pictographs and bar graphs. Assessment does not include climate change.]
3-ESS2-2 Obtain and combine information to describe climates in different
regions of the world.
[This performance expectation does not have a clarification statement or an
assessment boundary.]
3- ESS3-1 Make a claim about the merit of a design solution that reduces the
impacts of a weather-related hazard. *[Clarification Statement: Examples of
design solutions to weather-related hazards could include barriers to prevent
280
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3-5-ETS-1 Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that
includes specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time,
or cost.
[This performance expectation does not have a clarification statement or an
assessment boundary.]
3-5-ETS-2 Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based
on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the
problem.
[This performance expectation does not have a clarification statement or an
assessment boundary.]
*The performance expectations marked with an asterisk integrate traditional science content
with engineering through a science and engineering practice or disciplinary core idea.

1136
1137Background for Teachers
1138

In this instructional segment, students analyze and interpret data to describe

1139typical weather conditions expected during a particular season and in different regions
1140of the world. By applying their understanding of weather-related hazards, students are
1141able to argue from evidence about the merit of a design solution that reduces the
1142impacts of such hazards. Students are asking questions like: What is typical weather
1143in my local region? How does it compare to other areas of California? Does it change
1144during the year? What weather patterns are common for different seasons? What
1145weather-related hazards are in my region? How can we reduce weather-related
1146hazards?
1147

Through exploration of multiple examples, students develop an understanding of

1148the distinction between weather and climate. Weather, which varies from day to day and
1149seasonally throughout the year, is the condition of the atmosphere at a given place and
1150time. Even though the weather changes all the time, there are certain weather patterns
1151that repeat each year at each spot on Earth. For example, it almost never snows in San
288
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1152Francisco or Los Angeles, but it does snow every year in the mountains near Lake
1153Tahoe or Big Bear, a short drive from those cities. Snow only comes during the winter
1154season in California’s mountains, but other places on Earth like Antarctica receive snow
1155year-round. Climate is longer term and location sensitive; it is the range of a region’s
1156weather over one year or many years. Because it depends on latitude and geography,
1157climate varies from place to place. Weather and climate are shaped by complex
1158interactions involving sunlight, the ocean, the atmosphere, ice, landforms, and living
1159things. These interactions can drive changes that occur over multiple time scales—from
1160hours, days, weeks, and months for weather to years, decades, centuries, and beyond
1161for climate.
1162
1163Description of Instructional Segment
1164

As part of this instructional segment on

1165weather, climate and impacts, students can collect
1166weather data such as temperature, precipitation,
1167humidity, barometric pressure, and wind direction
1168at their school site over the course of a season
1169from publically available sources (e.g.
1170http://www.weather.gov ). Alternatively, under the
1171SEP of asking questions and defining
1172problems: (3–5-ETS1-1) Define a simple design
1173problem that can be solved through the
1174development of an object, tool, process, or system

ELA ELD Connection
For additional background
information from different
sources, students can
investigate the Climate Kids,
NASA’s Eye on the Earth, Web
site at
http://climatekids.nasa.gov/clim
ate-change-meaning/ that
addresses weather and climate
issues. Students can also
compare important points and
details from different
informational texts, such as
Climates by Theresa Alberti,
The Magic School Bus and the
Climate Challenge by Joanna
Cole, and Climate Maps by Ian
F. Mahaney.

1175and includes several criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or cost. (3–
11765-ETS1-1) as an engineering extension, students could design and build a weather
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1177station to collect weather data about their school site (an example of a publically
1178available lesson plan offered by NOAA is available at:
1179http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/for_fun/BuildyourownWeatherStation.pdf).
1180Weather data is an excellent platform to have students look for patterns and make
1181cause and effect arguments. Further, it provides ample opportunity for students to
1182obtain, evaluate, and communicate information through graphic displays, including
1183pictographs and bar graphs.
1184

Moving beyond their school site, student can make further use of publicly

1185available sources to plan and carry out investigations based on a region of the world
1186and presents the same types of data. Students can present their findings to the group
1187with a culminating activity including collecting and sharing students’ work across a
1188variety of regional climates to generate a global picture of the variety of climates thus
1189supporting the SEP of obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information.
1190

From instructional segment 2, students

1191know that the physical environment plays a major
1192role in determining the types of plants and animals

Math Connection
Measure effects of environment
on the growth of seedlings.


Effects of drought

1193that live in a region, and climate is an excellent



Soil vs. hydroponics

1194example of such a physical factor. As students



Amount of sunlight hours
per day

1195study major climate zones, they can relate them to
1196the types of plant life that thrives in different parts
1197of the world (analyzing and interpreting data).
1198Students might notice important patterns such as

Students would make daily
observations of each plan,
recording height measurement,
number of leaves, color, sketch
or photo, etc.

1199the banding of specific biomes at different latitudes and differences between the biomes
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1200along the coast versus the interior of some continents (including distinct bands along the
1201coast). Each of these patterns is evidence of specific phenomenon that students will
1202explore in middle school and they will be able to construct explanations based on
1203what evidence they collected (MS-ESS2-6).
1204

The CA NGSS emphasize students’ ability to describe the differences between

1205the climate characteristics of the different climate zones. However, it does not require
1206that students know or recognize the names of any of Earth’s biomes. A focus on such
1207terminology could distract from the real goal of honing students' ability to make
1208observations, recognize patterns in those observations, ask questions about what
1209might be causing them, and then engage in arguments from evidence.
1210
1211Engineering Connection:
1212

A variety of hazards results from natural weather

1213processes (e.g., floods, coastal erosion, droughts, wind,
1214precipitation or snow). Humans cannot eliminate natural hazards
1215but can take steps to reduce their impacts. To reinforce this
1216concept, teachers can ask students to design houses that can reduce the impact of
1217different hazardous weather conditions and then test their designs. Hazardous weather
1218conditions for this activity include heavy snow, heavy rain, drought, and high wind.
1219Class activities could focus on weather hazards relevant to the local conditions of the
1220region near the school, which students have experienced. Students’ engineering design
1221projects show possible solutions to a problem and are limited by available materials and
1222resources (constraints). The success of a designed solution is determined by
1223considering the desired features of a solution (criteria). Different proposals for solutions
1224are compared on the basis of how well each one meets the specified criteria for success
1225or how well each takes the constraints into account. (3-5-ETS1-1)
312
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1228Grade Four
1229

Students in grade four continue to build their knowledge of physical, Earth, and

1230life science through engaging in scientific practices and applying their scientific
1231knowledge to engineering design problems. The fourth grade performance expectations
1232are organized into a sequence of four instructional segments that utilize many science
1233and engineering practices to explore energy and waves, use earth science
1234investigations to design a solution to a geo-engineering problem, and deeply
1235investigate animal and plant structures and functions. Emphasized in fourth grade are
1236the crosscutting concepts of cause and effect, patterns, energy and matter, and
1237systems and system models.
1238

Table 2 summarizes the PEs included in each instructional segment and the

1239crosscutting concepts that students may use as a tool to make sense of the disciplinary
1240core ideas. These instructional segments are designed to be taught in this suggested
1241sequence over the span of a school year, not taught individually. Where appropriate,
1242PEs that integrate science ideas with engineering design are accompanied by one of
1243the three PEs in grades three-five engineering design. The PEs marked with an asterisk
1244integrate traditional science content with engineering through a practice or disciplinary
1245core idea.
1246
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1248Table 2: Instructional Segments in Grade Four
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1249

GRADE FOUR

Instructional
Waves Segment 2:

Exploring
Instructional
Energy Segment 1:

Performance Expectations Addressed
4-PS3-1, 4-PS3-2, 4-PS3-3, 4-PS3-4*, 4-ESS3-1, 3-5-ETS1-1
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
Highlighted CCC
 Asking Questions and Defining
Problems
 Planning and Carrying out
Investigations
 Constructing Explanations and
Designing Solutions
 Obtaining, Evaluating, and
Communicating Information
 Developing and Using Models


PS3.A: Definitions of Energy
PS3.B: Conservation of Energy
and Energy Transfer

 Energy and Matter
 Cause & Effect

Brief Summary
Energy comes in many forms including heat, light, mechanical, chemical, and electrical. Energy can
be transferred from one object to another through a variety of mechanisms including
through collisions, and it can be used to perform tasks. We rely on many different energy resources to
power our world that have an effect on our environment.

Performance Expectations Addressed
4-PS4-1, 4-PS4-3*, 3-5-ETS1-3
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
 Developing and Using Models
 Constructing explanations and
designing solutions

PS4.A: Wave Properties
PS4.B: Electromagnetic
Radiation
PS4.C: Information
Technologies and
Instrumentation

Highlighted CCC

 Patterns

Brief Summary
Waves have regular patterns and motion. They can travel great distances without changing. We use
waves to transfer information from one place to another.

Performance Expectations Addressed
4-ESS1-1, 4-ESS2-1, 4-ESS2-2, 4-ESS3-2*, 3-5-ETS1-1, 3-5-ETS1-2, 3-5-ETS1-3
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
Highlighted CCC
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 Planning and Carrying Out
Investigations
 Analyzing and Interpreting Data
 Constructing Explanations and
Designing Solutions
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ESS1.C: The History of Planet
Earth
ESS2.A: Earth Materials and
Systems
ESS2.B: Plate Tectonics and
Large-Scale System
Interactions
ESS2.E: Biogeology

 Cause & Effect
 Patterns

1250
1251

Structure and Function of Plants and AnimalsInstructional Segment 4: Instructional Segment 3:

Brief Summary
Patterns in rock formations and fossils give clues to changes in the earth over time. Weathering and
erosion help to shape the earth’s surface and affect types of living organisms living in a region. Maps
help to locate patterns of earth processes along plate boundaries. Knowledge of natural hazards can
help humans design solutions to decrease their impacts.

Performance Expectations addressed
4-LS1-1, 4-LS1-2, 4-PS4-2
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
 Developing and Using Models
 Engaging in Argument from
Evidence

LS1.A: Structure and Function
LS1.D: Information Processing

Highlighted CCC

 Cause and Effect,
 Systems and System
Models

Brief Summary
Plants and animals have internal and external structures to support survival, growth, behavior, and
reproduction. Animals receive information through their senses, process the information in their brain,
and respond to that information in different ways. Reflected light from objects that enter the eye allow
objects to be seen.

1252Grade Four – Instructional Segment 1: Exploring Energy
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1253
Though first introduced in kindergarten, grade four is the first time that energy is
1254explored in depth. Grade four students ask questions, make observations and
1255predictions, and construct explanations as they explore energy. Students engage in
1256scientific experiences to help them answer questions such as: What is energy and how
1257is it related to motion? How is speed of an object related to the energy of the object?
1258What happens to energy when objects collide? How is energy transferred? What
1259natural resources provide energy and fuels and how do their uses effect the natural
1260environment?
1261
Grade Four-Instructional Segment 1: Exploring Energy
How does motion relate to energy?
How is energy transferred, how does it move from place to place?
What is the relationship between the speed of an object and the energy of that object?
What happens to energy when objects collide?
How can one use energy to solve a design problem?
How does human use of energy and fuels derived from natural resources affect the
environment?
Crosscutting concepts: Cause and Effect, Energy and Matter
Science and Engineering Practices: Asking Questions and Defining Problems,
Planning and Carrying out Investigations, Constructing Explanations and Designing
Solutions, Obtaining, Evaluating and Communicating Information, Developing and
Using Models
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
4-PS3-1. Use evidence to construct an explanation relating the speed of an object
to the energy of that object. [Clarification Statement: Examples of evidence
relating speed and energy could include change of shape on impact or other
results of collisions.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include
quantitative measures of changes in the speed of an object or on any precise
or quantitative definition of energy.]
4-PS3-2. Make observations to provide evidence that energy can be transferred
from place to place by sound, light, heat, and electric currents.
344
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[Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include quantitative
measurements of energy.]
4-PS3-3.

Ask questions and predict outcomes about the changes in energy that
occur when objects collide. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on the
change in the energy due to the change in speed, not on the forces, as
objects interact.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include
quantitative measurements of energy.]

4-PS3-4. Apply scientific ideas to design, test, and refine a device that converts
energy from one form to another.* [Clarification Statement: Examples of
devices could include electric circuits that convert electrical energy into
motion energy of a vehicle, light, or sound and a passive solar heater that
converts light into heat. Examples of constraints could include the materials,
cost, or time to design the device.] [Assessment Boundary: Devices should
be limited to those that convert motion energy to electric energy or use stored
energy to cause motion or produce light or sound.]
4-ESS3-1. Obtain and combine information to describe that energy and fuels are
derived from natural resources and their uses affect the environment.
[Clarification Statement: Examples of renewable energy resources could
include wind energy, water behind dams, and sunlight; non-renewable energy
resources are fossil fuels and fissile materials. Examples of environmental
effects could include loss of habitat due to dams, loss of habitat due to
surface mining, and air pollution from burning of fossil fuels.]
1262
1263Background for teachers
1264

The major goals of this instructional segment should be for students to refine and

1265develop their concept of energy and to notice and describe various ways in which
1266energy manifests in systems. The concept of energy in everyday jargon overlaps with,
1267but is not the same as, the concept of energy in science. The goal should be to help
1268students recognize and distinguish the differences. In everyday conversation, we talk
1269about needing energy (for example to move around), using energy, and generating or
352
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1270getting energy. In addition, we have a sense of “feeling energetic.” Students may also
1271have heard the idea that plants get energy from the sun. They may also be aware that
1272food gives you energy. They may have preconceptions such as that a drink of water
1273gives them energy. When we speak about electrical generation, we often refer to
1274nuclear energy, solar energy, and wind energy, as well as energy generated using fossil
1275fuels. We also talk about electrical energy. All of this language is familiar to many
1276students at this grade level, so they have many overlapping and contradictory concepts
1277about what energy is. The aim of this instructional segment is to start from where they
1278are and help them distinguish between everyday usage and the scientific concept of
1279energy.
1280

In this instructional segment, we first want to develop the ideas that:

1281



any moving object carries energy;

1282



the energy of a moving object is called motion energy or kinetic energy.

1283



for objects moving at the same speed, the more massive object has the motion
energy

1284
1285



1286

These ideas about the amount of energy an object carries are qualitative not

for objects of the same mass, the motion energy increases rapidly with its speed

1287quantitative at this grade level. In order to talk about amounts of energy, students also
1288need to develop the idea that energy has effects. For example, something with more
1289energy has more effect (e.g., does more damage when it hits a barrier or digs a bigger
1290hole when it lands in a sand box). The idea that energy is transferred from one object to
1291another when they collide is also developed in this part of the instructional segment. In
1292addition, students will understand the idea that forces at a distance between objects
1293(e.g., magnets) can also mediate the transfer of energy from one object to another.
1294

The instructional segment next develops awareness of different ways energy moves

1295from place to place. Energy is carried as: the motion energy or kinetic energy of a
1296massive object; as radiation, such as light and radiant heat (infrared radiation); and as
1297waves, such as an ocean wave or a sound wave. In an ocean wave or sound wave, the
1298energy is in the motion of particles within the matter, which move back and forth or up
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1299and down while the energy moves from one place to another. Thus in this instructional
1300segment, the concept of a wave moving in matter should begin to be developed with
1301visible examples such as a water wave or a wave moving on a string. This concept is
1302further refined in a later instructional segment at this grade level. When most students
1303envision water waves, they think about a breaking wave, which is not, in physics terms,
1304an example of wave motion. A breaking wave is a result of the wave being disrupted by
1305meeting the rising sea bottom at the shore. To develop a model of wave motion,
1306students need to work first with the example of waves transmitted along a rope. They
1307can move on to creating water waves in the middle of an even depth container with a
1308cork or other floating object bobbing up and down as the wave goes by. This idea of
1309wave motion needs to be quite well established with visible examples before students
1310try to develop the idea of sound as a pressure wave within matter. In order to
1311understand this concept, students need to develop the idea that solid matter has
1312internal structure.at the same time. They should also recognize that solid matter is not
1313just one continuous rigid object. Students should also develop the idea that a louder
1314sound represents more energy reaching the ear; and, likewise, a brighter light means
1315more energy reaching the eye.
1316

Finally, the instructional segment develops the idea that energy in one form can be

1317transferred to an object as energy in another form. Below are three examples:
1318
1319
Type of Energy
Energy of Motion

Collision

Becomes
Heat and Sound

Light

Absorbed

Heats a Surface
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Illuminates

A Light Bulb

1320
1321

Because energy cannot really be quantified at this grade level, students cannot

1322develop a notion of conservation of energy, but instruction can and should lay the
1323precursors of that idea. Students should understand that any time we need energy we
1324have to get it from somewhere. A person cannot just make energy from nothing, and
1325that after one “uses it” it is not “used up” but that it is still around in some distributed
1326form in the local environment. Another idea students should understand is that every
1327machine stops operating if fuel is not continually provided because friction converts the
1328energy of the machine’s motion to heat its motor or the surrounding environment.
1329

The distinction between energy itself and energy resources is the next idea that

1330needs to be developed in this instructional segment. Energy resources provide us with
1331the energy that we can use to do useful things. This can be explained as a two-step
1332process: one uses energy resources to generate electricity, and one uses electricity to
1333run machines or provide light or heat. Energy resources can be food or fuel (i.e., things
1334that one uses to extract energy by chemical processes of combustion or respiration)
1335where the energy is used to drive a turbine to make electricity, run a car or some other
1336engine, or allow an animal to maintain its body temperature and to move around. Other
1337ways of generating electricity use the energy of sunlight (solar energy), the energy of
1338moving air (wind energy), or the energy of falling water (hydro-electric) to make the
1339electricity.
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1340
While the instructional segment does not introduce the notion of potential energy, it
1341is probably necessary to introduce the notion of stored energy, for example to talk about
1342energy that is stored in a battery, or in a stretched or compressed spring. However, one
1343should be careful about using the language of energy stored in food or fuel. These are
1344resources from which energy can be extracted only because we live in a world that is
1345rich in oxygen. The energy is released in the chemical interaction of the food or fuel with
1346the oxygen, but it is not “stored in fuel” any more than it is stored in the oxygen. It is not
1347appropriate to introduce differences in chemical binding energy at this grade level, but it
1348is helpful to avoid reinforcing the misconception that an energy resource is a form of
1349energy. Teachers need to discuss the notion that energy is released by burning fuel,
1350rather than from its reaction with oxygen, this will lay a foundation for students when the
1351discussions of energy release in chemical reactions is covered at the later grades.
1352
1353Description of Instructional Segment
1354

This instructional segment on Exploring Energy is divided into three parts: Part 1-

1355Investigating Energy includes investigating types of energy, energy transfer, the
1356relationship of speed of an object to the motion of an object and collisions of objects.
1357Part 2- Energy Conversion Design Project is an engineering activity in which students
1358plan, design, build, and refine a device to solve a problem involving several forms of
1359energy and energy transfers. Part 3-Energy Resources and the Environment involves
1360students examining renewable and nonrenewable resources and how the uses of these
1361resources affect the environment.
1362
1363

Investigating Energy

1364

This instructional segment begins with a series of investigations in which students

1365observe, model, and discuss situations where energy is transferred from one object to
1366another, transferred from place to place, and transformed from one form of energy to
1367another. The goal of the activities is for students to develop and refine their language for
1368describing energy, their concept of what scientists mean when they use the term energy,
384
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1369and to begin to collect evidence that energy can be transferred from place to place by
1370sound, light, heat, and electric currents (PE-4-PS3-2). Teachers can have students work
1371in teams to visit stations where they are examine different systems. Students will
1372model each system observed to define and describe ways in which energy transferred
1373and transformed (e.g., heat energy to motion). The systems chosen demonstrate
1374different forms, transfers, and transformations of energy. A few examples of possible
1375station include:
1376
1377

(a) energy of motion may become sound: one block collides into another block or a
moving ball collides onto another ball

1378

(b) elastic energy to motion: a rubber-band catapult or a trampoline

1379

(c) light energy to heat: sunlight or a heat lamp on a surface

1380

(d) chemical energy to heat and /or light: a hand warmer, a candle flame, a light stick

1381

(e) light energy to electrical energy to sound: solar panel connected to a circuit

1382

ringing an electrically-operated doorbell

1383

(f) wind energy to motion: blowing on a pin wheel; leaves moving on a tree

1384

(g) motion into heat energy via friction: rubbing hands together, sliding object across

1385
1386
1387
1388

surfaces such as sand paper and carpet
(h) mechanical energy to motion: wind-up devices such as fuzzy chicks, chattering
teeth, cars and hand crank generators spinning a fan motor
(i) motion to sound: tuning forks.

1389
1390

Many other examples can be used, all with very simple materials. After visiting and

1391writing observations at the stations, each group is responsible for communicating
1392information about their final station to the class (obtaining, evaluating, and
1393communicating information).
1394

The teacher assigns group of students to record (1) the forms of energy observed,

1395(2) changes they observed in the interactions, (3) the transfers of energy from one
1396object to another or from one place to another, and (4) the transformations of energy
1397(e.g., light to electrical energy). These lists become the basis for a whole class
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1398discussion, which the teacher uses to help students refine and organize their language
1399and ideas about energy. As a complementary extension, students can use publically
1400available simulations (e.g., PhET ”Energy Forms and Changes: Energy Systems”) to
1401reinforce their ability to model and visualize energy forms and transfer. These energy
1402activities also help to lay the ground work for the crosscutting concept energy and
1403matter as students begin to build understanding of energy forms, transfers, and
1404transformations.
1405

Next, teachers ask students to plan and carry out energy investigations to

1406construct an explanation based on their evidence that relates the speed of an object
1407to the energy of the object (PE-4-PS3-1). An example might be observing objects
1408landing in a bed of sand. Students will need to devise ways to observe falling objects at
1409different speeds (e.g., slow, medium, and fast using a ramp) and make observations of
1410the resulting sand and object. Students use these observations as they begin to collect
1411evidence for their explanation of how the speed of an object relates to the energy of
1412that object. Other investigations can include rolling marbles or toy cars down a ramp at
1413different speeds into a paper cup cut in half. Students can devise methods to increase
1414or decrease the speed of a marble or toy car and then describe the effect on the paper
1415cup (e.g., how the marble moved the cup, the distance the cup moved related to the
1416speed of colliding object). Students could roll marbles down a ramp from different
1417heights and different angles to change speeds of the objects and continue to gather
1418evidence. Though students may make measurements of the depth and width of the
1419sand displaced or distance and time an object moved in these investigations, the
1420students’ observations and evaluations should be qualitative, not quantitative
1421measurements of energy. These investigations relating the speed of an object to the
1422energy of the object directly support the crosscutting concept cause and effect. Cause
1423and effect relationships are routinely identified and used to explain change. Students
1424will be changing the system they are studying and making observations to see what
1425happens. A method to highlight and emphasize cause and effect is to keep a class
1426chart recording these relationships or have students build a cause and effect chart in
400
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1427their notebooks as they conduct their investigations. The teacher can extend this
1428activity to also develop the relationship between weight and energy for two different
1429objects moving at the same speed. (At this grade level no distinction is made between
1430mass and weight.)
1431

Following the investigations relating speed of objects and energy of the object,

1432students begin to ask questions and predict outcomes for the changes in energy when
1433objects collide (PE-4-PS3-4). To generate initial questions students should make
1434observations of various collisions. For example, students can observe a rolling ball
1435colliding with a stopped ball, using a variety of balls of varying weights of the same size.
1436Students could conduct investigations on the playground with various play equipment:
1437bats and different sized balls, racquets and birdies, balls against stationary walls.This
1438provides a rich opportunity for students to develop questions and predictions, which
1439guide students to plan and carry out further investigations of various collisions.
1440Students could keep an organized list or table of their questions and predictions in their
1441science notebook throughout this investigation. Students could make additional
1442observations of changes in energy involving collisions by watching Newton’s Cradle
1443(simulation or the actual device) or watching a video of a billiards game (see figures 10
1444and 11).
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Figure 10: Example of Newton’s Cradle

1448

1449
1450
1451

Figure 11: Example of Billiards

1452
1453
1454

A final project may include the observation of a more complex device (directly or via

1455a video) listing questions, making predictions and descripting outcomes of energy
1456change due to collisions. This final project can incorporate different results that happen
1457when objects collide and how they affect the speed and direction of each of the objects
1458involved in the collision. An example could be the study of a of a car crash where there
1459is transfer of energy, resulting in movement, change of shape of materials, and
1460transformation of energy, motion to heat and sound.
1461
1462Engineering Connection
1463

In this engineering activity, an energy conversion design

1464project, students apply their scientific ideas from Part 1 to design,
1465test and refine a device that converts energy from one form to
416
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1466another (PE-PS3-4). An example could be designing a Rube Goldberg Machine (e.g.,
1467wake-up machine, figure 12) from simple materials (battery powered fans, marbles,
1468wind-up toys, light sources). The figure below depicts an example where mechanical
1469energy from a student’s finger is used to turn on a flashlight in which chemical energy is
1470transformed in electrical energy, which is then turned into light energy. The light energy
1471is absorbed by a solar cell, which converts it to mechanical energy, accelerating a small
1472car into a line of up dominos. The dominos transfer mechanical energy between each
1473other until the last domino transfers its mechanical energy to a bell, which creates a
1474sound wave that “wakes us up.”
1475
1476Figure 12: Example of a Rube Goldberg machine: a flashlight (light energy) shines on a
1477solar car that moves (mechanical energy) toward a series of dominos that fall down
1478(mechanical energy) into a bell (sound).
1479

1480
1481
1482

Students in grade four design a device that has at least three types of energy

1483and three types of energy transfers. Using the engineering design process, students
1484design, build, test, and refine a device that meets the constraints and materials
1485available. Students should be explicit with how many forms of energies are represented
1486(transformed) and explain the energy transfers involved in their machine. This
1487engineering project is another opportunity to support and utilize the crosscutting
1488concepts, energy and matter and cause and effect as well as many science and
1489engineering practices including asking questions and defining problems,
424
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1490constructing explanations and designing solutions, and planning and carrying
1491out investigations.
1492
1493

Energy Resources and the Environment

1494

Students engage in a short project to obtain, evaluate,

1495and communicate information about fuels and other sources
1496we use provide energy. For example the energy we use to move
1497our cars or heat and light our homes is derived from natural
1498resources. The use of these energy sources affect the
1499environment (PE-4-ESS3-1). Students should examine at least
1500one renewable and one non-renewable energy resource. Teams
1501are assigned a renewable resource (e.g., wind, solar, water

ELA ELD Connection
As part of the project
and using the
information gathered,
students write an
opinion piece about
supporting (or not
supporting) the use of
renewable or nonrenewable energy
resources.

1502stored behind dams used to drive hydroelectric generation,
1503biofuels), and non-renewable resource (e.g., fossil fuels such as gasoline, natural gas,
1504or coal) to study. The information, obtained from print and digital sources, could include
1505an overview of the type of energy, what the source of energy is used for (run car,
1506generate heat, produce electricity), and how the use of the energy source affects the
1507environment. Student teams would have an opportunity to make presentations about
1508their topic at a class event such as an Energy Day. Energy Day is an opportunity to
1509connect with families. It is a festival highlighting the students’ engineering designs or
1510provide an opportunity for them to communicate their information and results. Energy
1511Day can have interactive demonstrations and exhibits where students teach their
1512families about the various forms of energy, science, technology, efficiency, conservation,
1513and careers in the energy industry.
1514
1515Grade Four – Instructional Segment 2: Waves
1516

Students continue their exploration of waves from first grade where they began to

1517explore waves moving across the surface of water. In first grade, students observed that
1518waves have regular patterns and motion. Sound can make matter vibrate, and vibrating
432
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1519matter can make sound. In grade four, students study wave patterns in more depth and
1520the transfer of sounds.
1521
1522
Grade Four-Instructional Segment 2: Waves
What are the characteristic properties and behaviors of waves?
Where can we use patterns to transfer information?
Crosscutting concepts: Patterns
Science and Engineering Practices: Developing and Using Models; Constructing
explanations and designing solutions
4-PS4-1 Develop a model of waves to describe patterns in terms of amplitude and
wavelength and that waves can cause objects to move. [Clarification
Statement: Examples of models could include diagrams, analogies, and
physical models using wire to illustrate wavelength and amplitude of waves.]
[Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include interference effects,
electromagnetic waves, non-periodic waves, or quantitative models of
amplitude and wavelength.]
4-PS4-3 Generate and compare multiple solutions that use patterns to transfer
information.* [Clarification Statement: Examples of solutions could include
drums sending coded information through sound waves, using a grid of 1’s
and 0’s representing black and white to send information about a picture, and
using Morse code to send text.]
*The performance expectations marked with an asterisk integrate traditional science
content with engineering through a science and engineering practice or disciplinary core
idea.
1523
1524Background for teachers
1525

The instructional segment on energy at this grade level began to introduce waves

1526as a way that energy is transferred from place to place. Students observed and
1527modeled simple repeating waves to develop the concepts of wavelength and amplitude.
440
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1528They also developed the idea that as waves travel, the wave peaks pass a given point
1529at definite frequency. Intensity is one more technical-term that students will need to talk
1530about light and sound. The intensity of a wave is related to its amplitude and is
1531proportional to the amount of energy carried by the wave for a given wavelength or
1532frequency. (The precise relationships are not introduced at this grade level, but students’
1533explorations of waves should help them recognize that the energy and intensity of the
1534wave grows with increasing amplitude.) All of this terminology should be introduced as it
1535is needed to describe and develop models of observed wave phenomena, not as a list
1536of learned definitions. General features of wave behavior are also explored to develop
1537the idea that waves can be reflected, absorbed, or transmitted through a change of
1538medium, that waves of a similar type travel through one another without distortion and
1539that waves move energy from one place to another without overall displacement of
1540matter.
1541

The second major idea in this instructional segment is that information can be

1542communicated through encoded signals using devices that transmit, receive, and
1543decode the signal. This concept can be explored first in terms of our natural methods of
1544obtaining information about the world around us, and then in terms of encoded
1545information that we use to communicate over long distances or over time. Starting with
1546coded signals sent along a string as wave pulses, students can explore how wave
1547properties make waves an ideal signal carrier, both because the variety of wave shapes
1548allow the wave to carry a lot of quite information and because the waves travel and pass
1549through one another without distortion.
1550

Next the concept of sound as a pressure wave in a medium is developed. Again

1551through various experiences that allow students to develop models of how the medium
1552moves back and forth (vibrates) as the sound travels through it, and how the properties
1553of sound (pitch and loudness) relate to the wave properties (pitch to frequency or
1554wavelength, loudness to intensity or amplitude). Finally, the idea that everything we hear
1555is a pattern of information encoded in sound which our ear detects and our brain
1556decodes is developed. Experiences with musical instruments, particularly stringed and
448
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1557percussion instruments, support this idea. For example, the notion of drums sending
1558coded messages can be related to Native American cultures who used this system.
1559Morse code provides another example of digitized sound, sent as a series of short and
1560longer wave pulses. Students at this age are often very interested in secret codes, and
1561may enjoy developing their own versions of simple written codes (letter replacements)
1562and using them to send messages to one another. They can also recognize that writing
1563itself is a code, or a way we represent the sounds of words to store and send them over
1564distances.
1565

The discussion of encoding information, whether to be sent via waves, or wave

1566pulses, or for storage, can also be related to computers and computational thinking.
1567Teachers can help students develop the idea that a computer memory stores coded
1568information and that programming a computer is developing a code to tell it how to
1569manipulate and change its stored information to arrive at new results to store or display.
1570The crosscutting concept of patterns fits well here.
1571

Light and radio signals are formed from a wave of changing electric and

1572magnetic fields that can travel through space with no supporting medium. This is a very
1573abstract concept for fourth graders. However, they can recognize that light shows all the
1574properties developed above with waves, if you relate color to frequency and brightness
1575to intensity. Recognizing that light, like sound, is a major way we obtain information
1576about the world around us, which our eyes detect and our brain decodes adds to the
1577parallel. Students today are generally familiar with the idea of pixels and digitized
1578pictures, which again can be introduced as a form of encoded information. Likewise the
1579different coding methods of AM and FM radio signals can be explored as an extension
1580to learning.
1581
1582Description of Instructional Segment:
1583 The fourth grade instructional segment on waves is divided into two parts, Part 11584Wave Exploration and Part 2-Coded Message Challenge. In part 1- Wave Exploration,
1585fourth grade students develop a model of waves to describe patterns in terms of
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1586amplitude and wavelength and that waves can cause objects to move (PE-4-PS4-1)
1587Figure 13 is a diagram of waves and their parts. This diagram identifies the wavelength,
1588amplitude, and speed of a wave.
1589

464
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1591Figure 13: Diagram of waves and their parts
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1592
1593
1594

These wave stations, simulations, and demonstrations help students develop a

1595model that waves are a way of moving energy from place to place and that waves have
1596properties which will affect such things as how much energy is carried and the quality of
1597sound (high/low frequency). In Part 2, the Coded Message Challenge, students
1598generate and compare multiple solutions that use patterns to transfer information.
1599Students will be given a message sending challenge as they generate and compare
1600multiple solutions that use patterns to transfer information. (4-PE-PS4-3)
1601
1602

Wave Exploration

1603

Student teams observe waves made with a

1604rope, one end held stationary and other end
1605moved up and down or side by side by another
1606student. Students observe giant waves produced
1607in the rope and then are challenged them to make
1608more waves between the two people. Students
1609ask and answer questions such as: How do we
1610know we have seen a wave? What helped make
1611more waves between us? How can we change the
1612number of waves? How can we change the height
1613of waves? Students draw diagrams to indicate

ELA ELD Connection
Using a note-taking template,
such as a T-chart, watch 2-3
different videos on waves. On
the left hand side of the T,
include broad concepts for
waves, such as light waves;
sound waves; characteristics of
waves; behaviors of waves
(reflected, absorbed,
transmitted); examples of
movement of energy. Possible
sources of videos can be found
on Vimeo, YouTube, or by
recognized science experts
(e.g., Bill Nye).

1614their observations and write labels to identify elements (number of waves, peaks) in a
1615two-dimensional figure. Students can also investigate what happens when a wave pulse
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1616is sent simultaneously by the students at either end of the rope. Students can observe
1617how the pulses add or cancel as they pass through one another, but appear unchanged
1618once they separate.
1619

Computer simulations or class discussions can help to introduce and expand

1620their knowledge and experience of wavelength and amplitude. They can also be used to
1621introduce the concept of frequency, the rate (number per time period) at which wave
1622peaks pass a given point. The mathematical relationship between wavelength, wave
1623speed and wave frequency is above grade-level math, but students can recognize that
1624for a given type of wave the frequency is higher when the wavelength is shorter.
1625Students can also identify that the same wavelength (spacing between peaks) can have
1626different amplitude (height of wave) and different wavelengths can have the same
1627amplitude. Students can go back to their preliminary drawings of waves and identify the
1628wavelength and amplitude noting any patterns they observed.
1629

Students should experience the use of multiple physical models that make the

1630movement of waves visible. Additional explorations can include:
1631

(1) a tuning fork and water and looking for patterns between sounds and waves.

1632

Students record the common patterns they observed

1633

(2) dropping small objects in a water container and observing regular patterns of

1634

motion made in water by disturbing the surface

1635

(3) using an earthquake shake table or similar device, where students see that

1636

structures on beams at different heights vibrate differently with the same

1637

movement

1638

(4) building and using various stringed instruments (cups and rubber bands,

1639

boxes and strings)

1640

(5) looking at video clips of ocean waves that are small, medium or large where

1641

students state their observation of amplitude and wavelength. [Note: It is

1642

important to discuss the difference between the wave pattern in the deep ocean

1643

and what happens at the beach, where the wave pattern has been destroyed

1644

because it meets the shallow sea floor. The water breaking wave clearly moves

480
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1645
in the direction the original wave was travelling. For most students the breaking
1646

wave is part of their mental model of a wave.]

1647

Students can investigate changes of wavelength by investigating waves in the

1648context of drums or stringed instruments. The use of computer and physical models
1649(e.g., PhET “Wave on a String”) helps students construct explanations based on familiar
1650phenomena and support their development of a model of waves.
1651

Further study of waves can include light and radio signals. Teachers can ask

1652students to design and carry out investigations to answer the question “Does light
1653behave like a wave?” The point here is not to try to model what kind of wave it is, but to
1654recognize that it has all the wave properties just investigated for sound: waves reflect
1655when they hit a surface, two waves can add up to make a bigger wave. Students can
1656explore this concept by using flashlights covered with different colored transparent
1657paper and mirrors to reflect the light and digital cameras. Students today are very
1658familiar with pixels and digitized photographs and can recognize this as a method for
1659encoding the information in a scene. Exploring black and white images encoded
1660different size pixels can help make the coding aspect more readily visible.
1661

Teachers can help students develop the idea that animals, including humans, use

1662light and sound to obtain information about their surroundings. Students can then link
1663this idea to the concept that all of this information comes in the form of varying wave
1664patterns detected by our eyes or ears. This idea is then extended to the fact that light
1665waves, radio waves, microwaves, and infrared waves are the basic features of everyday
1666communication systems such as computers, radios, or cell phones. Most of these
1667devices use digitized signals (i.e., information encoded as series of 0 and 1) as a more
1668reliable way to store and transmit information over long distances without significant
1669degradation or error. For example, a small group of students can develop their own
1670Morse-code system to digitize short words and transmit that word to another group of
1671students by using a flashlight or a drum.
1672

Also, students can practice digitizing images by first drawing simple shapes on

1673squared paper and then converting that image into a digitized one by darkening only the
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1674squares that do contain part of the original image (see figure 14). Students can make
1675observations that the digitized image loses in resolution because it is now more edgy
1676with respect to the original image, but a simple series of 0 and 1 for each line of the
1677image is sufficient for somebody else to make an identical copy of the digitized image.
1678Students can also experience that by increasing the power of the digitization (by
1679reducing the size of the squares on the paper) the digitized image has better resolution,
1680but it will take more time to transmit the higher-definition image via a series of 0 and 1.
1681
1682Figure 14. Practice Sample of Recreating Digitized Images

1683
1684

Students will use information gathered in their explorations, simulations,

1685demonstrations, text, and online resources to develop a model to describe patterns in
1686terms of amplitude and wavelength and that waves can cause objects to move. Various
1687materials can be given to students to create their model including: paper and pencil,
1688pipe cleaners, clay, and string. Students can also create a kinesthetic model, acting out
1689a wave and its properties and patterns.
1690
1691

Coded Message Challenge

1692

Students begin to explore the concept of information, starting with sending coded

1693messages (for example Morse code, or a code they invent to say yes or no with wave
496
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1694pulses). This activity continues to develop the
1695notion of sound as a wave phenomenon.
1696Students begin to notice that all the properties
1697sound have wave-like properties. For example,
1698that it can be used to send coded pulses
1699(drumming). Waves have many different
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Math Connection
Students are asked to encode
messages. Relate these
encoded messages to patterns
in mathematics. Use
mathematical patterns as
background knowledge.

of

1700frequencies (using low pitches so students can notice the frequency of the vibration).
1701Waves travel through solid materials as a vibration of the matter (but different from that
1702in water waves, because there is little up and down movement but rather vibration in the
1703direction of the sound travel). Some surfaces reflect waves and others surfaces can
1704absorb waves. Students develop and refine a model of sound waves through multiple
1705investigations of these phenomena. Students come to understand that sound is a
1706major way we obtain information about the world around us, and that we use it to
1707encode messages in language and music. They recognize that our ear receives the
1708sound and our brain decodes it. This can be related to how various animals and birds
1709use sound to warn them of predators, to hear prey, and to communicate with others of
1710their species. At this point teachers can introduce the idea that language is a form of
1711code, and that written language is yet another code used to store and send information
1712over space and time.
1713
1714Engineering Connection
1715

Teachers can challenge their students with a design

1716problem that asks them to generate and compare multiple
1717solutions that use patterns to transfer or communicate
1718information (PE-4-PS4-3). For example, students can participate

in

1719a message-sending contest where each team must divide in two and send a message
1720from one part of the team to the other part of the team around a corner of the building.
1721An added challenge is that the message should not be recognized by any other team.
1722Teachers utilize the engineering design cycle of defining the problem, identifying
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1723constraints, brainstorming to generate and compare multiple solutions that use patterns
1724to transfer information, develop a prototype, test and refine. Teachers give them a
1725variety of sound or light producing devices and materials to work with (mirrors, for
1726example). They then work in groups to develop solutions for the problem and share
1727their results with the class.
1728
1729Grade Four – Instructional Segment 3: The Earth is Constantly Changing
1730

Instructional Segment 3, The Earth is Constantly Changing, is an opportunity for

1731the integration of science to be taught in conjunction with fourth grade’s study of
1732California history and geography. California is an amazing example of the interplay of all
1733of the geological processes presented, challenging students to investigate the patterns
1734of earth’s features using maps and how rock formations and fossils help explain
1735changes in the landscape.
1736
Grade Four-Unit - Instructional Segment 3: The Earth is Constantly Changing
How can water, ice, wind and vegetation change the land?
What patterns of Earth’s features can be determined with the use of maps?
How do rock formations and fossils in rocks help to explain changes in a landscape?
How can the engineering design process be used to solve a problem?
Crosscutting Concepts: Cause and Effect, Patterns
Science and Engineering Practices: Planning and Carrying Out Investigations,
Analyzing and Interpreting Data, Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
4-ESS1-1 Identify evidence from patterns in rock formations and fossils in rock
layers for changes in a landscape over time to support an explanation
for changes in a landscape over time. [Clarification Statement: Examples
of evidence from patterns could include rock layers with marine shell fossils
above rock layers with plant fossils and no shells, indicating a change from
land to water over time; and a canyon with different rock layers in the walls
and a river in the bottom, indicating that over time a river cut through the
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rock.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include specific
knowledge of the mechanism of rock formation or memorization of specific
rock formations and layers. Assessment is limited to relative time.]
4-ESS2-1 Make observations and/or measurements to provide evidence of the
effects of weathering or the rate of erosion by water, ice, wind, or
vegetation. [Clarification Statement: Examples of variables to test could
include the angle of slope in the downhill movement of water, amount of
vegetation, speed of wind, relative rate of deposition, cycles of freezing and
thawing of water, cycles of heating and cooling, and volume of water flow.]
[Assessment Boundary: Assessment is limited to a single form of
weathering or erosion.]
4-ESS2-2 Analyze and interpret data from maps to describe patterns of Earth’s
features. [Clarification Statement: Maps can include topographic maps of
Earth’s land and ocean floor, as well as maps of the locations of mountains,
continental boundaries, volcanoes, and earthquakes.]
4-ESS3-2 Generate and compare multiple solutions to reduce the impacts
of natural Earth processes on humans.* [Clarification Statement:
Examples of solutions could include designing an earthquake resistant
building and improving monitoring of volcanic activity.] [Assessment
Boundary: Assessment is limited to earthquakes, floods, tsunamis, and
volcanic eruptions.]
3-5-ETS1-1 Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that
includes specified criteria for success and constraints on materials,
time, or cost.
This performance expectation does not have a clarification statement or an
assessment boundary.]
3-5-ETS1-2 Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a
problem based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and
constraints of the problem.
520
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This performance expectation does not have a clarification statement or an
assessment boundary.]
3-5-ETS1-3 Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and
failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or
prototype that can be improved.
This performance expectation does not have a clarification statement or an
assessment boundary.]
*The performance expectations marked with an asterisk integrate traditional science
content with engineering through a science and engineering practice or disciplinary
core idea.
1737
1738
1739Background for Teachers
1740

The earth is constantly changing. The rocks that exist at a particular location can

1741reflect the geological history of the site which can include volcanic activity,
1742sedimentation, erosion, and uplift from earthquakes. Obsidian may indicate a previously
1743active volcanic region, limestone may indicate an area that used to be an ocean floor,
1744and granitic formations of the Sierra Nevada resulted from tectonic uplift, followed by
1745erosion, and glaciation over an enormous amount of time.
1746

Three main rock types, igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary can be

1747understood though careful study of the processes that formed them. These rocks are
1748defined by their formation processes and can be identified by their physical
1749characteristics.
1750

Igneous rocks are formed from molten rock that cools. Igneous intrusive rocks

1751cool slowly below the surface of the Earth and generally contain large interlocking
1752mineral crystals. Granite is a common example of an igneous intrusive rock. Igneous
1753extrusive rocks cool rapidly at Earth’s surface and generally contain mineral crystals too
1754small to be seen with the naked eye. Some extrusive rocks have vesicles, making them
1755light, such as pumice or lava rock.
528
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1756
Sedimentary rocks are forms when sediment is deposited, buried, and cemented
1757together. It consists of sediment imbedded in a matrix of cement. The sediment can be
1758large or small, or a combination of sizes. Common examples of sedimentary rocks are
1759conglomerates (large pebbles), sandstone (sand grains), shale (clay particles), and
1760limestone (shells or fragments of shells from marine creatures).
1761

Metamorphic rocks are formed when a rock is deep underground and subject to

1762high heat and pressure. The rock does not melt, but can become layered or change its
1763appearance significantly. Metamorphic rocks can be more difficult to identify, as their
1764physical characteristics are relatively diverse. They will not have vesicles or imbedded
1765sediments, but may have flat or folded layers or visible mineral crystals.
1766

Weathering and erosion are important phenomena occurring on Earth’s surface.

1767Weathering is the breaking down of rocks by physical or chemical processes. Chemical
1768weathering will dissolve the minerals in rocks into water or other liquids. Physical
1769weathering will break rock into small pieces. Wind and water can slowly weather rocks,
1770to make them smooth and rounded. Plant roots can grow and split a rock. Salt deposits
1771or freezing water can exist in cracks in a rock to increase the fracture and eventually
1772break the rock apart.
1773

Erosion is the transport of rock sediments. Water flow is the most common cause

1774of erosion. Sediments can be carried downstream by rivers and deposited into deltas
1775and oceans. Rivers tend to flow more slowly as they get further downstream and get
1776closer to their mouth. Larger sediment will thus be deposited further upriver, since the
1777river must move rapidly to carry the heavier sediment load. Deposited sediments can
1778then form into sedimentary rocks. Large sediment rocks like conglomerates tend to form
1779upstream, while sandstones and shale will form downriver, where the smaller sediments
1780are deposited by the slowing river. Erosion is defined by gravity, carrying sediment to
1781lower elevations.
1782

Because weathering and erosion change the physical characteristics and

1783locations of rock, they can be identified by examining rocks, outcrops, and large scale
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1784topographical maps. These processes can remove or reduce rocks at a predictable rate,
1785depending on the climatic conditions and the specific characteristics of the rock.
1786

Ocean currents also cause erosion. Longshore currents carry sediment in the

1787direction of current flow. This can transport large amounts of sand from one location to
1788another. Engineers build groins to prevent the redistribution of sand.
1789Description of Instructional Segment:
1790

This instructional segment on the changing earth can be broken into the following

1791parts: Part 1: Written in the Rocks; Part 2: Effects of Weathering and Erosion on Earth’s
1792Surface; and Part 3: Mapping Earth’s Surface. Instructional segment 3 opens with an
1793engineering problem involving earth science studies.
1794
1795Engineering Connection
1796

Students are challenged to generate design solutions for a

1797geotechnical engineering problem. To inform their design, (1)
1798students are involved in planning and carrying out
1799investigations exploring patterns in rocks and rock formations,
1800(2) observing effects of weathering, and (3) analyzing and interpreting data from
1801maps that represent Earth’s changing landscape (Part 3). Design solutions could
1802include structures such as a bridge to span a river, placement of a dam or dykes to hold
1803water or to protect a community from flooding, or retrofitting a building to reduce the
1804probability of severe damage from an earthquake. Teachers pose design problems to
1805the students that involve them in science and engineering practices that include
1806planning and carrying out investigations and analyzing and interpreting data in
1807order to construct explanations and design solutions for their community. The
1808design project drives students’ investigations of Earth science with an emphasis on
1809crosscutting concepts patterns and cause and effect. At the end of this project,
1810students are able to support an explanation that the Earth’s landscape is constantly
1811changing using evidence such as rock formation, types of rocks, and fossils.
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1812
To begin this instructional segment, the teacher poses an engineering design
1813problem that helps to reduce the impacts of a natural hazard such as an earthquake,
1814flood, or tsunami. Working in collaborative teams, students brainstorm initial ideas and
1815sketch out preliminary design solutions. Next, students generate questions they have
1816that will help to focus their scientific study of processes that shape the earth and to
1817understand the constraints and criteria that will assist them in designing a possible
1818engineering solution.
1819
1820

Written in the Rocks

1821

As geo-engineers, students have to

1822understand what clues to the Earth’s surface
1823they can gather from Earth materials. Students
1824work in teams to investigate various types of
1825rocks and patterns in rocks (example: layered
1826rocks with and without shells and fossils,
1827various types of rocks found in a canyon wall,
1828rocks that have undergone erosion in rivers or
1829ocean, lava rocks). From these initial
1830observations students begin to ask questions
1831that drive further research and classroom
1832investigations to support an explanation that
1833the surface of the Earth has changed over time
1834and that rocks, rock formations, and what is in

ELA ELD Connection
As part of an investigation
about rocks, rock formations,
and what is in rocks that
provide evidence of changes in
a landscape over time, students
take notes, paraphrase, and
categorize information by
creating a I Am a Rock book.
Students can write the
information from the rock point
of view (i.e., as a “sedimentary
rock” or an “igneous rock”)
including how they are formed,
how they change the
landscape, what they are made
up of, etc., along with pictures.
A list of sources should be
included at the end of the book.

1835the rocks, give clues and evidence for changes in a landscape over time (PE-4-ESS-1).
1836Student groups can use print and digital sources as well as rocks to integrate
1837information that prepares them to write or speak about the subject knowledgeably
1838(CCSS for ELA/Literacy R1.4.9, W.4.8). Students examine these types of rocks so they
1839can identify and discuss the evidence for changes in the landscape over time and to
1840support an explanation for these changes.
552
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1841
Though students will learn about and study igneous, sedimentary, and
1842metamorphic rocks, it is important to emphasize is placed on the Earth processes that
1843formed them and what can be understood about the geologic history of the earth
1844through recognition of patterns and processes.
1845
1846

Effects of Weathering and Erosion on Earth’s Surface

1847

Students are given the opportunity to plan and carryout investigations that test

1848the effects of water, ice, wind, or vegetation on soil erosion. Students will make
1849observations and/or measurements to provide evidence of weathering or erosion (PE-41850ESS2-1). One way that this could be done is by using a stream table. Students plan
1851and carry out investigations to examine the effect of water on the rate of erosion by
1852testing variables such as type of Earth material, slope of stream table, rate of water flow,
1853and vegetation in their stream table. These investigations directly support the
1854crosscutting concept cause and effect, and student-generated charts such as KLEWS
1855(Hershberger and Zembal-Saul, 2015). The KLEWS chart (Know, Learning, Evidence,
1856Wonder, Scientific Principles and Vocabulary) is an adaptation of the well-known KWL
1857reading comprehension strategy that is adapted for science teaching that can support
1858this important connection. Measurements during this investigation could include
1859distance earth materials traveled, comparison of time and erosion observed in the
1860stream table, and amount of materials moved during erosion process.
1861

Investigations of erosion by, water, ice, wind, or vegetation can be done

1862comparing images and using simulations. Below is an example (figure 15) of erosion of
1863a sea stack over 100 years in Nye Beach, Newport, Oregon. Figure 16 pictures a
1864simulated erosion of Yosemite Valley erosion, a glacier carved out the Yosemite Valley
1865recognizable by its U shape.
1866
1867Figure 15: Erosion of a Sea Stack Over 100 Years
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1868

1890’s

1869

1910’s

1870

1910’s

1871

1916

1872(U.S. Geological Survey 2015a)
1873
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1876
1877Figure 16: A simulation of erosion is exemplified through the Yosemite Valley. (U.S.
1878Geological Survey 2015b)
1879

1880

1881
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1882
1883Sketches of Yosemite Valley area, showing extent of valley-filling Sherwin glacier (A,
1884above), and lesser extent of Tioga glacier (B, below).
1885

Students compare images to make observations and/or measurements that

1886provide evidence of the effects of weathering. Computer simulations can help to model
1887Earth’s process and data can be collected by students that can be carefully analyzed
1888and interpreted to inform their geotechnical engineering design project.
1889
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Mapping Earth’s Surface
1892
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How do scientists and engineers identify and show patterns of Earth’s features?

1893Students can use maps to identify patterns and locations of mountains, earthquakes,
1894volcanoes, and ocean ridges. By analyzing a simple topographic map from three1895dimensional models of landforms, students are able to show and identify features such
1896as changes in elevation, contours of mountains, and locations of rivers and streams
1897(PE- ESS2-2). The use of computer mapping simulations can further help students
1898describe and identify patterns of Earth’s features.
1899
1900Engineering Connection
1901

Students use their Earth science investigations and their

1902scientific study to identify a problem and inform their design
1903solutions to reduce the impact of a natural hazard. The class
1904begins the project by defining a simple human problem related to
1905Earth features, for example by deciding to build a bridge across a river to connect to
1906lands, or design a dam to provide electrical power, or design a new shopping mall or
1907other building structure. The class will be challenged to identify possible patterns of
1908naturally occurring hazards around the area (such as earthquakes, floods, or tsunamis)
1909and their solutions should explicitly include design features that help to reduce the
1910impacts of these natural hazards. The project includes specified criteria for success and
1911constraints on materials, time, or cost. Students revise their original design solutions
1912based on their scientific investigations and research and have an opportunity to
1913present their revised solutions (along with a drawing or, if possible, an actual physical
1914model) to the class (PE-4-ESS3-2). A final project may include the selection of their
1915prototype as they plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and
1916failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model that can be improved.
1917Students might also determine any unintended negative consequences that result from
1918their implemented solution.
1919
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1921Grade Four – Instructional Segment 4: Investigating Structure and Function of Plants
1922and Animals
1923
1924
In this instructional segment students construct an argument that the internal
1925and external structures of plants and animals function to support survival, growth,
1926behavior, and reproduction. Students then use a model to describe how specialized
1927structures in animals receive different types of information that assist in sensing their
1928environment. There should be an emphasis on how animals receive information,
1929process the information in their brain, and then respond the information in different
1930ways. Finally, students study structure and function to develop a model to describe
1931how light reflecting from objects and entering the eye allows objects to be seen.
1932Emphasis throughout the instructional segment is on the crosscutting concepts of
1933cause and effect and systems and systems models. Students ask questions like
1934the following at this grade: What structures help animals/insects eat? Why do plants
1935have thorns? How do animals/people sense our environment? What help us eat or
1936breathe?
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Grade Four-Instructional Segment 4: Investigating Structure and Function of
Plants and Animals
How do external structures support the survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction of
plants and animals?
How do internal structures support function in animals?
How do animals detect, process, and use information about the environment?
How does light play a role in what we see?
Crosscutting concepts: Structure and Function, Systems and System Models
Science and Engineering Practices: Developing and Using Models, Engaging in
Argument from Evidence
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
4-LS1-1. Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and
external structures that function to support survival, growth, behavior,
and reproduction. [Clarification Statement: Examples of structures could
include thorns, stems, roots, colored petals, heart, stomach, lung, brain, or
skin. Each structure has specific functions within its associated system.]
[Assessment Boundary: Assessment is limited to macroscopic structures
within plant and animal systems.]
4-LS1-2. Use a model to describe that animals receive different types of
information through their senses, process the information in their brain,
and respond to the information in different ways. [Clarification Statement:
Emphasis is on systems of information transfer.] [Assessment Boundary:
Assessment does not include the mechanisms by which the brain stores and
recalls information or the mechanisms of how sensory receptors function.]
4-PS4-2.

Develop a model to describe that light reflecting from objects and
entering the eye allows objects to be seen. [Assessment Boundary:
Assessment does not include knowledge of specific colors reflected and
seen, the cellular mechanisms of vision, or how the retina works.]

1939
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Throughout its life, a plant or animal will undergo constant interaction with the

1942biotic environment (other living things) and the abiotic environment (the physical
1943environment around it). Being able to sense and respond to the environment is essential
1944for survival. Over many generations, plants and animals can evolve adaptations that
1945give them the best chance for survival within their environment.
1946

Adaptation comes at a price. If an organism is highly adapted to one

1947environment, it will not be able to thrive outside of that environment. For example, sloths
1948are excellent climbers but can barely move around on the ground. This is of particular
1949concern in the light of climate change. In many places on earth, temperatures are
1950changing faster than plants and animals can adapt to the new conditions. These
1951changes in temperature are putting many species under stress.
1952

The ability to perceive light and form an image of the world is a fantastic

1953adaptation common to many animals. The simplest eyes just detect light and dark,
1954possibly helping the organism find a dark place to hide. Sea stars have a light detector
1955(though not a true eye) at the end of each of their five legs. As eyes become more
1956complex, the ability to distinguish different colors of light and to perceive shapes and
1957contrasts becomes heightened. The human eye is a very complex structure but not, by
1958any scope, the most sensitive eye on planet Earth. Other animals can see colors that
1959humans cannot see and some see very well in low-light conditions where humans might
1960be almost blind. In all eyes, vision begins when photons of light reflected off objects that
1961enter the eye and are absorbed by receptor proteins in specialized cells. When a photon
1962strikes one of these proteins, it induces a chemical change in the cell. Note that all cells
1963have proteins, but only specialized cells in the eyes and other light-sensitive organs
1964have proteins that change photons into chemical signals. The eye structure can be
1965complex. For example, some eyes have lenses that help to focus the light on the
1966receptor cells. But at the center of vision is light hitting a cell and inducing a chemical
1967change in that cell. This chemical change leads to an electrical signal traveling to the
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1968brain where shapes and colors are perceived. Students may have a number of pre1969conceived ideas about light and reflection that teachers may need to address.
1970
1971 Description of Instructional Segment:
1972

This instructional segment, Investigating Structure and Function of Plants and

1973Animals, contains three parts: Part 1- External Structures and Function of Plants and
1974Animals; Part 2- Internal Structures and Function of Animals, and Part 3- Sensing the
1975Environment
1976
1977

External Structures and Function of Plant and Animals

1978

Constructing arguments from evidence

1979begins with good questions from observations.
1980Students begin with observations to develop
1981explanations and models for how plant and animal
1982structures function to support survival, growth,
1983behavior, and reproduction. Students can begin their
1984study by taking a walking field trip to a school or local
1985garden, community park, or nature preserve. After a
1986brief tour each student choses a plant or animal to
1987carefully observe, sketch, and asks the question,
1988“How do the structures of this organism help it
1989function?” Continuing in the classroom, students can
1990make further observations of a type of animal, such

Math Connection
Draw lines of symmetry on
different animals’ faces,
including humans. Discuss how
the placement, size, and shape
of eyes and ears on the head of
each animal facilitate survival
for prey species and for
predator species in terms of
sensing images and sounds.
For example, predator species
(cats) usually have eyes that
are closer together for
stereoscopic vision; while prey
animals (horses) have eyes
placed on the sides of their
head to allow for a wider field of
vision.

1991as an insect, and make careful drawings of an entire
1992organism. They then ask questions about the function of these structures. These
1993questions then set the stage for gathering evidence. Based on further observations,
1994research, and classroom experiences, students begin to construct an argument about
1995the importance of specific structures of an insect to its survival, growth, behavior, and
1996reproduction. Together, student teams could use a “Questions, Claims, and Evidence”
632
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1997format to organize their argument that structures of their organism function to support
1998survival, growth, behavior and reproduction.
1999

After initial observations of one type of animal (insect), teams of students each

2000investigate a different animal such as a worm, snail, bird, reptile, fish, or mammal,
2001making observations and collecting evidence to construct an argument linking
2002structures to function. As students gather evidence of how animal structure allows for
2003specific functions, the teacher gives them many opportunities to engage in discussions,
2004providing models to support their scientific explanation. The same method of
2005investigation could be used for plants. Students begin with careful observational
2006drawings of plants and their specific structures and record questions they have about
2007function. Growing plants from seed and observing the development of roots, stems,
2008leaves, flowers, fruits, and seeds, can help to support construction of arguments for
2009how specific plant structures support survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction. As a
2010possible conclusion for part 1, student groups can participate in a meeting. Each team
2011will be assigned one plant or animal they have observed and investigated and
2012construct an argument that supports how their structures support life functions of that
2013particular organism (PE-4-LS1-1). They will support the claims through evidence
2014including observations and models. Additional ideas for engaging students in this
2015instructional segment are provided in the following vignette: Structures for Survival in a
2016Healthy Ecosystem.
2017
Grade Four Vignette
Structures for Survival in a Healthy Ecosystem

2018
2019
2020
2021Introduction
2022

The vignette presents an example of how teaching and learning may look in a

2023fourth grade classroom when the CA NGSS are implemented. The purpose is to
2024illustrate how a teacher engages students in three-dimensional learning by providing
2025them with experiences and opportunities to develop and use the science and
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2026engineering practices and the crosscutting concepts to understand the disciplinary core
2027ideas associated with the topic in the instructional segment.
2028

It is important to note that the vignette focuses on only a limited number of

2029Performance Expectations. It should not be viewed as showing all instruction necessary
2030to prepare students to fully achieve these performance expectations or complete the
2031instructional segment. Neither does it indicate that the performance expectations should
2032be taught one at a time.
2033

The vignette uses specific classroom contexts and themes, but it is not meant to

2034imply that this is the only way or the best way in which students are able to achieve the
2035indicated performance expectations. Rather, the vignette highlights examples of
2036teaching strategies, organization of the lesson structure, and possible students’
2037responses. Also, science instruction should take into account that student
2038understanding builds over time and that some topics or ideas require activating prior
2039knowledge and extend that knowledge by revisiting it throughout the course of a year.
2040
2041Days 1-2 - Structures for Survival.
2042

Mr. F decided to use the California EEI unit, Structures for Survival in a Healthy

2043Ecosystem, as the foundation for part one of his Structure and Function of Plants and
2044Animals unit. He starts the unit by calling the students’ attention to a word wall card for
2045the word “structure” and reviews the definition. To help them clarify their understanding
2046of the word structure, Mr. F asks the students to imagine that they are looking at their
2047reflection in a mirror and examining their teeth, explaining that teeth are an example of a
2048structure in the human body. He then leads a class discussion to check students’ prior
2049knowledge about the importance of organisms’ internal and external physical
2050structures by asking them to identify one of their favorite plants or animals and
2051describe one of its external structures. Mr. F explains that in this unit they will be
2052making observations to help them develop explanations and models for how plant and
2053animal structures function to support survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction.
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2054
Having planned ahead for a hands-on activity, Mr. F takes his students on a short
2055walk around the schoolyard to observe some of the plants and animals that live nearby.
2056They observe some birds flying by and he asks them to identify some of the external
2057features of the birds, wings, beaks, and eyes. The students see a squirrel running
2058across the grass so Mr. F asks them to identify some of the interesting features of the
2059squirrel, long tail, big eyes, claws, and large ears. They have noticed the squirrel
2060climbing up a big oak tree so he asks them to identify some of its external features.
2061

When they returned to the classroom, with the students prompting him, Mr. F

2062writes the names of the plants and animals they have observed on the whiteboard. He
2063then asks the students to list and briefly describe some of the external structures they
2064saw on these plants and animals. The students take out their science journals and draw
2065one of the plants or animals they observed, including specific external structures that
2066they label. (Ms. J, another fourth grade teacher, does not have time for her students to
2067go outside for these observations and discussions so she has them do observations in
2068the classroom involving their class aquarium, pet guinea pig, and plants in the garden
2069box. Ms. W, who does not have any plants or animals in her classroom, uses the visual
2070aids included in the EEI curriculum unit for the students’ observations and discussion.)
2071

Mr. F deepens the discussion by having the students explore the importance of

2072these structures by answering several questions, including: “What is the use of the
2073structure?” and “How does the structure help the plant or animal survive?”
2074

The teacher distributes a student workbook to each student and tells them to turn

2075to pages 8–9, where they will see a photograph of a Merriam’s kangaroo rat, and asks
2076them to label the major external structures of the animal, eyes, nose, feet, tail, and
2077cheeks. Mr. F then has students write a sentence that explains how each structure
2078helps kangaroo rats grow, reproduce, or survive. Because very few of the students are
2079familiar with this animal, Mr. F explains that the cheeks of the kangaroo rat are
2080important because they are used to gather the seeds from the desert floor that support
2081its growth.
2082
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2083Day 3 – External Structures in Changing California Habitats.
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Mr. F calls the students’ attention to the habitats wall map and explains that this

2085map shows 10 different habitats in California, as well as some of the animals and plants
2086that live there. Mr. F points out that there are many different kinds of plants and animals
2087and that different species live in different habitats, explaining that many have different
2088external structures to survive, grow, and reproduce in the terrestrial, freshwater, or
2089coastal and marine ecosystems where they live. As a means of more fully engaging
2090them in this topic, he points out their local region and, using the map and their local
2091knowledge, asks students to name some plants and animals that live there.
2092

Mr. F divides the class into small teams and allows each team to select one of

2093the plants or animals depicted in the package of EEI visual aids. Providing copies of
2094these visual aids to the students, he instructs them to investigate and observe their
2095organisms to begin collecting the evidence to construct their arguments about the
2096function of one of its external structures. As the culminating team activity, Mr. F assigns
2097the teams to make a visual display, such as a poster, that depicts the plant or animal
2098they investigated and labels several different external structures. (Note: In preparation
2099for his lessons in part three of this unit, Sensing the Environment, Mr. F specifically asks
2100the students to identify and describe the structure and function of the animals’
2101sensory organs.)
2102
2103Day 4 – Survival in Changing Habitats.
2104

In order to reinforce what the students have learned about the effects of human

2105activities on the environment (California Environmental Principle II), Mr. F asks them to
2106recall their discussions during unit 1-part 3 Energy Resources and the Environment,
2107about how energy consumption affects the environment (e.g., loss of habitat due to
2108dams, loss of habitat due to surface mining, and air pollution from burning of fossil
2109fuels). He then projects visual aids #44 and #45 from the Structures for Survival in a
2110Healthy Ecosystem unit, and asks the students to review what Anna’s hummingbirds
2111need to grow, survive, and reproduce.
664
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2112
As an individual assessment, Mr. F requires each team member to write an
2113evidence-based argument focused on one plant or animal and one of its internal or
2114external structures. He explains that the students’ arguments must include the
2115evidence they gathered in support of their point of view, and include their reasoning to
2116support of the structure’s role in survival, growth, behavior, and/or reproduction. Mr. F
2117tells them that their writings must also include evidence-based responses to two
2118questions: “If they are going to survive, grow, and reproduce, what do plants and
2119animals need, in addition to the external structures we have learned about?” And,
2120“How might human activities affect the environment and their selected plant’s or
2121animal’s survival, growth, behavior, and/or reproduction.” This activity should help
2122students develop their understanding that survival, growth, and reproduction of plants
2123and animals depends on them having a healthy terrestrial, freshwater, or coastal and
2124marine ecosystem in which to live.
2125
Performance Expectations
4-LS1-1 From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes
Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and external structures
that function to support survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction. [Clarification
Statement: Examples of structures could include thorns, stems, roots, colored petals,
heart, stomach, lung, brain, and skin. Each structure has specific functions within its
associated system.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment is limited to macroscopic
structures within from one of California's systems.]
Science and engineering Disciplinary core ideas
practices

Cross cutting concepts

Engaging in Argument
from Evidence
Construct an argument
with evidence, data, and/or
a model.
Use a model to test
interactions concerning the
functioning of a natural
system.

Systems and System
Models
A system can be described
in terms of its components
and their interactions.

LS1.A Structure and
Function
Plants and animals have
both internal and external
structures that serve various
functions in growth, survival,
behavior, and reproduction.
LS1.D Information
Processing
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Different sense receptors
are specialized for particular
kinds of information, which
may be then processed by
the animal’s brain. Animals
are able to use their
perceptions and memories
to guide their actions.
California’s Environmental Principles and Concepts
Principle II: The long-term functioning and health of terrestrial, freshwater, coastal
and marine ecosystems are influenced by their relationships with human societies.
Concept a. Students need to know that direct and indirect changes to natural
systems due to the growth of human populations and their consumption rates
influence the geographic extent, composition, biological diversity, and viability of
natural systems.
Connections to the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy: W.4.1, SL.4.5
2126
2127Vignette Debrief
2128

The CA NGSS require that students engage in science and engineering

2129practices to develop deeper understanding of the disciplinary core ideas and
2130crosscutting concepts. The lessons give students multiple opportunities to engage with
2131the core ideas in life sciences related to how the internal and external structures of
2132plants and animals support survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction, thereby helping
2133students move towards mastery of the three components described in the CA NGSS
2134performance expectation.
2135

In this vignette, the teacher selected two performance expectations but in the

2136lessons described above he only engaged students in selected portions of these PEs.
2137Full mastery of these PEs will be achieved throughout subsequent units.
2138

Students were engaged in a number of science practices with a focus on

2139engaging in argument from evidence. Life science lends itself well to developing
2140students’ abilities to make oral and written argument with evidence, data, and the use
2141of models to test interactions concerning the functioning of natural systems.
680
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2142
As students examined their own teeth, they began to understand the key
2143scientific concept of structures, then expanding on this knowledge by observing the
2144external features of local animals and plants. Students used their science journals to
2145record information about what they observed to prepare them for a class discussion
2146about how plants’ and animals’ internal and external structures support survival,
2147growth, behavior, and reproduction.
2148

In order to develop their abilities with science and engineering practices, their

2149teacher discussed the importance of evidence in constructing scientific arguments,
2150about the function of one of its external structures. The students reinforced this
2151practice as they constructed evidence-based arguments about the structures of the
2152organisms they were describing.
2153

Students also examined the crosscutting concept of systems and system

2154models as they investigated the connections between an organism’s internal and
2155external structures and how human activities can influence their survival, growth,
2156behavior, and reproduction. This also reinforced their developing understanding of
2157California Environmental Principle II, Concept a, “direct and indirect changes to natural
2158systems due to the growth of human populations and their consumption rates influence
2159the geographic extent, composition, biological diversity, and viability of natural system.”
2160
2161CCSS Connections to English Language Arts
2162

Students used all of the evidence they gathered from their field trip, class

2163discussions, and visual aids to construct an evidence-based argument about the role in
2164the survival, growth, behavior, or reproduction of the external structures of their selected
2165organisms. This connects to the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy Writing standard (W.4.1). In
2166addition, they developed visual displays to support their main ideas about the function
2167of the external structures of their plants and animals, which corresponds to Speaking
2168and Listening Standard 4 (SL.4.5).
2169Resources for the Vignette
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2170
 California Education and the Environment Initiative. 2011. Structures for Survival
2171
2172
2173
2174
2175

in a Healthy Ecosystem. Sacramento: Office of Education and the Environment.

Internal Structures and Function of Animals
How do we hear? How do we breathe? How does our blood move through our

2176body? What internal structures allow these functions to happen? What structures do
2177other animals have that allow them to ear, breath, and cause blood to circulate? These
2178questions provide excellent opportunities to engage students in thinking and
2179investigating to construct arguments that animals have internal macroscopic
2180structures to support life functions (4-LS-1-1). For example, students can use
2181models, videos, simulations, and podcasts to investigate how we hear. This is an
2182excellent way to connect exterior structures to interior structures. The exterior structures
2183of the ear, pinna and ear canal, catch and funnel sound waves into the interior
2184structures of the ear. These sound waves vibrate the tympanic membrane (eardrum)
2185and engage the tiny bones (malleus, incus, stapes) to amplify the vibration from the ear
2186drum. The stapes transfers the wave (mechanical energy) to the cochlea by pushing on
2187it. The wave then travels through the fluid inside the cochlea engaging tiny hair-like cells
2188that send messages to the brain resulting in what we hear. This example is also an ideal
2189opportunity to connect to energy transfer (sound, mechanical, chemical impulses) 42190PS3-2 and the fourth grade study of waves (4-PS4-1 and 4-PS4-3). Investigations of
2191hearing can expand to how other animals hear and the structures that allow them to do
2192so.
2193

Other examples of structures to be investigated could include heart, stomach,

2194lung, and brain. Student activities depend on the highlighted structure. Students
2195should consider the structure and function of at least two examples, using models to
2196understand how the structure functions and is part of a larger system. For lungs,
2197students can use or make models of lungs such as two balloons in a chamber that
2198model as the diaphragm is moved, the balloon inflates of deflates. They can observe
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2199their own respiration and chest movement and can follow the flow of air in and out of
2200lungs. For heart, models of pumps and hoses can model pulse and circulation.
2201

Students will conclude this part of the instructional segment by constructing

2202arguments that animals have internal macroscopic structures to support life functions
2203based on the evidence they collected through conducting investigations, using and
2204building models, and a literature review.
2205
2206

Sensing the Environment

2207

Students begin by developing and using a model to describe that animals

2208receive different types of information through their senses, process the information in
2209their brain, and respond to the information in different ways (4-LS1-2). It is important to
2210note that the instructional focus is on the informational transfer, not the mechanisms of
2211how sense receptors and brain function. Students continue by developing a model to
2212describe that light reflecting from objects and entering the eye allows object to be seen
2213(4-PS4-2).
2214

Animals (and plants) have specialized structures that allow them to sense their

2215environment. The environment is constantly giving signals (movement, temperature,
2216color, sound) that animals receive through internal and external structures or sense
2217receptors (eyes, skin, ears, hairs, tongue, antennae). This gathered information enters
2218the brain, is processed, and the brain sends back information to guide the actions of
2219that animal. The brain is continually receiving and responding to sensory input. To
2220create an initial model for sensing the environment or informational processing,
2221students can begin with a familiar experience to them such as touching and responding
2222to a hot object (for example, a hand-warming pouch). Students draw their initial model
2223by showing what they think is happening when they touch something hot, indicating in a
2224sequence the initial touch with the object through the moment in which they pull away
2225from the hot object. Further observations of the senses (smell of perfume, using taste
2226testing PTC paper) and research help them develop a model of the process of input,
2227informational transfer, and output. Students are given opportunities to investigate and
704
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2228research other animals (insects could be used again) to further develop models for
2229informational processing. (See grade four Snapshot: Exploring Behavior of Termites at
2230the end of this Instructional segment.) Students present their models for comparison.
2231Informational processing provides a great opportunity to identify and highlight the
2232crosscutting concept of cause and effect. The study of informational processing
2233continues in the middle school grades.
2234

One of the ways that animals sense the environment is through sight. In grade

2235four, students develop a model to describe that light reflecting from objects and
2236entering the eye allows objects to be seen (PE 4-PS4-2). This performance expectation
2237is an opportunity to connect to the study of structure and function of animals and
2238sensing the environment to the specific process of how light reflection plays a part in
2239what we see. Students are introduced to light and interaction of light with objects in
2240grade one, and in grade four, they apply that understanding to how we see.
2241

A common preconception that students have related to light and sight is that light

2242comes from objects and that is the reason why we see them. Teachers can begin by
2243instructing students to draw an initial model to explain how we can see ourselves in a
2244mirror or how we see objects. Next, a powerful way to tap into student thinking and to
2245begin to build conceptual understanding is through the use of science assessment
2246probes to engage students and uncover their prior knowledge. Examples of two probes
2247that provide good opening activities are “Apple in the Dark” and “Seeing the Light”
2248(Keeley, Eberle, and Farrin 2005; Keeley 2012). “Apple in the Dark” provides a scenario
2249which taps into student ideas about how we see light (Would you be able to see a red
2250apple in a totally dark room?), and “Seeing the Light” asks students to identify types of
2251objects and materials that reflect light. Each probe asks students to identify what they
2252know and to detail their thinking behind their choices. The student feedback from these
2253formative assessments can help to direct the series of experiments and observations
2254that follow.
2255
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2256Figure 17: A drawing showing how we see a person missing the light source (sun or
2257light bulb). (MST Workbooks 2015)
2258

2259
2260
2261

From these initial ideas, probes, and discussions students investigate reflection

2262of light from various objects to develop an understanding that light travels in a direction
2263and is reflected from some objects. Collaborative student teams begin to investigate
2264reflection with flashlights and mirrors. They conduct an investigation by holding the
2265flashlight at different angles and drawing diagrams representing their observations
2266showing the trajectory of the light and indicating the source and the receiver of the light.
2267They observe that the source of light travels in a straight line and is then reflected. At
2268this point students will revise their model with their additional observational information
2269using flashlights and mirrors.
2270

They continue investigating the reflection of the flashlight on other surfaces

2271including shiny surfaces (Mylar, glass, glossy paint) or objects (glass, crystal, leaves)
2272and non-shiny surfaces (wood, dirt, eraser) noting that some materials are good
2273reflectors and some are not good reflectors of light. Further investigation could include
2274dimming or turning off lights and making observations of objects in dark with the
2275flashlight on (object can be seen) and off (object cannot be seen or not seen as well).
2276Finally students return to their initial model and make the final revisions based on their
2277exploration of light and reflection. Student representations include the trajectory of the
2278light from the source to the object and then to the eye of the observer. Students may
2279need additional written explanations and reference materials to connect their own
2280observations and diagrams to further deepen their understanding of how light reflecting
720
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2281from objects and entering the eye allows objects to be seen. (See figure 18) From these
2282experiences and a review of text, student teams will develop their final model of how
2283light reflecting from objects and entering the eye allows objects to be seen. Students
2284could develop poster models that would be part of a gallery walk where the entire class
2285would have a chance to review and respond to each model.
2286
2287Figure 18: Model called a “Light ray diagram” of a light source 1 (sun), as it hits an
2288object 2 (apple) and light from this object in then reflected to the observer 3 (person).
2289(Color Matters 2011)

2290
2291
2292

This part of the instructional segment has some strong ties to other Performance

2293Expectations in fourth grade. Energy transfer (4-PS3-2) can be highlighted as students
2294study light reflection. Some objects absorb light (black) as demonstrated by increased
2295temperature and some objects reflect light (white) resulting in less of a temperature
2296gain. Measuring the heat of objects as they receive the same amount of sunlight can
2297help bridge life science to physical science.
2298

As this instructional segment is concluded, students make observations to

2299provide evidence that light reflecting from objects and entering the eye allows objects to
2300be seen (4-PS4-2). Differences in the patterns of placement and size of the eyes (and
2301ears) of predator and prey mammals and other animals can provide a bridge (4-LS1-1)
2302that animals have internal and external structures that support survival, growth,
2303behavior, and reproduction.
2304
2305

Grade Four Snapshot: Exploring Behavior of Termites

2306Introduction
728
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2307
Mr. S’s 4th grade class is ready to begin to explore part 3- Sensing the
2308Environment, the final section in instructional segment 4 Structure and Function of
2309Plants and Animals. He is eager to make this a hands-on experience for students and
2310wants to build from their initial study of the external structure and function of insects.
2311Mr. S. is also very interested in students having hands-on experiences with live
2312organisms and wants to begin to construct a series of lessons and investigations for
2313his students to meet the performance expectation 4-LS1-2, Use a model to describe
2314that animals receive different types of information through their senses, process the
2315information in their brain, and respond to the information in different ways.
2316

At a recent national science conference, Mr. S conducted his own hands-on

2317experience with an investigation involving termites. Pen lines were drawn in various
2318shapes on a piece of paper and worker termites were released onto the paper. To
2319everyone’s amazement, the termites began to carefully follow the pen designs.
2320Attendees began to ask questions and develop causes for why this might be
2321happening. Was it the color of the pen or width of the pen line? Did the pen leave a
2322groove in the paper to follow or did the termites “smell” the pen mark. Might there be
2323another cause for this behavior by the termites? Investigations eagerly began to
2324answer the many questions posed in the conference room. After further research, Mr. S.
2325found out that worker termites secrete pheromones, chemical signals, to assist other
2326termites’ search for food and nest building. Termites use their antennae to detect these
2327pheromones and process this chemical signal in their brain to help them find their way
2328to food or the nest, as they are blind organisms. Certain inks in pens are closely related
2329to the pheromones secreted by the termites! He saw this investigation as a great way
2330for students to begin to explore informational processing in a hands-on way and to
2331emphasize the crosscutting concept, cause and effect.
2332

Mr. S eagerly opened the class, “Let’s do a quick review of what we know about

2333the structures of insects: look into your notebooks and talk to your group. Each group
2334should come up with two sentences about structures of insects.” After several minutes
2335teams of students were ready to report out about structures of insects. Mr. S’s students
736
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2336work in well-organized science teams. Each member of the team has a designated job
2337assignment that are rotated throughout the year (facilitator, reporter, materials manager,
2338and recorder.) Team 5’s reporter confidently stated that insects have three body
2339segments: head, thorax, and abdomen. Team 2 made sure the class was reminded of
2340the different type of legs that allowed insects to crawl, hop, or swim. Team 3 reported on
2341the different types of antennae and how the variety of insect antennae helped the
2342organisms sense their environment. Mr. S quickly typed into the classroom computer
2343and projected the students’ statements on the screen.
2344

Mr. S continued, “Today we are going make observations and set up

2345investigations to explore termites’ ability to sense the environment!” Mr. S. projected
2346several images of termites on the screen. “Have you ever seen termites before?” Mr. S
2347asked. Anthony responded, “Last spring my parents had to call the termite people to
2348clean the house. I didn’t know we had termites. The whole house was covered in
2349plastic.” “Yes, we call that process termite disinfestation. It is quite common for wood
2350houses to have termites living in them.” He then directed the students to draw a simple
2351figure of a termite on their notebook. They will label the parts of the insect later.
2352

Next, to the amazement of the students, the teacher pulled out from inside a

2353cabinet a tray containing several small containers. Something was moving in those
2354containers!
2355(Note: If the teacher and/or school have concerns about students using live termites, the
2356lesson can be adapted so only the teacher is responsible for handling the termites.)
2357

“I am going to give each group a container with a few termites in it. Please, be

2358gentle with them as I showed you earlier.” The materials manager from each group
2359quickly went to pick up a small container of termites from the teacher and returned to
2360their table. He then directed the recorder in each team to draw a simple squiggle line on
2361a piece of paper. The team facilitator carefully poured the termites from their holding
2362container on to the paper and the remaining two students had small paintbrushes in
2363hand to gently keep the termites on the paper. To the amazement of the students, the
2364termites began to follow the pen design! Students recorded their observations and
744
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2366
2367

After five to ten minutes of observations, groups are asked to generate a list of

2368questions about the termites and possible ideas that explain the cause for why the
2369termites’ behavior followed the drawings on the paper. Each reporter for the group offers
2370an idea. “We think the cause maybe that termites follow a specific color, so I wonder if
2371the changing color would make a difference in
2372behavior” offers the team 2 reporter. Heather
2373added to the list, “Team four thinks the brand of
2374pen determines the cause for the termites to
2375follow the lines.” Jennifer poses the question,
2376“Does it matter if the lines are straight or

Example group data table
Color of
Trial 1-spiral
Trial 2# of termites
writing
spiral
following line
# of termites
implement
following line

Blue
sharpie
Blue pencil
Blue
Ballpoint
Blue Gel
pen

2377curved?” Other questions and causes include placement of termites on the paper, the
2378width of the pen, the odor of the pen, the texture that the pen makes on the paper. From
2379this discussion, Mr. S.’s students begin to develop ideas for investigations.
2380

Each team chose one variable or cause to test and examine and report the result

2381(effect) to the class. After a discussion led by Mr. S, each team creates a table to record
2382the data for their experiment that includes the variable or cause they were testing and
2383the number of termites that followed the line drawn. They also took observational notes
2384during the testing time to further note the effect of the variable tested. After careful
2385investigation and data recording, the groups carefully place the termites back into their
2386containers and prepare to share their experimental results with the rest of the class.
2387

What became clear from the classroom discussion is that the termites follow the

2388lines that were drawn to certain types of ballpoint pen. Ballpoint pens cause the most
2389amounts of termites to follow the lines that were drawn on the paper (effect).
2390They also noted that it did not matter if the design shape was curved or straight.
2391

Mr. S. asks students to explain in their notebooks of how they think the termite is

2392processing the sensory information to follow the trail that includes the evidence from
2393their investigations and provides a cause and effect relationship. For several minutes
752
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2394the groups are busy sharing ideas, drawing, and revising their drawings.
2395

Next, he provides each student with some background reading about how worker

2396termites communicate with special chemicals called pheromones. The text describes
2397how termites laid down these pheromones to communicate location of food or nesting
2398locations. Termites’ antennae are able to sense these pheromones, process this
2399information in their brain, and the effect is termites are able to travel to specific
2400locations. Student teams read the scientific information, use the information to inform
2401their initial model, and Mr. S leads a class discussion to link the students’ termite
2402investigation to the big idea of informational processing.
2403
2404Conclusion
2405

The teacher provides each student team a packet with information regarding

2406different insects to research and report back to the class. The report has to include a
2407description of the specific informational processing pathways unique to their assigned
2408insect.
2409

This snapshot initiates the students’ study of how animals receive different types

2410of information through their senses, process the information in their brain, and respond
2411to the information in different ways. It also involves students in the practice of planning
2412and carrying out investigations and the crosscutting concept of cause and effect.
2413Other organisms can be used to begin or extend this subject including the investigation
2414of isopods (or isopods and beetles) and their response to moisture or temperature in the
2415environment. Many resources highlighting the use, care and appropriate disposal of
2416organisms in the classroom can be found on the web or in existing curriculum.
2417
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There are three major crosscutting concepts that are being developed in grade

2420five at a deeper level: systems and system models, scale, proportions, and
2421quantity, and cause and effect. However, matter and energy and patterns are also
2422addressed in this grade. Students engage in simple investigations of small systems
2423(e.g. potted plant) to larger ones like the make-up of their ecosystems and the flow of
2424energy and matter in it. System models of the biosphere and how it interacts with the
2425atmosphere, lithosphere and hydrosphere are developed. Student thinking and
2426experiences demonstrate a stronger understanding of the links between matter and
2427energy as it goes from smaller systems (molecular level) to larger ones (Sun and the
2428stars). In this grade it is also the first time that students think of the connections of
2429atomic level, microorganisms, amounts of water used per consumer to processes of the
2430Earth’s atmosphere and the Universe. Students in this grade apply scale, proportions,
2431and quantity in all their science instructional segments. Measuring volumes of water
2432and amounts of other materials help the student use mathematics and computational
2433thinking to support their investigations. There is a strong focus on water in the three
2434disciplines: physical, life and Earth sciences. Students investigate a familiar material
2435and how it is found as a central piece in living organisms (plants and animals), use it to
2436look for evidence of particles too small to be seen (breath on a mirror), and that
2437freshwater is a scarce resource for humans on Earth.
2438

Table 3 summarizes the PEs included in each instructional segment and the

2439crosscutting concepts that students may use as a tool to make sense of the disciplinary
2440core ideas. These instructional segments are designed to be taught in this suggested
2441sequence over the span of a school year, not taught individually. Where appropriate,
2442PEs that integrate science ideas with engineering design are accompanied by one of
2443the three PEs in grades 3–5 engineering design. The PEs marked with an asterisk
2444integrate traditional science content with engineering through a practice or disciplinary
2445core idea.
2446
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2449
2450
2451Table 3: Instructional Segments in Grade 5
2452

From Matter toInstructional
Organisms Segment
Matter
2: and Interactions
Instructional Segment 1:

GRADE FIVE
Performance Expectations Addressed
5-PS1-1, 5-PS1-2, 5-PS1-3, 5-PS1-4, 3-5-ETS1-3
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
Highlighted CCC
 Developing and Using Models
 Planning and Carrying out
Investigations

PS1.A: Structure and
Properties of Matter
PS1.B: Chemical Reactions

 Scale, Proportion and
Quantity
 Cause and Effect

Brief Summary
All matter is made of particles that are too small to see. This particle model can be used
to understand the properties of solids, liquids, and gases. One can use physical and chemical
properties to identify substances. When chemical reactions occur, new substances are formed from
starting substances, however the overall mass of matter remains unchanged (conservation of mass).

Performance Expectations Addressed
5-LS1-1, 5-LS2-1, 5-PS3-1
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
 Developing and Using Models

PS3.D: Energy in Chemical
Processes and Everyday Life
LS1.C: Organization for Matter
and Energy Flow in Organisms
LS2.A: Interdependent
Relationships in Ecosystems
LS2.B: Cycles of Matter and
Energy Transfer in Ecosystems

Highlighted CCC

 Systems and Systems
Models
Energy and Matter

Summary of DCI
Energy from the sun is captured by plants and that energy is released to animals from food. Matter
cycles between air, soil, plants, animals, and microbes as these organisms live and die. Organisms
are related in food webs. Multiple species of different types are necessary for a healthy food web.

Performance Expectations Addressed
5-ESS2-1, 5-ESS2-2, 5-ESS3-1, 3-5-ETS1-3
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
Highlighted CCC
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ESS2.A: Earth Materials and
Systems
ESS2.C: The Roles of Water in
Earth’s Surface Processes

 Scale, Proportion and
Quantity
 Systems and Systems
Models
 Cause and Effect

Brief Summary

Patterns in Earth & Space
Earth
Instructional
Systems and
Segment
Processes
4:
Instructional Segment 3:

The Earth’s major systems (atmosphere, biosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere) interact to affect earth’s
materials and processes. Most of the water on the Earth is in the ocean. Most fresh water is in
glaciers or underground. A tiny fraction is in streams, lakes, wetlands, and atmosphere. Human
activities have major effects on the Earth’s systems. Humans can protect Earth’s resources and
environments.

Performance Expectations addressed
5-PS2-1, 5-ESS1-1, 5-ESS1-2
Highlighted SEP
Highlighted DCI
 Developing and Using Models

PS2.B: Types of Interactions
ESS1.A: The Universe and its
Stars
ESS1.B: Earth and the Solar
System

Highlighted CCC

 Patterns
 Scale, Proportion & Quantity
 Systems & System Models

Brief Summary
Gravitational force acts on objects near the Earth’s surface. The orbits of Earth around the sun and
the moon around earth cause predictable and observable patterns. The sun is a star and appears
brighter that other stars because it is closer.

2453
2454
2455Grade Five-Instructional Segment 1: Matter and Its Interactions
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2456
In this instructional segment on matter and its interactions, students plan and
2457carry out investigations and engage in scientific experiences to help them answer
2458questions such as: What evidence is there that gases have mass or occupy a set
2459volume? Why can air move an object? What happens to matter as it changes state,
2460does its weight change? What happens to two substances as they mix? What evidence
2461is there that a chemical reaction occurs? What are the properties of common materials?

792
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Grade Five-Instructional Segment 1: Matter and Its Interactions
What evidence is there that matter is made of particles too small to be seen?
When matter changes state, does its weight change?
What happens when two different substances are mixed?
How do we know when a chemical reaction occurs?
When a chemical reaction happens properties are the same/different between the
starting and ending materials?
Crosscutting concepts: Scale and Proportion; Cause and Effect
Science and Engineering Practices: Developing and Using Models; Planning and
Carrying out Investigations
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
5-PS1-1

Develop a model to describe that matter is made of particles too small
to be seen. [Clarification Statement: Examples of evidence supporting a
model could include adding air to expand a basketball, compressing air in a
syringe, dissolving sugar in water, and evaporating salt water.] [Assessment
Boundary: Assessment does not include the atomic-scale mechanism of
evaporation and condensation or defining the unseen particles.]

5-PS1-2 Measure and graph quantities to provide evidence that regardless of the
type of change that occurs when heating, cooling, or mixing
substances, the total weight of matter is conserved. [Clarification
Statement: Examples of reactions or changes could include phase changes,
dissolving, and mixing that form new substances.] [Assessment Boundary:
Assessment does not include distinguishing mass and weight.]
5-PS1-3

Make observations and measurements to identify materials based on
their properties. [Clarification Statement: Examples of materials to be
identified could include baking soda and other powders, metals, minerals, and
liquids. Examples of properties could include color, hardness, reflectivity,
electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, response to magnetic forces, and
solubility; density is not intended as an identifiable property.] [Assessment
Boundary: Assessment does not include density or distinguishing mass and
weight.]
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5-PS1-4 Conduct an investigation to determine whether the mixing of two or
more substances results in new substances. [Clarification Statement:
Examples of combinations that do not produce new substances could include
sand and water. Examples of combinations that do produce new substances
could include baking soda and vinegar or milk and vinegar.]
ETS1-3

Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure
points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that
can be improved. [Clarification Statement: Examples of models could include
diagrams, and flow charts.]

2463
2464Background for teachers
2465

The main goal of this instructional segment is for students to develop and refine

2466the idea of conservation of matter and of particulate models for matter, without
2467stressing the exact size and structure of the particles, but recognizing that they are so
2468small that we cannot see them, even with the aid of a microscope.
2469

Using a variety of investigations and observation, including observations of

2470simulations, students develop distinct models for the substructure of solids and liquids
2471and for gases, building on and going beyond the models from their earlier experiences
2472with matter. Students do not intuitively have a particulate view of any type of matter.
2473Solids and liquids look continuous, and gas as a collection of particles moving in space
2474is even more difficult for them to visualize based on their experiences of air and their
2475language about it. The activities in this instructional segment must involve multiple
2476phenomena in which different types of particles interact, mix, and move around so that
2477students need particulate models to explain what they observe. Teachers must carefully
2478choose a phenomena to help students develop and apply the models. For example,
2479recognizing how a particulate model of a gas explains phenomena such as air pressure.
2480Students can investigate how air pressure changes when the same amount of air is
2481compressed into a smaller volume, or when the closed container is heated at fixed
2482volume. Students develop the idea that mass (or weight, since we do not need to
2483distinguish them at this grade) is a proxy for how much matter is present. At this grade
2484level, the terms “atom” and “molecule” may be familiar, but most students do not have a
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2485clear model of the distinctions between them. The generic term “particle” is used for
2486either. Students need some names for the different types of particles in a mixture or
2487solution (e.g., water particles, sugar particles, oxygen particles). However, the names of
2488specific elements are introduced only as needed to describe and discuss their
2489observations about matter phenomena, and the nature of the differences between
2490different elements is not stressed. Students should understand that matter can
2491disappear (that is ceases to be visible), for example, by dissolving, but that we know it is
2492still there when we weigh the resulting solution. This idea builds on prior activities, with
2493more visible matter and its changes (for example weighing ice, melting it, and weighing
2494the water). This is an excellent opportunity to highlight scale, proportion and quantity
2495relationships as well as patterns.
2496

The idea that materials have consistent properties and that we can often use

2497these properties to identify what type of matter is present is also developed and made
2498explicit in this instructional segment. Students know this in simple cases. They
2499recognize and name a wide variety of materials without even thinking about how they do
2500it. Teachers need to make the implicit knowledge explicit, asking students how they
2501know that this is wood and that is stainless steel or aluminum. Next, the goal of the
2502activities in this instructional segment should be to develop a broader and more explicit
2503sense of what kinds of properties can be used to characterize a substance and what
2504cannot. For example, the color of a solid does not tell us much because it can be
2505changed with a thin layer of paint, but the color of a liquid may tell us something, but
2506perhaps not everything we need to know about what it is. Working with solid materials
2507students need to develop a set of concepts and a language for investigating and
2508describing and classifying them. Properties include both intrinsic properties such as:
2509Does it conduct heat or electricity well? Does it bend easily? Is it rigid or compressible?
2510Is it attracted by a magnet? At what temperature does it melt? Chemical properties
2511include: Does it dissolve in water or oxidize with air? The possible list is very long, and
2512no student needs an exhaustive list, but the instructional segment must build a set of
2513coordinated ideas about properties of matter and identification of different types of
2514matter through a coherent set of activities and discussions.
2515
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This instructional segment provides excellent

2518opportunities for students to develop competency in engineering
2519design by solving problems involving the properties of materials.
2520For example, students can construct towers out of a variety of
2521materials, such as newspaper and tape, popsicle sticks and glue, or straws and
2522paperclips, to determine the how the properties of these materials do or do not lend
2523themselves to constructing towers that are tall and that bear weight. Students will find
2524that they can change the properties of materials by using them in different ways, such
2525as increasing the strength of paper by rolling it into tubes, or increasing the strength of
2526three index cards by gluing them together with glue sticks. Testing the structures to
2527failure enable observation of failure points and failure modes, such as crushing and
2528buckling, stretching and tearing, noting that different materials fail in different ways. At
2529least some of the properties introduced need to be quantifiable and measureable, and
2530students should gain experience in making such measurements on structures that they
2531build.
2532
2533Description of Instructional Segment:
2534

By the end of grade five, students have developed the understanding that all

2535matter is comprised of particles that are too small to be seen. Although these particles
2536cannot be seen, they can be detected by other means (e.g., by weighing or by its effects
2537on other objects). They are extending their knowledge of observable properties of
2538matter (visual, aural, textural), its uses, and classification by origin (natural or
2539manufactured) or state (solid or liquid). In addition, students begin exploring the effects
2540of temperature on one substance and develop a model of what happens when two or
2541more substances are mixed together. This instructional segment is divided in three
2542parts: Part 1- Developing a Particulate Understanding of Matter; Part 2- Mixing Matter
2543(Mixture/Chemical Reaction); and Part 3- Conservation of Matter
2544
2545

Developing a Particulate Understanding of Matter
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2546
Students should engage in investigations of phenomena that allow them to
2547develop a model of matter which includes the idea that all matter is comprised of
2548particles that are too small to be seen. Models at this grade level do not distinguish
2549between atoms or molecules as particles, but students do develop models that explain
2550major differences between the substructures of solids, liquids, and gases. In addition,
2551students explore what happens to a substance (e.g., water) as it is heated or cooled.
2552Students are not required to know specific atoms, molecular structures, or compounds,
2553but can represent the particles in their models using undifferentiated particles drawn as
2554dots or small spheres (or circles).
2555

As a starting point for developing these models, students explore and develop

2556models that help explain phenomena involving gases, such as wind, air pressure and
2557hot-air balloons, and the motion of dust particles in air (known as Brownian motion, but
2558students do not need to know this terminology). The goal is to develop evidence that
2559gases consist of matter particles that are too small to be seen moving freely in space
2560and that these particles are colliding with one another, dust particles as well as with the
2561walls of their container. Activities that students could engage in to help develop this
2562model could include: having students use a closed syringe that is half filled with air and
2563try to compress the air (students should be encouraged to make force diagrams using
2564arrows such as in the diagrams in third grade 3-PS2-1). They can also measure the
2565mass of a balloon (or ball) before and after it has air in it; and/or to have students trying
2566to blow up a balloon that is inside a plastic bottle. By the end of these activities,
2567students should understand that air (and all gases) is made up of particles that are too
2568small to be seen. In addition, they should be able to draw a diagram showing that the
2569gas particles are not touching. This concept takes some work, most students find it hard
2570to accept that the gas particles continually move around and do not simply fall to the
2571bottom of the container if there is nothing there to hold them up. The idea that collisions
2572among the gas particles maintain a distribution throughout the container needs to be
2573developed through access to simulations as well as discussions about phenomena that
2574provide evidence that can be explained using such a model. Students can further their
2575understanding of gases by exploring the effects of heating a closed expandable system,
2576such as a balloon over the top of a bottle, and seeing that the gas within the container
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2577expands to inflate the balloon as the container is heated. This helps students to develop
2578the idea that the greater the temperature, the faster the gas molecules move.
2579

After exploring gases, students should apply their newfound particle model to

2580solids and liquids. One possible activity that students could engage in is to try to
2581compress a liquid in a closed syringe. They can compare the amount of compression
2582between the gas-filled syringe and the liquid-filled syringe to see that the liquid is much
2583less compressible. This can lead them to the understanding that the particles in a liquid
2584must be closer together than in a gas. Students should be able to draw representations
2585of solids, liquid, and gas at the particulate level. Their model of a liquid should show a
2586dense collection of particles that are free to move around relative to one another. The
2587model of a solid should show particles connected in a network that maintains them, as if
2588connected by a set of springs, so they can vibrate about their stable positions but rarely
2589move from their place in the network. Figure 19 is a computer simulation model of neon
2590in solid, liquid, and gas states.
2591
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2592
2593Figure 19: Computer simulation of particles of Neon in three states: solid, liquid and
2594gas (PhET 2015b)
2595

2596
2597
2598
2599
2600
2601

Solid

Liquid

After exploring solids, liquids, and gases

2602individually, students explore what happens when a
2603single substance (e.g., water) is heated and cooled.
2604Students should be able to draw pictures to explain
2605the phase changes. In addition, students understand
2606that the total number of particles remains the same
2607during the process, but their positions and motion
2608relative to one another change as more energy is

Gas

ELA ELD Connection
Have students, either in pairs or
triads, research several sources
(print and digital) for the
meaning of the law of
conservation of mass,
summarize the meaning and
using diagrams or examples,
create a visual display.
Students should provide a list of
their sources on the display.

2609added to the system. Conservation of matter can
2610be demonstrated by having students weigh a piece of ice and then weigh the water after
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2611the ice melts. Students explore water in all three states and at least one other
2612substance phase change in which only two states need to be visualized. Possible
2613examples include solid wax melting to liquid wax, lava cooling and turning into rock, or
2614rubbing alcohol evaporating. Students can then apply their particle model to explain
2615more complex systems such as where the condensation on the outside of a cold glass
2616comes from.
2617

After students have developed their own initial models, the can use computer

2618simulations to develop and refine their ideas and to connect their ideas to current
2619scientific thinking. These models should allow students to see how temperature affects
2620a given substance and what happens as it undergoes phase changes. This instructional
2621segment is a good opportunity to develop systems and system models and structure
2622and function. By adding quantitative measurements students can apply Standards for
2623Mathematical Practice such as reason abstractly and quantitatively (MP.2) and model
2624with mathematics (MP.4).
2625
2626
2627

Mixing Matter (Mixtures and Chemical Reactions)
Before students recognize evidence that chemical reactions have occurred, they

2628need to be able to give detailed descriptions of pure materials like copper, zinc, water,
2629salt and sugar. Teachers should give students the opportunity to observe and record
2630physical properties of particular substances. Teachers can challenge student to identify
2631the content of a sample of a pure substance based solely on their prior recorded
2632observations of properties and their observation of the properties of the sample.
2633

Students should engage in phenomena or problems (white powder mystery) that

2634lead them to a series of investigations to learn what happens when they mix
2635substances together. Examples include: (1) baking soda and vinegar;(2) salt and sugar;
2636(3) baking soda and juice from lemons or oranges (citrus fruit); (4) iodine and starch; (5)
2637effervescent tablets in water; (6) household liquids with cabbage juice; (7) glue and
2638borax; and (8) sand and salt.
2639

Mixing substances results in either the formation of a mixture, if the substances

2640do not react, or the formation of new substances, if a chemical reaction occurs.
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2641Students should be able to recognize the evidence of a chemical reaction including:
2642temperature change, emission of light, formation of a gas, color change, formation of a
2643solid, and/or a change in smell. Chemical changes are always accompanied by physical
2644changes. Teachers should place emphasis on having students give detailed
2645descriptions of the physical properties (e.g., color, texture, granule size, state of matter)
2646of starting and ending materials. Teachers should not expect their students to write or to
2647understand written chemical equations or memorize the names of elements or the
2648formula and structure of particular molecules. The idea that all matter is made up from a
2649set of distinct types of atoms (known as elements) and that each type has a name (such
2650as carbon, hydrogen, or oxygen) and the distinction between an atom and a molecule (a
2651connected set of atoms) can begin to be introduced as these terms arise and are found
2652useful to describe what is happening in chemical processes.
2653

Students explore what happens when they mix substances together. Teachers

2654give students substances to mix that undergo chemical reactions and others that form
2655mixtures. Some possible substances for students to mix are marbles and sand
2656(mixture), water and salt (mixture), baking soda and vinegar (chemical reaction), and/or
2657baking soda, calcium chloride, and water or cabbage juice (chemical reaction).
2658Teachers should encourage their students to describe what happens when different
2659substances are mixed and determine signs which indicate that a chemical reaction has
2660occurred and a new substance has formed. These signs include: temperature change
2661(cold pack), emission of light (glow stick), formation of a gas (effervescent tablet and
2662water), color change (metal rusting), formation of a solid (stalactites and
2663stalagmites/hard water build up), and/or a change in smell (baking cookies or bread).
2664Students should have the opportunity to observe a chemical reaction for each such
2665indicator. In addition, students should understand that a mixture can be separated back
2666into the pure substances that composed it, using the physical properties of the pure
2667materials. Teachers can challenge their students to identify the physical properties of
2668sand, salt, and water and then determine a way to separate a mixture of the materials
2669back into its original pure components.
2670
2671
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2673

Conservation of Matter

2674

Students already determined that when a mixture is formed or a phase change

2675occurs, the total weight of the substance is conserved. Students should now engage in
2676activities to show that when a chemical reaction occurs, the mass of the starting and
2677ending materials is the same. This phenomenon is known as the law of conservation of
2678mass.
2679

The first reaction that students explore should be a reaction in which no gas is

2680produced (e.g., mixing cabbage juice and lemon juice). This investigation allows
2681students to build the idea that the mass of the starting and ending materials are the
2682same. Students should then be presented with a reaction in which a gas is produced
2683(e.g., baking soda and vinegar). For this reaction, the starting materials should be
2684weighed along with the ending materials minus the escaped gas. Teachers should
2685challenge their students to explain why the starting and ending materials weighed
2686different amounts. They then should then design an experiment to show that the missing
2687weight was due to escaped gas (for example, perform the reaction in a bag, which can
2688contain the gas).
2689

Students should then develop a model as to what happened during a chemical

2690reaction and explain how this fits with the particle models of materials that they formed
2691earlier in the instructional segment. Teacher should ask their students to provide
2692arguments from evidence to support the idea that no matter was lost or destroyed
2693during the chemical reaction, instead they were just rearranged.
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Vignette Grade Five: Students’ Performance Task on Chemical Reactions

2696Introduction
2697

Mrs. K.’s fifth grade class is preparing for a summary assessment on their

2698instructional segment “Matter and Its Interactions”, known as a performance expectation
2699task. The assessment includes investigations, designed to give students an opportunity
2700to demonstrate their understanding of
2701chemical reactions (DCI PS1.B: When two
2702or more different substances are mixed, a

Name:______________________
Starting Materials Observations:
_______________________________

2703new substance with different properties may

_______________________________

2704be formed) through conducting a series of

Ending Materials Observations:

2705hands-on investigations to determine

_______________________________

2706whether the mixing of two or more

_______________________________

2707substances results in a new substance (PE

Based on my observations, I claim:

27085-PS1-4: Conduct an investigation to

_______________________________

2709determine whether the mixing of two or
2710more substances results in new
2711substances.)
2712

This evidence supports my claim:
_______________________________
_______________________________

Through a series of lessons prior to

2713this performance expectation task, her students developed and used a model
2714representing the particulate nature of matter, they engaged in hands-on investigations
2715that led them to conclude that the total weight of matter is conserved during physical
2716and chemical processes, and they developed language to describe properties of
2717materials including color, phase, and solubility.
2718

Most recently, the students completed a lesson on chemical reactions. In this

2719lesson, students performed and observed several different chemical reactions. They
2720discussed types of evidence they observed including changes in temperature, color,
2721and phase (formation of insoluble solids and gases), or emission of light or sound. In
2722each example, they were able to see that the end products of the reaction had different
2723properties from the starting materials. They became familiar with using a data sheet
2724Mrs. K prepared to collect observations and make claims (see example). She has
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For this performance expectation task Mrs. K has set up a demonstration

2727“reaction station” in the front of the classroom and three different types of student
2728“reaction stations” (see table) that will be set up throughout the room. Materials for each
2729of the student “reaction stations” are in tubs
2730for easy pick-up and distribution after the
2731activity at the demonstration station is
2732completed.
2733

Mrs. K’s plan is to use the demo

2734“reaction station,” which includes the use of
2735fire from a match, to model the activity and

Demo Reaction
Station

Match + Air

NaHCO3 solid (baking
Station 1 soda) + vinegar/cabbage
juice mixture
NaCl solid (table salt) +
Station 2
Sucrose (table sugar)
4% borax solution + 50Station 3 50-50 Elmer’s glue with
water

2736make sure students understand what is expected of them at the other stations. Also she
2737will help them make connections to prior learning experiences. Then she will have
2738students rotate through each of the student “reaction stations” in pairs. Students in her
2739class are very familiar with stations and data recording. The following paragraphs
2740describe how Mrs. K prepares students for the student “reaction stations.”
2741

Mrs. K begins, “Today we are going to do our chemical reactions performance

2742expectation task. We will have four stations, one up front that we’ll work on as a class
2743and three for rotations. Similar to our reactions lab last week, you are going to mix two
2744substances to see if a new substance is formed. Your job will be to observe phenomena
2745and collect data that will allow you to make a claim about whether you think a chemical
2746reaction happened and a new substance was made.” After answering questions,
2747students put on goggles and Mrs. K began with the demonstration station.
2748

When all of the students are ready, she holds up a wooden match and begins.

2749“We are going to start with a whole class experiment. We’ll “mix” a match with air and try
2750to determine if we can observe evidence of a chemical reaction. If there is evidence,
2751then we can claim that most likely a new substance was formed.” Putting the wooden
2752match under her document camera, she continues “Let’s start like we did with last
2753week’s activity, by observing our starting materials. Record three observations about
2754this match and three observations about the air in this room. After you have a quick
2755share out with your elbow partner, I’ll draw sticks to share out classroom ideas.
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2756
After a few minutes, she draws a stick and asks David to share one of his
2757observations about the match, “It’s a match,” he says. “That is true, but we need a
2758physical property, will you share another observation?” “It is a stick and is yellow,” he
2759adds. She collects this idea on the board she says “Excellent observation!” Ideas were
2760listed on the board. It has a red end; the middle looks like wood; it is a solid; it is likely
2761made from more than one thing. Similarly, she collects observations about the air in the
2762room: It is clear; you can’t see it; it does not smell; and it is made of little particles. For
2763the last observation she pointed out, “We know from our previous model that air is
2764made of tiny little particles that we can’t observe directly with just our senses. This is a
2765very important idea.” This final idea is very challenging for students and one that Mrs. K
2766made sure to emphasize.
2767

Before starting stations, students reviewed what they should look for to provide

2768evidence for a chemical reaction: changing temperature, forming bubbles, changing
2769color, changing phase. With additional prompting students added ideas about emission
2770of light and making sound.
2771

With goggles on, Mrs. K. lights the match and students begin to write down their

2772observations. She blows the match out and places it under her document camera for
2773students to continue their observations. She then draws sticks with students’ names to
2774collect observations from the class. “What was one thing you observed Kai?” “It was
2775smoky, so I think the air changed.” Kai answered. “Smokey is an excellent observation,
2776and maybe the air changed, but that is more of a conclusion than an observation. Great
2777start. Taiyo, would you share an observation?” she went on. “It got hot.” Taiyo answered.
2778“How do you know?” she probed. “Well it was on fire and things on fire get hot,” he
2779responded. “That is a good idea, but it isn’t a direct observation. But you know what? I
2780held the match and it sure did get hot, even if you all couldn’t feel it directly.” In addition
2781students noticed: the color of the tip and wood changed to black; light came out of the
2782match; the left over black stuff came off easily; it made a crackling sound; and the match
2783changed shape (“it kind of curved like a banana” according to Jenny). Emily thought that
2784the match looked smaller than the original and added: “Is there a way to weigh them?”
2785Everyone thought it was a good idea and a few children got to report how they felt
2786compared to each other.
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2787
“So did mixing a match with air result in forming a new substance? Did we
2788observe evidence of a chemical reaction? Everyone -on your own- make an argument
2789and support it with evidence.” After waiting a few minutes for students to make their
2790claim and write down their evidence on their notebook, Mrs. K. initiated a class vote to
2791indicate whether or not they thought a new substance had been made. One student
2792stated, “It is different after mixing, the color changed and it got powdery. Also you said it
2793got hot, so I think that is a change in temperature. Those are things that happen when
2794you have a reaction, so maybe something new was made.” Other ideas offered by
2795students were: The fire made light; the black stuff was very different than the yellow
2796wood; maybe the smoke was something new made from the wood and air.
2797

After the demonstration and discussion students began to rotate through three

2798stations with lab partners. They made observations and recorded data at each station
2799as they completed their performance expectation task.
2800
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2802The NGSS clarification statement for 5-PS1-4 provides examples of
2803chemical reactions between milk and vinegar. While these are everyday
2804materials, this is not a commonly observed everyday chemical reaction.
2805Cooking a pancake, however, involves reactions that can be observed in real-time on a
2806stovetop. Students can engage in a chemical engineering design challenge to make the
2807“perfect pancake (d’Alessio and Coleman 2015).” Students begin by defining the
2808problem as a list of specific criteria that describe pancake perfection (3-5-ETS1-2), as
2809well as discuss how they will go about objectively measuring these properties. Students
2810mix together ingredients in small paper cups with craft sticks to explore how different
2811proportions of flour (gluten-free and regular), water, and baking powder affect the
2812material properties of the batter. They employ their understanding of volume to the
2813measure of ingredients (CA CCSSM 5.MD.4). They can begin to speculate about how
2814different batter properties will translate into different pancake properties. Students
2815investigate specific pancake recipes (with the introduction of bananas as a sweetener
2816and vanilla for flavoring). The cooking process introduces new variables (cooking time,
2817flipping procedure, etc.) and other irregularities of the real world (uneven heating by the
2818griddle). Students take note of these issues as they test-cook their first batter and
2819record results of their measurements. Students compare batter recipes and results with
2820peers (3-5-ETS1-2), analyzing the data to identify trends and patterns. They then
2821collaboratively construct a second round of pancake recipes and then keep iterating as
2822they optimize multiple criteria through changes in recipe and procedure (3-5-ETS1-3).
2823Once they have the perfect pancake, they are challenged to produce duplicate batches.
2824With five simple ingredients, students become both celebrity chefs and chemical
2825engineers.
2826
2827Grade Five – Instructional Segment 2: From Matter to Organisms
2828

By the end of this instructional segment, students have developed the

2829understanding that matter flows from non-living sources (water and air), to plants,
2830animals, and decomposers. In addition, students use models and look for evidence to
2831describe how energy flows from the sun to plants to animals. Students use their
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2832previous knowledge that all animals need food in order to live and grow, that they obtain
2833their food from plants or from other animals, and that plants need air, water, and light to
2834live and grow. They expand their knowledge to explain energy and matter flows in
2835organisms and systems. Students in grade five engage in scientific experiences to help
2836them answer questions such as: What matter does a plant need to grow? Where does
2837the energy in food come from and what is it used for? How does matter move in an
2838ecosystem?
2839
Grade Five-Instructional Segment 2: From Matter to Organisms
What matter does a plant need to grow?
Where does the energy in food come from and what is it used for?
How does matter move in an ecosystem?
Crosscutting concepts: Systems and Systems Models; Energy and Matter
Science and Engineering Practices: Developing and Using Models
5-LS1-1 Support an argument that plants get the materials they need for growth
chiefly from air and water. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on the
idea that plant matter comes mostly from air and water, not from the soil.]
5-LS2-1 Develop a model to describe the movement of matter among plants,
animals decomposers, and the environment. [Clarification Statement:
Emphasis is on the idea that matter that is not food (air, water, decomposed
materials in soil) is changed by plants into matter that is food. Examples of
systems could include organisms, ecosystems, and the Earth.]
[Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include molecular
explanations.]
5-PS3-1 Use models to describe that energy in animals’ food (used for body
repair, growth, motion, and to maintain body warmth) was once
energy from the sun. [Clarification Statement: Examples of models could
include diagrams, and flow charts.]
2840
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In the 1600s, Jan Baptist van Helmont conducted one of the earliest recorded

2844biology experiments. He took about five kilograms (kg) of dry soil, put it in a pot, added
2845water, and planted a tree in the soil. After a year the tree had gained about 1 kg of
2846weight. Van Helmont carefully dried the soil and weighed it again. He was, perhaps,
2847surprised to discover that the weight of the soil was still about 5 kg. The result must
2848have been very confusing. As the plant builds its body, the raw materials for making
2849wood, leaves, bark must come from somewhere and the soil must have seemed to be
2850the most likely source. The idea that most of the dry weight (i.e., everything that is not
2851water) came from the air and not the soil would have been very counterintuitive. In van
2852Helmont’s time people did not know that the air contained molecules like oxygen,
2853carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. In a famous experiment a seed was planted in 5 kg of soil.
2854After a year a 1 kg plant had grown. The soil still weighed approximately 5 kg
2855suggesting that the mass of the plant was NOT derived from the soil (we now know that
2856most of the plant structures are made from the carbon found in atmospheric CO 2) (figure
285720).
2858
2859Figure 20: Model of van Helmont’s Experiment (Original picture by Ed Himelblau)

2860
2861
2862
2863

Plants build their structures out of sugar molecules. Sugar comes from

2864photosynthesis. During photosynthesis, the plant combines carbon dioxide from the air
2865with water from the soil to form glucose (a sugar molecule) with light providing the
2866energy to power this chemical change. Once glucose is made, it can have several fates:
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2868
2869
2870

Glucose molecules can be made into cellulose. This is the main building material

2871for plant cells. Most of the body of any plant is cellulose. Glucose can also be made into
2872starch as a way of storing energy for later use by the plant. Finally, glucose can go
2873directly into cells to power their everyday activity (plants produce their own food). This is
2874especially important for cells in the root that never see the sun and cannot perform
2875photosynthesis for themselves. Sugar made in the leaves of the plant is transported
2876down to the roots. These various products of photosynthesis are also important for
2877humans. Wooden houses, paper, and cotton cloth are all materials made from plant
2878cellulose. Finally, most of the calories in the human diet come from starch in seeds like
2879wheat, rice, corn, and other crops. One byproduct of photosynthesis is oxygen.
2880Humans and other animals are dependent on the oxygen released during
2881photosynthesis (as described later, this oxygen is essential for allowing us to release
2882energy from our food).
2883

It must be acknowledged that the plant does acquire some essential materials

2884from the soil. Nitrogen, iron, and a host of other nutrients must be obtained from the soil
2885(usually by the roots) and the plant cannot survive without these. However, these make
2886up only a small fraction of the total mass of a plant. If van Helmont had had a sensitive
2887enough scale he might have detected a tiny decrease in the weight of his soil.
2888

The most important fuel for animal cells is glucose. While glucose could be

2889artificially produced in a lab, most of the glucose we consume is derived from the starch
2890in plants. Our cells ‘break open’ these glucose molecules using oxygen, releasing the
2891energy stored in chemical bonds. So it is logical that if breaking up a glucose molecule
2892releases energy, then making a glucose molecule must require energy (crosscutting
2893concept of energy and matter). The types of energy that make these sugar molecules
2894are light energy and solar energy. When you eat an apple, the energy your body gets
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2895from the fruit is solar energy--it is solar energy that was absorbed by a leaf and stored
2896as a sugar molecule.
2897

Clearly our diets contain more than just glucose. Our diets include proteins, fats,

2898and oils as well. These other energy sources get converted in our cells to glucose-like
2899molecules and then are funneled into the main energy-releasing pathways for which
2900glucose is the primary starting material.
2901

When a plant or animal is alive it requires energy and matter to grow and

2902maintain its body. Plants take the energy from light and store it as cellulose and starch,
2903while at the same time acquiring essential nutrients from the soil. Animals get almost all
2904the materials they need to survive from the food they eat (unlike plants, we cannot grow
2905with just air, water, dirt, and sunshine). The result of all this is that a plant or animal
2906represents a huge store of energy and nutrients. When an organism dies, the energy
2907and nutrients do not remain there for long. Decomposition is the process that releases
2908the energy and nutrients from dead tissue for use by growing organisms. Decomposers
2909can be both microscopic (bacteria) and easily visible (fungi and mold), but they all do
2910the same thing, release energy and nutrients from plant and animal bodies. A common
2911misconception about worms is that they are decomposers. It would be more accurate to
2912call worms ‘detritivores’ that eat decaying plants rather than breaking them down
2913outside their bodies.
2914

Nitrogen is one nutrient for which the central role of decomposition is especially

2915well illustrated. Animals require a lot of nitrogen; nitrogen is a major component of the
2916genes and proteins in our cells. Animals have only one source of this nitrogen: plants.
2917Carnivores get their nitrogen from herbivores that get their nitrogen from plants. When
2918an animal in nature dies and its body decomposes, the nitrogen from the body is
2919released into the soil. Once in the soil, the nitrogen is once again available to plants
2920through their roots.
2921

Plants and animals need to obtain many other elements and small molecules

2922from the environment. Again, plants provide a means for animals to get what they need.
2923For example, we need very tiny amounts of metals like iron, zinc and magnesium to
2924survive, but humans cannot just eat soil and get all the nutrients they need. To take
2925these nutrients into our cells, the nutrients need to be incorporated into more complex
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2926molecules (sometimes called ‘vitamins’). These complex molecules are synthesized in
2927plants. Plants, on the other hand, are able to absorb individual metal atoms from the soil
2928surrounding the roots. Plants mine the soil for raw materials then use those raw
2929materials to build complicated molecules. Animals have to get most of their nutrients by
2930eating plants.
2931
2932Description of Instructional Segment:
2933

This instructional segment, From Matter to Organisms, is divided in three parts:

2934Part 1- From Non-living to Living; Part 2- From Plants to Environment; and Part 3- From
2935the Sun to Animals
2936
2937

From Non-living to Living

2938

Students should be given the opportunity to experience activities that show the

2939flow of air and water into plants. Activities may include placing celery or flowers in
2940colored water to see transportation of water into the celery or flower; trying to grow a
2941plant in a closed container with no air flow into the container; placing a bag around the
2942leaves of a plant to show the condensation collected; placing anacharis (elodea) or
2943rosemary in an inverted test tube under light to see bubbles and count them; or
2944measuring the weight of a growing plant in a controlled environment (like growing them
2945on a CD case) as a function of time. Students should collect the evidence and ask and
2946try to answer questions about what they think is happening.
2947

In this grade, students talk about water as a familiar compound and about how it

2948is transported by plants. They may also note that various fruit and vegetables contain
2949juices that are mostly water. Students’ models of the growth needs of plants and how
2950they are supplied, may include pictures or diagrams with grade-level appropriate
2951labeling (for example the bubbles produced by plant may be described as air); and
2952likewise the failure to thrive of the plant in the closed container may be attributed to lack
2953of air. Students at this grade are familiar with gases and gas properties, but their
2954investigations do not distinguish components of air such as oxygen and carbon
2955dioxide. Students should support an argument that plants need to take in air and water
2956to function. They can explain that plants obtain matter as gases and water from the
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2957environment and release waste matter (gas, liquid, or solid) back into the environment
2958(5-LS2-1).
2959
2960

From Plants to Environment

2961

The food of almost any kind of animal can be traced back to plants. Organisms

2962are related in food webs in which some animals eat plants for food and other animals
2963eat the animals that eat plants. Some organisms, such as fungi and bacteria, break
2964down dead organisms (both plants or plants parts and animals) and therefore operate
2965as “decomposers.” Decomposition eventually restores (recycles) some materials back
2966to the soil. Organisms can survive only in environments in which their particular needs
2967are met. A healthy ecosystem is one in which multiple species of different types are
2968each able to meet their needs in a relatively stable web of life. Newly introduced species
2969can damage the balance of an ecosystem. (5-LS2-1)
2970

Students’ activities to develop these concepts may include developing a model of

2971a food web by obtaining and evaluating information from several text on the same topic
2972and then communicating a summary of that information to their classmate. This text2973based activity should be complemented by direct observation from classroom-size
2974ecosystems such as a terrarium for a lizard, or a fish tank, or a crayfish tank. Where
2975possible, field trips to observe a farm or observe animals in situations that approximate
2976their natural habitat (e.g., birds or squirrels in a park) should also be part of the
2977instructional segment. Simple fermentations of cabbage to make Kimchee or vinegar
2978from apple juice help the students connect chemical reactions (production of acetic acid
2979measured with pH) and use of matter and energy in an ecosystem. Microscope
2980observations can introduce students to the variety and ubiquity of microbial life forms
2981that are useful to humans. Students’ work shows that matter cycles between the air
2982and soil and among plants, animals, and microbes as these organisms live and die.
2983Examples of food webs should include small and large systems, from a few organisms,
2984to an ecosystem, and to the Earth. This is a good opportunity to use scale, proportion
2985and quantity and to point to aquatic and terrestrial systems (systems and system
2986models) and point to the differences in the models (obtaining, evaluating and
2987communicating information).
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2990
2991
2992
2993

Grade Five Vignette
The Flow of Energy and Decomposers
The vignette presents an example of how teaching and learning may look in a

2994fifth grade classroom when the CA NGSS are implemented. The purpose is to illustrate
2995how a teacher engages students in three-dimensional learning by providing them with
2996experiences and opportunities to develop and use the science and engineering
2997practices and the crosscutting concepts to understand the disciplinary core ideas
2998associated with the topic in the instructional segment.
2999

It is important to note that the vignette focuses on only a limited number of

3000performance expectations. It should not be viewed as showing all instruction necessary
3001to prepare students to fully achieve these performance expectations or complete the
3002instructional segment. Neither does it indicate that the performance expectations should
3003be taught one at a time.
3004

The vignette uses specific classroom contexts and themes, but it is not meant to

3005imply that this is the only way or the best way in which students are able to achieve the
3006indicated performance expectations. Rather, the vignette highlights examples of
3007teaching strategies, organization of the lesson structure, and possible students’
3008responses. Also, science instruction should take into account that student
3009understanding builds over time and that some topics or ideas require activating prior
3010knowledge and extend that knowledge by revisiting it throughout the course of a year.
3011
3012Introduction
3013
3014Day 1 – Oceans Alive.
3015

Ms. D decided to use two California EEI units, The Flow of Energy Through

3016Ecosystems and Life and Death with Decomposers, as the foundation for her From
3017Matter to Organisms unit. She asks students to gather around and use the natural
3018regions wall map to identify which of California’s natural regions is the largest. The
3019students identify one of the terrestrial ecosystems, so she points them to the ocean and
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3020coast, and mentions that this region is actually the largest natural region in California.
3021This exercise gives Ms. D an opportunity to call students’ attention to the crosscutting
3022concept “systems and system models.” To initiate a class discussion she asks
3023students to identify some of the components (organisms) pictured in the ocean diagram.
3024Reminding them “a system can be described in terms of its components and their
3025interactions,” Ms. D has students speculate about some of the interactions that might
3026take place among these ocean organisms.
3027

She continues by calling the students’ attention to word wall cards for the words

3028“ecosystem,” “consumer,” and “producer” and reviews the definitions. Ms. D points to
3029the inset on the map titled “Ocean Regions.” She tells students that they are going to
3030learn about these words by reading an informational text about the Humboldt squid, an
3031animal that lives in areas that are often difficult for scientists to study.
3032

The teacher distributes copies of the story, “The Mysterious Humboldt Squid,”

3033and explains that, as they are reading, they will highlight each of the organisms that
3034they read about and identify them as producers or consumers. Once they have finished
3035reading the text Ms. D shows the class the “marine organisms” visual aid and instructs
3036them to use information from the story to identify the organisms as producers or
3037consumers, thereby developing their abilities to quickly locate answers to questions
3038from written text.
3039
3040Day 2 – Where My Energy Comes From—Food Chains.
3041

Ms. D reviews the word wall cards for “producer” and “consumer” on the board.

3042She then adds the word wall cards for “herbivores,” “carnivores,” and “omnivores”
3043beneath the card for “consumer,” explaining that these are three types of consumers,
3044then has the students read the definitions.
3045

The teacher distributes one of the fourteen “organism bank” information cards to

3046pairs of students. She then has them draw on information from these different print
3047sources and discuss whether their organisms are producers, herbivores, carnivores, or
3048omnivores and has them put the pictures of their organisms under the appropriate
3049headings. Ms. D uses this strategy to develop the students’ ability to locate an answer to
3050a question quickly.
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3051
Ms. D tells students that they are going to use the “Where I Get Energy”
3052information sheet to help them identify feeding relationships among the organisms they
3053have been studying. She has pairs of students take the information card they used in
3054the previous activity, choose an organism with which they think it has a feeding
3055relationship, and briefly explain the relationship to the class. The teacher explains that
3056the term for these feeding connections is “food chain,” and posts the word wall card on
3057the board.
3058

Building further on their ability to develop models that describe phenomena, in

3059this case food chains, Ms. D has additional students continue this process by adding a
3060third and then a fourth organism to the “chain” of feeding relationships. The teacher
3061posts several of these food chains on the board and connects them with arrows
3062representing the feeding relationships described by the students. This activity provides
3063Ms. D an opportunity to call students’ attention to the crosscutting concept energy and
3064matter. She initiates a focused discussion about how their food chain models
3065demonstrate how “matter is transported into, out of, and within systems.”
3066
3067Day 3 – Connecting Food Chains.
3068

Ms. D reminds the class about the earlier lesson when they learned how plants

3069acquire material for growth. She then mentions that the feeding relationships they have
3070been identifying that model how matter moves between plants and animals, and among
3071animals.
3072

She projects the “Marine Ecosystem Food Web” visual aid and asks students if

3073what they are looking at is a food chain. Several of the students observe that the
3074drawing shows many different lines and connections among the plants and animals. Ms.
3075D posts the word wall card for “food web” and explains that the arrows on the visual aid
3076represent a model of a “food web,” the many interconnected food chains in an
3077ecosystem. Once they have a clear understanding of the food web, she asks them to
3078follow the path from any of the animals and discover that the food for all of the animals
3079can be traced back to plants. Ms. D follows that up with questions that help all of the
3080students clarify that among the organisms represented in the food web, some animals
3081eat plants for food and other animals eat the animals that eat the plants.
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3083
3084Day 4 –Decomposition in Action.
3085

In order to solidify their understanding of food webs and begin her instruction on

3086decomposition, Ms. D takes the class on a visit to a local nature center. In preparation,
3087she has spoken to the staff and asked them to work with her to identify a specific area
3088where the class can investigate food webs and observe an area where decomposition
3089is an active process. One of the nature center staff takes the students out into a wooded
3090area and helps them identify several different producers and consumers. As students
3091discover what lives in the area the teacher asks them to work together to create and
3092discuss a food web for this terrestrial ecosystem. With that complete, the center staff
3093member asks them, “What happens when one of the plants or animals and the food
3094web dies?”
3095

Using definitions from her word wall cards, Ms. D introduces the students to two

3096new terms “decomposers” and “decomposition.” The staff member tells them to look
3097around and see if they see any evidence of decomposition nearby, for example, leaves,
3098a tree trunk, or a dead insect on the ground. She asks them what is happening to those
3099objects, and leads them through a discussion about how the tree trunks, leaves, or
3100animals are breaking down and reentering the soil.
3101
3102Day 5 – Examining the Evidence.
3103

When they return to the classroom after the field trip, Ms. D has them read the

3104information text, “Decomposition in the Forest.” She then projects her “Evidence of
3105Decomposition” visual aids and asks the students to describe what they see. As they
3106describe what they see, Ms. D explains that when matter decomposes it may seem to
3107“disappear,” but it is actually moving into a different part of the ecosystem releasing
3108nutrients back into the soil, air, or water. To help the students solidify their understanding
3109of the decomposition process, she distributes “Breaking It down—in the Forest” and has
3110them follow the instructions to describe what is happening in the decomposition story.
3111

In review, Ms. D instructs the students to look at the diagram on “Breaking It

3112down—in the Forest” and make observations about any patterns they see. Several of
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3113the students comment that the drawing shows the matter flowing among plants,
3114animals, and microbes as these organisms live and die. She asks, “Does this flow of
3115matter occur only once or is it an ongoing process?” and leads the class in a discussion
3116that helps students recognize that the flow of matter in the diagram is an example of a
3117cycle. She then writes a definition for the word “cycle” on the board, “a series of
3118processes or events that typically repeats itself, such as the water cycle.”
3119

In order to help students recognize the importance of matter moving through

3120ecosystems among plants, animals, and decomposers, Ms. D asks them, “What would
3121happen if the cycle of matter flowing through ecosystems is interrupted by human
3122activities?” This allows the students to begin building an understanding that human
3123activities can affect “the exchange of matter between natural systems and human
3124societies affects the long-term functioning of both” (California Environmental Principle
3125IV).
3126

Ms. D asks students to reflect on how decomposition is important to them,

3127strengthening their understanding that “the ecosystem services provided by natural
3128systems are essential to human life and to the functioning of our economies and
3129cultures. (California Environmental Principle I, Concept b). Several students mention
3130that the decomposition process is related to the compost pile that the class has been
3131managing near their school garden. Some of the others discuss that they are surprised
3132that by composting at home, they are keeping most of the plant materials from their
3133meals and yards from going into the landfill and they think their gardens benefit from the
3134nutrients in the compost.
3135
3136Days 6-7 – Modeling the Movement of Matter.
3137

The following week, Ms. D tells the class that they will be doing presentations

3138that show models that describe the movement of matter among plants, animals,
3139decomposers and the environment. She explains that their presentations need to
3140include multimedia components, such as a PowerPoint presentation or visual displays,
3141such as posters. The focus of these presentations is to be about how decomposition
3142works, the benefits that humans gain from this process, and their predication about how
3143human activities can affect the exchange of matter between natural systems and human
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3144societies. Ms. D lets the students know that their displays will be part of a science
3145gallery walk that the school is holding later in the month.
3146
Performance Expectations
5-LS2-1 Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
Develop a model to describe the movement of matter among plants, animals
decomposers and the environment. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on the idea
that matter that is not food (air, water, decomposed materials in soil) is changed by
plants into matter that is food. Examples of systems could include organisms,
ecosystems, and the Earth.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include
molecular explanations.]
Science and engineering
practices

Disciplinary core ideas

Cross cutting concepts

Developing and Using
Models
Develop a model to describe
phenomena.

Systems and System
LS2.A Interdependent
Models
Relationships in
A system can be described
Ecosystems
The food of almost any kind in terms of its components
and their interactions.
of animal can be traced
back to plants. Organisms
are related in food webs in Energy and Matter
Matter is transported into,
which some animals eat
out of, and within systems.
plants for food and other
animals eat the animals that
eat plants. Some organisms,
such as fungi and bacteria,
break down dead organisms
(both plants or plants parts
and animals) and therefore
operate as “decomposers.”
Decomposition eventually
restores (recycles) some
materials back to the soil.
Organisms can survive only
in environments in which
their particular needs are
met. A healthy ecosystem is
one in which multiple
species of different types
are each able to meet their
needs in a relatively stable
web of life. Newly introduced
species can damage the
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balance of an ecosystem.
LS2.B Cycles of Matter and
Energy Transfer in
Ecosystems
Matter cycles between the
air and soil and among
plants, animals, and
microbes as these
organisms live and die.
Organisms obtain gases,
and water, from the
environment, and release
waste matter (gas, liquid, or
solid) back into the
environment.

California’s Environmental Principles and Concepts
Principle I: The continuation and health of individual human lives and of human
communities and societies depend on the health of the natural systems that provide
essential goods and ecosystem services.
Concept b. Students need to know that the ecosystem services provided by natural
systems are essential to human life and to the functioning of our economies and
cultures.
Principle IV: The exchange of matter between natural systems and human societies
affects the long-term functioning of both.
Concept a. Students need to know that the effects of human activities on natural
systems are directly related to the quantities of resources consumed and to the
quantity and characteristics of the resulting byproducts.
Connections to the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy: RI.5.7, SL.5.5
3147
3148Vignette Debrief
3149

The CA NGSS require that students engage in science and engineering

3150practices to develop deeper understanding of the disciplinary core ideas and
3151crosscutting concepts. The lessons give students multiple opportunities to engage with
3152the core ideas in life sciences related to the flow of matter and energy in ecosystems,
3153helping them to move towards mastery of the three components described in the CA
3154NGSS performance expectation.
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3155
In this vignette, the teacher selected one performance expectation but in the
3156lessons described above she only engaged students in selected portions of this PE. Full
3157mastery of this PE will be achieved throughout subsequent instructional segments.
3158

Students were engaged in a number of science practices with a focus on

3159developing and using models. Life sciences lend themselves well to the use of
3160models to describe systems and describe phenomena.
3161

With guidance from their teacher, students developed models that describe

3162phenomena, in this case food chains and food webs. They used these models to
3163describe the movement of matter among plants, animals, decomposers and the
3164environment. They made presentations about their models to explain how
3165decomposition works and connected this information with California Environmental
3166Principle IV to predict how human activities and “the exchange of matter between
3167natural systems and human societies affects the long-term functioning of both.”
3168

Through their food chain and food web models, students examined the

3169crosscutting concept of energy and matter to identify how matter is transported into,
3170out of, and within natural systems. In addition, their understanding of the crosscutting
3171concept of systems and system models was reinforced through their analysis of the
3172flow of matter through marine ecosystems.
3173
3174NGSS Connections to English Language Arts
3175

Students used the text in “The Mysterious Humboldt Squid” and “Decomposition

3176in the Forest” to determine how matter flows in both marine and forest ecosystems. This
3177connects to the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy Reading Informational Text standards
3178(RI.5.7). In addition, they developed presentations including multimedia components or
3179visual displays which summarized information about food webs and how human
3180activities can influence them, which corresponds to Speaking and Listening Standard 5
3181(SL.5.5).
3182
3183
3184Resources for the Vignette
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3185
 California Education and the Environment Initiative. 2011. The Flow of Energy
3186
3187
3188



Through Ecosystems. Sacramento: Office of Education and the Environment.
California Education and the Environment Initiative. 2011. Life and Death with
Decomposers. Sacramento: Office of Education and the Environment.

3189
3190

From the Sun to Animals

3191

As this point in the instructional segment, students engage in investigations

3192that show that the energy released from food was once energy from the sun that was
3193captured by plants in the chemical process that forms plant matter (from air and water)
3194(5-PS3-1). This part allows students to synthesize all the investigations and learning
3195that they developed so far into a broad understanding that matter and energy flow
3196among organisms. Activities may include games of simple food chains where primary
3197producers “take” energy from the sun, use some for growth and respiration and pass the
3198rest to primary consumers and so on. By working with utilize models to describe that
3199the energy animals obtain from their food through digestive and respiration processes
3200(used for body repair, growth, motion, and to maintain body warmth) was once energy
3201from the sun. These students can obtain information from texts or digital media about a
3202local ecosystem and they have to develop a model that supports understanding of how
3203matter and energy flows by identifying the organisms living in that ecosystem and how
3204one type of organism is linked to another. At the end of this part of the instructional
3205segment, students present their diagrams, and write argumentative papers on the
3206topic, supporting their point of view with reasons and evidence. (W.5.1)
3207

At the end of this instructional segment, students demonstrate their

3208understanding of how matter and energy flows in an ecosystem. Both plants and
3209animals must take in air and water, plants need light, and animals need food. Anaerobic
3210life, such as bacteria in the stomach, functions without air. Food provides animals with
3211the materials they need for body repair and growth and is digested. In the respiration
3212process, energy is released to maintain body warmth and for motion. Plants acquire
3213their material for growth chiefly from air and water and process some of the matter they
3214have formed as animals process food (through respiration) to provide the energy to
3215maintain their internal conditions (e.g., at night).
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3217Grade Five – Instructional Segment 3: Earth Systems and Process
3218

To engage student interest, this instructional segment begins by alerting students

3219to the importance of fresh water for people living in cities and farms, and the difficulties
3220experienced by California residents during periods of drought. By the end of this
3221instructional segment, students will have developed the understanding that Earth has a
3222set of major subsystems. These Earth systems are connected and changes in one
3223affect the others. The instructional segment begins with a focus on water and its
3224distribution on Earth and importance to life. The instructional segment then develops
3225ideas on how to protect this resource and others on the planet. This instructional
3226segment incorporates an engineering design project that focuses on the environment.
3227Students in grade five engage in scientific
3228experiences to help them answer questions such
3229as: Where does my tap water come from and
3230where does it go? How much water do we need
3231to live, to irrigate plants? What can we do to
3232protect our resources?

Math Connection
In reference to ESS2-2,
students do not study percent
or ratio until Grade 6. Science
teachers will need to provide
some background math
knowledge on this concept
while teaching the science.
Students will be able to
compare fractions however.
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Grade Five -Instructional Segment 3: Earth Systems and Processes
How much water can be found in different places on Earth?
How does matter cycle through ecosystems?
What can we do to protect earth’s resources?
Crosscutting concepts: Scale, Proportion & Quantity; Systems & System Models;
Cause and Effect
Science and Engineering Practices: Obtaining, Evaluating and Communicating
Information
5-ESS2-2 Describe and graph the amounts and percentages of water and fresh
water in various reservoirs to provide evidence about the distribution of
water on Earth. [Assessment Boundary: Assessment is limited to oceans,
lakes, rivers, glaciers, ground water, and polar ice caps, and does not include
the atmosphere.]
5-ESS2-1 Develop a model using an example to describe ways in which the
geosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, and/or atmosphere interact.
[Clarification Statement: The geosphere, hydrosphere (including ice),
atmosphere, and biosphere are each a system and each system is a part of
the whole Earth System. Examples could include the influence of the ocean
on ecosystems, landform shape, and climate; the influence of the atmosphere
on landforms and ecosystems through weather and climate; and the influence
of mountain ranges on winds and clouds in the atmosphere.] [Assessment
Boundary: Assessment is limited to the interactions of two systems at a time.]
5-ESS3-1 Obtain and combine information about ways individual communities
use science ideas to protect the Earth’s resources and environment.
[Assessment Boundary: Assessment is limited to oceans, lakes, rivers,
glaciers, ground water, and polar ice caps, and does not include the
atmosphere.]
3-5-ETS1-1 Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that
includes specified criteria for success and constrains on materials,
time, or cost.
[This performance expectation does not have a clarification statement or an
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3-5-ETS1-2 Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based
on how well each is likely to meet criteria and constraints of the
problem.
[This performance expectation does not have a clarification statement or an
assessment boundary.]
3-5-ETS1-3. Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and
failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype
that can be improved.
[This performance expectation does not have a clarification statement or an
assessment boundary.]
3234
3235Background Information for Teachers
3236

The Earth’s major systems are the geosphere, the hydrosphere, the atmosphere,

3237and the biosphere. The materials characterizing each system are summarized in the
3238table below.
3239
Earth’s System
Geosphere
Hydrosphere
Atmosphere
Biosphere
3240
3241

Earth’s Materials
Solid rocks, molten rocks, soil and sediments.
Water in rivers, lakes, groundwater, etc. (fresh water), salt
water, ice.
Air surrounding Earth.
All living organisms, including humans.

These systems are interconnected in complex and dynamic ways and interact

3242with each other over a wide range of time and spatial scales. In this unit, students will
3243investigate several of these interactions (only two systems at a time) by making
3244observations about the energy flow and matter cycling within and among Earth’s
3245systems. Solid rocks, for example, can be formed by the cooling of molten rock, or by
3246the accumulation of sediments, or by the modification of existing rocks when exposed to
3247intense heat, pressure, or interaction with water. Different types of rocks are produced
3248under these different physical and chemical conditions.
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3249
The ocean is one of the major reservoir of liquid water, although salty water. The
3250circulation on Earth’s surface of ocean water at different temperatures (warmer at the
3251Equator and cooler at the poles) allow to influence climate in different regions on Earth.
3252This is an example (figure 21) of interaction between the hydrosphere, which received
3253input energy from the sun, and the geosphere. This interaction may result in a more
3254favorable regional climate where a rich variety of plants and other living organisms
3255(biosphere) can thrive. The habitats in which the biosphere develops will in turn affect
3256the atmosphere through the cycling of carbon and oxygen through respiration.
3257
3258Figure 21: Dynamic interactions of the Earth’s oceans. (Source: Wikipedia)

3259
3260

Water in other forms, such as lakes, rivers, ground water, glaciers, and polar ice

3261caps, also contribute to cycling of matter among Earth’s systems. Weathering and
3262erosion processes, for example, break down rocks from mountains and plateau and
3263transport those materials around Earth’s surface.
3264

At this grade level, emphasis is given to the identification of the system and the

3265components of each system to determine patterns of interactions. A deeper
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3266understanding of the process energy flows due to the different physical properties of
3267materials will be developed in grade six.
3268
3269Description of Instructional Segment
3270

This instructional segment on earth systems and processes is divided in four

3271parts: Part 1- Distribution of Water in Earth; Part 2- Interactions of Geosphere,
3272Biosphere, Hydrosphere, and/or Atmosphere; Part 3- Protect Earth’s Resources and
3273Environment, and Part 4- Engineering Design Problem: Water Filtration
3274
3275

Distribution of Water on Earth

3276

Students continue their experiences with water

3277by looking at the amount of water available on the
3278Earth (figure 22). Many activities can engage them in
3279using relative proportions and mathematical
3280thinking to help them describe the ratios in a
3281graphical way. How much water is in the ocean,
3282glaciers, rivers, underground? How much is salt
3283water? Students describe and provide evidence that

Math Connection
Students could be challenged to
find the state, country, or
continent with the most/least
amount of fresh water per
person. Alternatively, students
could be assigned a country or
continent to investigate.
Students could graph their
results by liquid or ice form.

3284nearly all of Earth’s available water is in the ocean. Most fresh water is in glaciers or
3285underground; only a tiny fraction is in streams, lakes, wetlands, and the atmosphere. (53286ESS2-2) They represent this real world problem by graphing points in the first quadrant
3287of the coordinate plane and interpreting coordinate values of points in the context of the
3288situation. (CA CCSSM5.G. 2)
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3289
3290Figure 22: Distribution of Earth’s water. 97% is undrinkable water (from the oceans)
3291and only 3 % is fresh water found in icecaps, ground, lakes, rivers and swamps. (U.S.
3292Geological Survey 2015d)
3293

3294
3295
3296

Interactions of Geosphere, Biosphere, Hydrosphere, and/ or Atmosphere.

3297

Students connect their knowledge about

3298water sources and distribution on Earth
3299(hydrosphere) to water in the atmosphere and
3300biosphere and its impacts on the geosphere.
3301Through varied activities, students develop and
3302model the concept of a water cycle (i.e., that
3303water flows among and between these three
3304systems through evaporation, condensation and
3305precipitation), through plant and animal uptake
3306of water, as well as through loss of water from
3307the natural processes of waste disposal and

ELA ELD Connection
In small groups, students
demonstrate the interactions
between two of the systems:
geosphere, biosphere,
hydrosphere, and atmosphere,
using multimedia and/or visual
displays. This could include
students reenacting the
interaction, e.g., one student is
the water and one is the wind
and what happens when they
interact in the atmosphere to
land and ecosystems through
weather and climate.

3308conversion to other substances. Teachers
3309should give students the opportunity to connect at least two systems and represent the
3310flow of water between them with pictures and diagrams. Students then extend this
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3311model to encompass other matter flows and interactions among and between the
3312Earth’s major subsystems. The Earth’s major systems are the geosphere (solid and
3313molten rock, soil, and sediments), the hydrosphere (water and ice), the atmosphere
3314(air), and the biosphere (living things, including humans). These systems interact in
3315multiple ways to affect Earth’s surface materials and processes. The ocean supports a
3316variety of ecosystems and organisms, shapes landforms, and influences climate. Winds
3317and clouds in the atmosphere interact with the landforms to determine patterns of
3318weather. (5-ESS2-1)
3319
3320Figure 23: The water cycle showing different areas of water from liquid to gas
3321(evaporation: oceans, freshwater lake), gas to liquid (condensation: clouds) solid to gas
3322(sublimation), solid to liquid (snowmelt runoff) and evapotranspiration (evaporation and
3323plant transpiration). (U.S. Geological Survey 2015c)
3324

3325
3326
3327

Some student’s preconceptions are based on simple circular diagrams where the

3328sun is central to the picture (see picture above, figure 23). By looking at the diagram,
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3329they are induced to think that evaporated water goes back to the sun. Using these
3330diagrams and having students explain why the picture represents incorrectly the water
3331cycle is a good formative assessment tool for this topic and helps uncover student
3332understanding.
3333

Topics for student investigations could include: the influence of the ocean on

3334ecosystems, landform shape, and climate; the influence of water and wind in the
3335atmosphere on landforms and ecosystems through weather and climate; and the
3336influence of mountain ranges on winds and clouds in the atmosphere. The geosphere,
3337hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere are each a system and the student models
3338support the development of their understanding of the multiple and complex interactions
3339both within and among them. While the carbon cycle is not stressed in this instructional
3340segment, it may be useful to introduce the notion that substances other than water have
3341cycles and flows between and among Earth systems, and that carbon is another
3342important case that they will study later. Underlying the interactions of two systems at a
3343time is the crosscutting concept of cause and effect. This crosscutting concept could
3344be used in combination with that of energy flow and matter cycling to emphasize that
3345transfer of energy and matter can be considered causes of events we observe (effects).
3346
3347

Protect Earth’s Resources and Environment

3348

In this part of the instructional segment the emphasis is placed on the human

3349need for fresh water and the available supply of water due to human activity to obtain
3350that resource. Student activities can include looking at the local source of tap water or
3351visiting a local river, lake, or the ocean, or finding out which human activities are the
3352primary users of the local water sources. A field trip to a local wastewater treatment
3353plant or a local farm that uses dry farming techniques could help students think about
3354problems and solutions that help us protect our resources. Student work focuses on
3355obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information that shows how human
3356activities in agriculture, industry, and everyday life have had major effects on the land,
3357vegetation, streams, underground water storage levels (aquifer), ocean, and
3358atmosphere. This focus on water is then broadened to briefly consider other human
3359impacts on Earth systems, and even on systems outside the Earth. Group projects
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3360could investigate particular local resource issues and examine what individuals and
3361communities are doing or could do to help protect Earth’s resources and environments.
3362(5-ESS3-1) Students present their findings and solutions to each other. The crosscutting
3363concepts of cause and effect and stability and change are good matches to this part.
3364
3365Engineering Connection: Water Filtration.
3366

Students focus on a natural resource and a natural

3367process as the basis for an engineering design problem. Our
3368Earth filters water as part of the water cycle. As water passes
3369through layers of the Earth contaminants are filtered out or
3370settle. Humans also use water filtration to clean the water we use. A simple water
3371filtration project that asks students to clean dirty or contaminated water can give
3372students the opportunity to define the problem, gather information, plan a solution,
3373and design and carry out a prototype given a set of constraints or limits, such as
3374available materials, money, and/or time. The students can then gather information, work
3375in teams to brainstorm a number of solutions, and compare them against the criteria
3376and constraints of the problem to see which is most likely to succeed. Students are
3377given a sample of “dirty” water made of safe classroom materials like twigs, dirt, sand,
3378brown liquids (tea) and are presented with the challenge of cleaning the water with
3379available materials: cotton balls, coffee filter, etc. Students first design a working model,
3380build it, test it and then compare their filtered water against a color standard. (Adapted
3381from Engineering is Elementary 2012)
3382
3383Grade Five – Instructional Segment 4: Patterns in Earth & Space
3384

By the end of this instructional segment, students have developed the

3385understanding that the forces that affect their everyday experiences (e.g. gravity) also
3386affect larger systems like the Earth and stars (patterns & systems and system
3387models). Students develop models and use them to explain everyday patterns like
3388day and night and apparent movement of stars through the night and compare our star
3389(Sun) to other stars in the sky. Students in grade five engage in scientific experiences to
3390help them answer questions such as: What forces affect the Earth? What are the
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3391meanings of the regular patterns of day-to-day and season-to-season? Why do stars
3392move from one day to another?
Grade Five-Instructional Segment 4: Patterns in Earth & Space
What forces are connected to the Earth?
How do lengths and directions of shadows or relative lengths differ in the day and
night?
How does the appearance of some stars change in different seasons?
Crosscutting concepts: Patterns; Scale, Proportion & Quantity; Systems & System
Models,
Science and Engineering Practices: Developing and Using Models
5-PS2-1 Support an argument that the gravitational force exerted by Earth on
objects is directed down. [Clarification Statement: “Down” is a local
description of the direction that points toward the center of the spherical
Earth.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include mathematical
representation of gravitational force.]
5-ESS1-2 Represent data in graphical displays to reveal patterns of daily changes
in the length and direction of shadows, day and night, and the seasonal
appearance of some stars in the night sky. [Clarification Statement:
Examples of patterns in the sky could include the position and motion of Earth
with respect to the sun and select stars that are visible only in particular
months] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include causes of
seasons.]
5-ESS1-1 Support an argument that differences in the apparent brightness of the
sun compared to other stars is due to their relative distance from Earth.
[Clarification Statement: Absolute brightness of stars is the result of a variety
of factors. Relative distance from Earth is one factor that affects apparent
brightness and is the one selected to be addressed by the performance
expectation.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment is limited to relative
distances, not sizes, of stars. Assessment does not include other factors that
affect apparent brightness (such as stellar masses, age, stage).]
3393
3394Background for Teacher
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3395
The sun is only one of the vast numbers of starts in the Milky Way galaxy, which
3396is only one of the vast numbers of galaxies in the universe. The regular patterns of
3397motion of the sun and other stars in the sky (both during the day and night) can be
3398observed from Earth and described. Because these regular patterns can be described,
3399it implies that they can also be predicted.
3400

The Earth rotates about its axis, causing the visible patterns of day and night.

3401One way to describe the rotation of the Earth and the perceived motion of the sun is, for
3402example, by making observations of the length and directions of the shadow of an
3403object that is fixed with respect the Earth (such as a stick into the ground).
3404

The night sky is mostly dark to our human eyes, except for the moon, planets,

3405and bright stars. Small telescopes or even binoculars can reveal that the dark sky is not
3406dark at all, but it is filled by thousands of star and galaxies too far and too dim to give an
3407intense visual experience. The sun is the closest star to Earth and for this reason it
3408appears larger and brighter than other any other stars in our galaxy. Furthermore, the
3409sun is a medium-size type of star, and much larger stars exist in our galaxy. The amount
3410of light (brightness) that the sun shines on Earth is then determined by its proximity to
3411our planet.
3412
3413Description of Instructional Segment:
3414

This instructional segment on patterns in

3415earth and space is divided in three parts: Part 1 3416Finding the Gravitational Force; Part 2 - Earth
3417Patterns: From a Day to a Year; Part 3 - Our Sun
3418and Stars.
3419
3420

Finding the Gravitational Force

3421

Students demonstrate how a non-contact

Math Connection
This instructional segment
lends itself to the statistics
area of mathematics. Students
have been collecting and
displaying data since
kindergarten. They could
discuss efficient and effective
ways to collect data
(evidence) and then display it
in a graph or table so that it
tells a story or paints a picture
of the data that can be easily
interpreted.

3422force has effects on the Earth: the gravitational force. This is an extension of other non3423contact force experiences that they developed in grade three (magnetic and
3424electrostatic electricity) and are the foundations of Earth’s place in the Universe (ESS1).
3425Exploration of the gravitational force starts with the significance it has on our daily lives.
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3426Activities support the concept that the gravitational force of Earth acting on an object
3427near Earth’s surface, pulls that object toward the planet’s center. Students can weigh
3428different objects or use weight on a string to look for their orientation with respect to
3429position. “Down” is a local description of the direction that points toward the center of
3430the spherical Earth. Extensions may include showing students videos of astronauts in
3431the reduced gravity. There are videos of NASA’s Weightless Wonder jet where students
3432can observe the consequences of reduced gravitational force
3433http://www.wgte.org/wgte/groups/item.asp?item_id=6756. Cause and effect is one
3434theme developed in this part.
3435
3436

Earth Patterns: From a Day to a Year

3437

Students look for patterns of daily changes such as observing their shadow at

3438different times of the day; students start collecting data from the beginning of the year.
3439A schoolyard sundial will help students make accurate measurements in their
3440notebooks. Figure 24 shows an example of a school human sundial.
3441
3442Figure 24: Example of a school human sundial (Scientific Teacher 2011)
3443

3444
3445
3446

Students can also collect data of length of day and night over a period of time

3447(month, season, and year) or measure the position of the sun at sunset time over the
3448year. Students represent the data they collect in a graphical way and look for patterns.
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3449They develop models to explain how orbits of Earth around the sun, and of the moon
3450around Earth, together with the rotation of Earth about an axis between its North and
3451South poles, and the tilt of the Earth’s axis relative to the plane of its orbit, cause
3452observable patterns. These include day and night; daily changes in the length and
3453direction of shadows; and different positions of the sun, moon, and stars at different
3454times of the day, month, and year. Students can observe the location and phases of the
3455Moon over the course of a month, and relate this pattern to the moon’s orbit around
3456Earth. (5-ESS1-2) This is an extension of science investigations from K-2 when
3457students explored patterns of movement of the sun, moon, and stars that can be
3458observed, described, and predicted from Earth.
3459

Students can also observe, describe, and predict patterns in the night sky. The

3460movement of stars in the sky can be done in class by using simulators and asking each
3461student to be responsible for tracking a star or group of stars over time for one night.
3462Students’ reports integrate information from several texts in order to develop their
3463models. They write or speak knowledgably about the subject (RI.5.9), about their model
3464and its implications, and how the model explains the observed patterns.
3465
3466

Our Sun and Stars

3467

Students’ study of stars extends to the Sun. A class discussion on how the

3468apparent brightness of a light changes as the light becomes more distant, is used to
3469build the concept that similar stars may appear brighter or dimmer depending on how
3470far away they are from Earth. This leads to the development of the idea that the Sun is
3471just another star, but is so much brighter because it much closer to Earth than other
3472stars. Stars differ greatly in their distance from Earth. (5-ESS1-1) Students seek
3473information from text and on-line resources about other evidence (in addition to the daily
3474patterns of apparent motion) that supports these conclusions. Local amateur
3475astronomy groups often hold telescope viewing nights open to the public, and students
3476should be encouraged to attend such an event where possible.
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3477
3478

3479Science Literacy and English Learners
3480
The vignette presents an example of how teaching and learning may look in a
3481third through fifth grade classroom when the CA NGSS are implemented in tandem with
3482the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy and the CA ELD Standards. The purpose is to illustrate
3483how a teacher engages students in three-dimensional learning by providing them with
3484experiences and opportunities to develop and use the Science and Engineering
3485Practices and the Crosscutting Concepts to understand the Disciplinary Core Ideas
3486associated with the topic in the instructional segment. An additional purpose is to
3487provide examples of how language and literacy development are cultivated through
3488interactive and engaging science literacy learning tasks. The vignette includes
3489scaffolding approaches for English learner (EL) children. It is important to note that the
3490vignette focuses on only a limited number of standards. It should not be viewed as
3491showing all instruction necessary to prepare students to fully achieve NGSS
3492performance expectations or complete the instructional segment. Neither does it
3493indicate that the performance expectations should be taught one at a time. This vignette
3494is based on similar CA NGSS Performance Expectations presented in this chapter’s
3495“Grade Three Vignette: Living Things in Changing Environments.”
3496

The vignette uses specific themes, but it is not meant to imply that this is the only

3497way in which students are able to achieve the indicated performance expectations and
3498learning target. Rather, the vignette highlights examples of teaching practices, lesson
3499organization, and possible students’ responses. Science instruction should take into
3500account that student understanding builds over time and is extended by revisiting topics
3501and concepts throughout the course of the year. In addition, some topics or concepts
3502require different pedagogical and scaffolding approaches, depending on individual
3503student needs. Finally, while the vignette provides several illustrations of sound
3504instructional practices, it does not include everything that educators need to consider
3505when designing and facilitating learning tasks. All learning environments should follow
3506research-based guidelines.
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3509
Grade Span Three to Five Vignette: Integrated Science, ELA, and ELD
Biodiversity in Changing Environments
Background
Mr. B’s third grade class is learning about how people’s activities and behavior can change animal
habitats. Mr. B’s goal is to provide a variety of rich, hands on interactive learning experiences in which
his students observe the natural world, learn from texts, discuss their thinking, and work collaboratively,
all with the goal of making a positive impact on animal habitats through mitigating human damage. Mr.
B wants his students both to learn about the area in which they live and understand that they can
positively affect the environment through their words and actions. The big ideas that guide Mr. B’s
planning for the instructional segment are:
We can explain why some animals can survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot
survive at all in different habitats
We can explain how humans impact animal habitats and argue for protecting them by making
evidence-based claims.
Mr. B’s class of thirty-four students is comprised of twenty native English speakers or students who are
bilingual and proficient in English and fourteen students who are ELs. Of the twenty students proficient
in English, the majority speak a non-standard variety of English or a language other than English with
their families. Twelve of the ELs are at the Expanding or early Bridging level of English proficiency and
use everyday English comfortably. Two of Mr. B’s students have recently arrived in the United States
and are at the early Emerging level of English proficiency. The majority of Mr. B’s ELs and many of his
bilingual students speak Spanish as their home language, but he has two students who speak Hmong
as a home language. Mr. B’s goal is for each of his students to successfully engage in the academic
and linguistic content of the class, and he works hard to provide the supports necessary for them to
succeed.

Lesson Context
Earlier in the year in a previous instructional segment, students began to learn about what plants need
in order to grow and what they get from the ecosystems where they live. Thus far in this instructional
segment. Mr. B’s students have started to learn about the diversity of life in different habitats. He
started the learning segment by taking his students on a field trip in which they spent the morning
examining nearby habitats. In order to help his students become excellent observers and data
collectors, he asked them to take their science notebooks with them to make notes, in whichever
language they are most comfortable writing, and draw pictures about the plant and animal life they
observed. The students examined the school garden, the neighborhood near the school, and a nearby
wooded park. When they returned to the classroom, the students discussed the differences in the living
things they observed in each habitat, and Mr. B led the class through a discussion that culminated in
the jointly constructed statement: “Different numbers and types of living things, including plants and
animals, live in different habitats.”
Mr. B and his students have also read and collaboratively discussed two informational texts from the
Education and the Environment Initiative (EEI), “Would Blackberries Grow…?” and “What a Joshua
Tree Needs from the Desert.” Mr. B has posted Word Wall Cards from the EEI materials, and he has
helped the students add translations of the words in their home languages. Mr. B has taught these
words to students, and he models how to use them as often as he can. Additionally, Mr. B has
facilitated a discussion in which his students have connected their observations of the diversity of life in
the habitats they observed and read about to the California Habitats wall map. The students have
written sentences that describe the similarities and differences between what they observed on their
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nature walk and the plants and animals highlighted on the map.
The children are building both their science conceptual understandings and language and literacy skills,
all of which they will use to they will use to create informational posters that include an evidence-based
argument about how some animals survive well, less well, or not at all in a particular habitat;
photographs or illustrations that show the animal habitats they have researched; data that show human
impact on the habitat (graphs or tables); and suggestions for what students and their families can do to
reduce the impact humans make on animal habitats. The students will present their posters to their
families on the school’s Family Science Exhibition Night. Each student will also write a letter to the
editor of the local newspaper in order to engage the community to care about and protect local animal
habitats. The following learning target and NGSS performance expectations guide teaching and
learning for the lesson.
Learning Target: We will create posters that explain how humans affect animal habitats and
suggest ways we can protect them. We will write letters to the editor arguing why we should
protect animal habitats.
CA NGSS Performance Expectations:
3-LS4-3: Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some organisms can
survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.
3-LS4-4: Make a claim about the merit of a solution to a problem caused when the
environment changes and the types of plants and animals that live there may change.

Lesson Excerpts
Since Mr. B’s students have started to build up an understanding of animal and plant diversity in
habitats, he is ready for them to begin examining the impact humans have on animal habitats.
He posts three questions that the children will consider over the course of the next several days:
o How can human activities change the habitats where plants and animals live?
o How do these changes affect the survival of the plants and animals that live there?
Mr. B begins the lesson by asking the class to think about a human activity that might affect an animal’s
habitat. He first gives an example: When humans cut trees down to make things, like houses and
paper, some animals might lose their homes. Then, he asks his students to think about as many ideas
as they can and gives them a few moments to do so. As the students think, Mr. B checks in with his two
students at an Emerging level of English language proficiency to ensure they understand the question.
After the students have had time to think, Mr. B asks them to share with their partners using an open
sentence frame in order to challenge them to include human impact and its effects:
When humans _________________ (cause), ___________ (effect).
He listens in as students share their ideas. He hears some students share an idea very similar to his,
while other students say things such as, “When humans make a parking lot, and that’s where there
were trees before, I think it causes animals to lose their homes, like birds and squirrels and stuff,” and
“When humans put pollution in the air, because they’re driving their cars a lot, I think the animals can
get sick or die because they can’t breathe.”
Meaningful Interaction with Science Informational Texts:
Mr. B’s next step is to help his class to understand deeply the relationship between an animal, the
animal’s habitat, and human actions that affect an animal’s habitat. To help build his students’
understanding, he chooses the relationship between the monarch butterfly, the milkweed plant, and the
elimination of milkweed due to human use of weed killer.
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Mr. B reads aloud the informational text Monarch and Milkweed by Helen Frost and Leonid Gore. He
reads the text to the children as they sit on the carpet. He has pre-assigned students into
heterogeneous partnerships so all students have thinking buddies, being cognizant of each student’s
level of English proficiency as well as science content knowledge. As Mr. B reads, he stops periodically
to define words and to prompt his students to repeat words and definitions and to make an
accompanying hand gesture that will help them remember the words. For example, when Mr. B comes
to the word migrate, he says, “Migrate means to travel in a group from one place to another.” He says
the word clearly and then asks his students to chorally repeat the word and the definition while also
making the motion of moving their hands from the center of their chest straight out away from
themselves, making wriggle fingers to show both movement and that it is a group of many.
Throughout the book, Mr. B stops periodically to ask the students questions, allowing them time to think
then share with their partners after each question, to ensure they understand the reading. He
emphasizes how the illustrations can help the students understand the scientific concepts, as when an
illustration shows the caterpillar inside the chrysalis.
When Mr. B gets to the end of the book, he asks his students to discuss with their partners the
question: What would happen if most of the milkweed were gone? He listens closely as partners
discuss. Once the students have had about a minute to discuss with their partners, he brings the class
back together and asks a few partners to share out. Mr. B has an instructional routine in which when
one partner shares, the other partner also has to share by adding on to his or her partner’s response.
Mr. B calls on a pair of students, Veronica, who is at the early Emerging level of English language
proficiency and has a grasp of some academic Spanish because of her schooling in Mexico, and her
thinking buddy, Alicia, who is bilingual. Both girls speak Spanish as their home language.
Mr. B: Veronica and Alicia, I would like you to respond. Which of you will go first? (Veronica and
Alicia confer briefly.)
Alicia: I’ll go first and Veronica will add on. We think the butterflies will die.
Mr. B: Yes, that does seem likely. I’d like to hear more. Why do you think the butterflies will die?
Veronica, can you say more?
Veronica: I…I think…
Alicia: (whispering to Veronica to prompt her) I would like to add…
Veronica: I would like to add…that…butterflies need milkweed to…¿Cómo se dice sobrevivir?
Alicia: ¿Sobrevivir? Uh … Survive!
Veronica: Butterflies need milkweed to survive, so…cuando…when the milkweed… (turning to
Alicia) ¿Puedes decirlo tu?
Alicia: If all the milkweed is gone, the butterflies would die.
Mr. B: Thank you, Veronica and Alicia. (Writes under the document camera, “Butterflies need
milkweed to survive, so when the milkweed is gone the butterflies die.” (To Veronica and Alicia)
Is that right? (Both girls nod their heads). Let’s see if we can expand on that idea a little bit. (Mr.
B chooses another pair to share, Bryan and Santiago. Bryan is a native English speaker and
Santiago is an English Learner at the early Bridging level of English proficiency). Bryan and
Santiago, can you elaborate on Veronica and Alicia’s ideas?
Bryan: The butterflies are a special kind called monarch butterflies.
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Mr. B: (Adds the word monarch before butterflies in Alicia and Veronica’s sentence.) Thank you
for being specific about the type of butterfly.
Santiago: I don’t know what else to say.
Mr. B: Let’s see if we can figure it out together. Can you say anything more about this idea of
the butterfly surviving? Can we unpack that a little bit? (Picking up on the students’ hesitation,
Mr. B makes an adjustment to address vocabulary.) In fact, this might be a new word for some
of us. Let’s all say the word survive. (The class chorally says the word.) Survive means to
continue to live. Let’s all say that. Survive means to continue to live. (The class chorally repeats
the definition.)
Mr. B quickly provides the sentence frame: “_____ helps ______ survive by …” He says, “We’re going
to practice using the word survive.” He models, touching the appropriate part of the posted frame as he
speaks, “Sunlight helps plants survive by providing energy for plants to turn into food.” He has students
take turns completing the sentence frame with their elbow partners for one minute. During this time, Mr.
B pays particular attention to the sentences the ELs produce; he will use these observations when
determining what kind of support to provide during subsequent tasks. Mr. B then gives students another
30 second to practice completing the sentence frame, this time focusing their sentences only on
monarch butterflies.
Mr. B: Santiago, what is one way milkweed helps the monarch butterfly survive? I’d like you to
use the stem “Milkweed helps the monarch butterfly survive by…” (Mr. B writes this stem under
the document camera, under the sentence the class has started.)
Santiago: Umm. Okay. Milkweed helps the monarch survive by giving it…Can you go back to
the page about the caterpillar?
Mr. B: (Opens the book to the page about the caterpillar.) This one?
Santiago: Yeah. Milkweed helps the monarch butterfly survive because…it hangs on the leaf.
Mr. B: The caterpillar is hanging there, yes. Let’s brainstorm a list of all the ways the milkweed
plant helps the monarch butterfly.
He writes, “The milkweed plant helps the monarch butterfly by providing a place for the caterpillar to
hang while it grows.” He prompts the class to echo read the statement; this practice gives all students
an opportunity to develop their expressive reading skills. Mr. B continues to elicit responses from
different students, supporting them as they develop their ideas and clarify their understandings about
the importance of the milkweed plant to the life cycle of the monarch.
The next day, Mr. B has the class engage in an “Expert Group Jigsaw” reading using texts about threats
to the monarch butterfly (including a Newsela article called “Scientists worry over disappearing
monarch butterfly”). The children have engaged in this type of collaborative reading activity before and
enjoy its game-like flavor. They take their science journals, which they will use for note-taking, as they
convene in their expert groups. The process they use is as follows:

Expert Group Jigsaw Procedure
Step 1: Students read a text independently in their Expert Groups
The expert groups convene. Sometimes, groups can be put together randomly (by counting off, for
example). At other times, teachers may want to group students strategically in order to
balance/leverage strengths, learning needs, and interests. Each person in the same expert group
reads the same text, but each of the different expert groups read a different text. This could be
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different sections from the same text, or it could be different texts that provide various lenses on
the same topic. Each student reads their text independently, along with focus questions and a
note-taking guide (graphic organizer) to take notes.
Step 2: Students become experts in their Expert Groups
In this step, each person is responsible for adding information from their independent reading,
noting (in their note-taking guide) what others share, and building on what has been shared. After
the initial sharing, the students move on to discussion questions about the text where they can
delve deeper into the text together and further develop their expertise of the topic. At the end of
this phase, the group members agree on key points they will each share in their jigsaw groups.
Step 3: Students share their expertise and learn from others in Jigsaw Groups
Students convene in their jigsaw groups, comprised of one (or two) people from each expert
group. Each person shares their expertise while the others take notes and ask clarification or
elaboration questions. Once each person has shared, the group may have an additional task,
such as synthesizing the information that has been shared or discussing one or more of the big
ideas from the different readings.
Step 4: Students share what they learned in their Expert Groups
Students reconvene in their expert groups and share what they each learned from their different
jigsaw groups. Each person adds any new information to their note-taking guide and makes
connections, asks questions, builds on ideas, etc.

After the class has researched the threats facing the monarch butterfly, Mr. B asks the students the two
overarching questions for the instructional segment:
o How can human activities change the habitats where plants and animals live?
o How do these changes affect the survival of the plants and animals that live there?
The children discuss these questions in small groups of four students, who then have an opportunity to
share out their responses.
Preparing to Create Posters
After his students have connected closely with the idea that humans can impact the habitats of animals,
Mr. B wants to bring their understanding back to the animal habitats around the school.
Mr. B takes the class on a second nature walk. The students explore an unused parking lot near the
school, and they make a return visit to the nearby wooded park. As they visit these sites, the students
make notes and/or simple drawings in their science journals about the condition of the habitats and
abundance of plants and animals in each.
Once the class returns to the classroom, Mr. B leads a Talking Points activity in order to help his
students bolster their learning and understanding. In this activity, Mr. B writes a series of statements
related to the lesson’s learning goal, and students have to agree or disagree with the statement, using
evidence to support their stance.
Mr. B writes the statements on a piece of paper under the document reader, revealing one at a time.
Both to prompt all students to include their rationale and/or evidence in their responses and to support
ELs who may need help structuring their responses, Mr B includes sentence frames:
o Some habitats have more plants and animals than others. (I agree/disagree that some habitats have
more plants and animals than others because ____________.)
o An animal’s habitat helps it to survive, or live. (I agree/disagree that an animal’s habitat helps it to
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survive because ____________.)
o Humans have no impact on animal habitats. (I agree/disagree that humans have no impact on
animal habitats because ____________.)
o Humans can help make animal habitats healthier. (I agree/disagree that humans can help make
animal habitats healthier because ____________.)
After he uncovers each statement, Mr. B asks the students to turn and talk with their thinking buddies.
Mr. B makes a point to listen to all of his students’ conversations, but he takes special care to ensure
his EL students have understood the task and are actively participating.
As the students share out, Mr. B charts their ideas because he wants students to be able to use these
ideas when they make their posters. He doesn’t write the exact words the students say. Instead, he
works with students to jointly construct statements, making sure to capture the students’ intended
meaning in error-free, grammatically sound sentences. He creates an anchor chart for each statement
that includes different pieces of evidence students give to support their ideas. Two sample anchor
charts for the statements are shown below.
Statement: Some habitats have more
plants and animals than others.
We agree!
o We observed many different types of
plants and animals in the park. We saw
trees and ferns and squirrels and lots of
different birds.
o We observed almost no plants or
animals in the parking lot. Some weeds
grew up through cracks. Only one bird
was standing on the edge of the
parking lot.

Statement: Humans have no impact on
habitats.
We disagree!
o People paved the parking lot so no trees
are left there. Without trees, many
animals have no home.
o People killed milkweed with weed killer.
Monarchs need milkweed to survive.
Milkweed is important to the monarch
habitat.
o People build whole cities and the animals
have to find somewhere else to live.

After Mr. B works with his students to create each of the three anchor charts, he challenges them to
come up with ideas about what they as individuals or as a class might do to decrease the effects of
human activities on the habitats of plants and animals. Mr. B’s class comes up with many great ideas,
such as “Plant milkweed in the school garden,” “Use less paper so we have to cut down fewer trees,”
and “Pick up trash from the park.” Mr. B charts these ideas as well, leaving them up as support for
when students create their own lists of suggestions for their posters.
Mr. B concludes that students are prepared to move into writing. He wants to support his students in
successfully writing an informational report, so he brings out a model text that he has created. Mr. B
wants to help his students learn about the features of the type of text they will write, but he wants
students to use their own ideas for the text the write independently. So the model text is written in the
style of an informational report, but it is on a subject the class studied earlier in the year – what plants
and animals need to survive. The class examines the purpose of the text (to provide information), as
well as the parts of the text, including the general topic statement, followed by several facts and details
that support the topic, and then a concluding statement.
Before releasing students to write on their own, Mr. B leads his students through jointly constructing a
text on a closely-related topic: How does a habitat help an animal survive? The students are sitting on
the carpet next to their thinking buddy while Mr. B writes the text on chart paper. The class decides to
focus their informational report on one animal with which they are all familiar—the monarch butterfly.
Mr. B helps his students refine their thinking and phrasing, as necessary, as they work to jointly
construct an informational report.
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Mr. B: We first have to tell our reader what we’re going to be writing about. What could we say?
(He gives students about ten seconds to think.)
Npaim: We could say we’re going to tell you all about monarch butterflies!
Mr. B: That’s certainly accurate! I wonder if there’s a way that we can tell our readers a little bit
more.
Npaim: Oh! Their habitats. We’re going to tell you all about the habitat of the monarch butterfly.
José Luis: Yes, they have to have…what’s it called? That milk plant?
Adriana: Umm…milkweed!
Mr. B. Thank you for sharing your ideas! Let’s see if we can turn that into a sentence that
makes us sound like scientists. What if we write, “The monarch butterfly depends on—that’s
another way to say has to have—milkweed to survive?”
Npaim: But, we didn’t use habitats.
Mr. B: Thank you for that observation. Let’s make sure we use the word habitat. Does anyone
have any ideas on how to use the word habitat here?
Mr. B continues to facilitate the discussion as he and the class jointly construct the text, paying careful
attention to the structure, thus apprenticing his students into using the language of science.
Once they have jointly constructed the text, Mr. B is releases most of the class to independently write
the informational report that will go on their posters. He directs the students to the anchor charts on the
walls as well as the Word Wall. His students also know that they can rely on one another as resources
when they are writing. While most of the class is writing independently, Mr. B pulls a small group that
consists of his students at the early Emerging level of English language proficiency and two other
students whom he has determined need additional, customized support with their writing. With these
students, he provides greater scaffolding throughout the writing process, first by helping them
brainstorm and outline their ideas and then with more one-on-one support as they construct their
informational reports.
Once students have finished their informational reports, Mr. B leads the class through a peer review,
with the aid of a checklist of the features each report should include. He then delivers a mini-lesson on
expanding their writing by adding details, after which each student expands at least one sentence in
their informational reports.
Once students have finished revising their informational reports, they finish their posters by writing a list
of ways humans can help restore or protect animal habitats. They also find pictures and draw
illustrations that show the animals and habitats they wrote about. The students will present their posters
to their parents at the school’s Family Science Exhibition Night. They will lead their families on a gallery
walk of the classroom, serving as docents, as they explain the posters and help them conduct some
science investigation at the many stations around the room.
Collaborative Research Projects and Engaging the Local Community:
After researching and creating posters about the monarch butterfly and its habitat, the class delves into
collaborative research projects in small groups (three to five children in each group). Mr. B invites
several speakers to share their knowledge with the class, including a wildlife biologist from the local
university and a docent from a local wildlife conservation center. After hearing and reading about
different animal habitats that are under threat from human impact, in their small research groups, the
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children select a California animal habitat under threat, research it together, and individually write
letters to the editor of the local newspaper in order to inform the public and engage them in thinking
about environmental protection. In order to learn about how to write effective letters to the editor
(arguments), Mr. B supports the students to analyze published letters written by other third through fifth
grade students, such as the following:
Balance wildlife and energy needs
Wind power is both a valuable source of
renewable energy and a terrible threat to birds
and bats. Wind turbines – located particularly
in the Altamount Pass, Tahachapi Mountains
and the Montezuma Hills – kill birds in flight
and they take up valuable habitat.
Wind turbines kill roughly 108,000 birds
and thousands of bats each year in California.
A recent study published in Biological
Conservation says that while 10 percent of the
United States wind energy is produced in
California, 46 percent of all yearly wildlife kills
are caused by California turbines.
Although there are other causes of bird
deaths – like collisions with telephone wires
and buildings and attacks by house cats and
feral cats – turbines are an important problem,
especially for raptors, which glide with the
wind and are often found in windy places
where the turbines are located.
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
biologist Elliot Chasin says one solution is to
cite wind farms in altered lands far from
nesting habitats. Using shrouded turbines also
helps birds avoid the blades. You can help by
telling your elected officials that it is important
to balance the needs of wildlife with the needs
for renewable energy.
Braeden Ingram
Fifth-grader
Korematsu Elementary School

Pesticides can do great harm
My name is Emily Jiang and I am part of my school
Nature Bowl team. I am currently working on an
environmercial. That is an environmental report on a local
issue. My issue is biomagnification and bioaccumulation of
legacy pesticides.
Just to be clear, biomagnification is concentration on
how a toxin moves up a food chain. Bioaccumulation is
concentration on how a toxin gets from the environment to
the first organism in a food chain. Legacy pesticides are a
group of banned pesticides that include
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), the chlordanes and
dieldrin. So if you put them together, it equals an amazing
but deadly link.
Here’s an example: If a sufficient amount of DDT was
sprayed on a marsh to control mosquitos, then plankton
will eat that, and then a clam will eat that plankton, and
then a gull will eat that clam.
But then the amount of DDT in that gull will be lethal,
killing that bird.
You see how big of a problem this is. But many people
don’t. They think that when they spray a pesticide onto
some grass, or on a marsh, at most it will harm a small
insect. That can cause a huge blowout, which will end up
harming a much larger and threatened organism.
There are plenty of ways I am going to help. The best
way will be to raise awareness. But what you can do is to
tell your friends how big of a problem this is, and have
them tell their friends. Hopefully, this will make people think
twice about using dangerous pesticides like the legacy
pesticides.
Thank you very much for taking part in helping our
society.
Emily Jiang
Davis
Davis Enterprise, Sunday Forum, March 2, 2014 (permission to be sought to reproduce)

Some of the letters to the editor call for people to spread the word or call their local representatives.
Others provide suggestions for taking action in daily life. After appropriate editing and revision activities
are completed in their small groups, followed by writing conferences with Mr. B and parent volunteers
(over the course of the next several months), each of the children’s letters is published in the local
newspaper and/or an online venue. In addition, the children are inspired by some of the letters they
read to produce their own short “environmercials,” which the principal of their school posts to the school
website.

Teacher Reflection and Next Steps
During all of the conversations and tasks, Mr. B has been observing his students carefully so that he
can plan appropriately for his students’ learning for the rest of the instructional segment. He sees that
some of his students are having trouble using sufficient details in their writing, while others are veering
from the topic. This prompts him to design more tasks into future lessons that help his students use
more details and stick more closely to the topic they are writing about. He knows from analyzing
student writing and monitoring their conversations that most students understand the big ideas of the
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lesson, so he plans to design and implement more well-rounded lessons in which students have
multiple opportunities to interact with one another as they work with science concepts in a real-world
context.
During designated ELD time, Mr. B also uses his observations, notes, and the CA ELD Standards to
plan focused language development lessons that build into or extend from his integrated lessons. He
has noticed that the EL children at the Emerging level of ELD are using more and more everyday and
social language, but need more support with academic vocabulary. He plans several vocabulary
lessons for designated ELD time so that students have a range of opportunities to use the target
general academic (Tier 2) and domain-specific (Tier 3) words, as well as lessons that look specifically
at language features used within informational reports (e.g., subheadings to organize information,
present tense, etc.).
Sources:
California Education and the Environment Initiative. 2011. Cycle of Life. Sacramento: Office of
Education and the Environment.
California Education and the Environment Initiative. 2011. Flowering Plants in Our Changing
Environment. Sacramento: Office of Education and the Environment.
California Education and the Environment Initiative. 2011. Open Wide! Look Inside! Sacramento: Office
of Education and the Environment
Davis Enterprise, Sunday Forum, March 2, 2014
Explorit Center Nature Bowl: http://www.explorit.org/news/nature-bowl-at-explorit
Frost, Helen and Gore, Leonid. (year). Monarch and Milkweed.
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CA NGSS Performance Expectations
3-LS4-3: Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some organisms can survive
well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.
3-LS4-4: Make a claim about the merit of a solution to a problem caused when the environment changes
and the types of plants and animals that live there may change.
Science and Engineering
Practices

Disciplinary Core Ideas

Analyzing and Interpreting Data
Analyzing data in 3–5 builds on K–2
experiences and progresses to
introducing quantitative approaches
to collecting data and conducting
multiple trials of qualitative
observations. When possible and
feasible, digital tools should be used.
 Analyze and interpret data to
make sense of phenomena using
logical reasoning. (3-LS4-1)

LS2.C: Ecosystem
Dynamics, Functioning,
and Resilience
When the environment
changes in ways that affect
a place’s physical
characteristics,
temperature, or availability
of resources, some
organisms survive and
reproduce, others move to
new locations, yet others
move into the transformed
environment, and some die.
(secondary to 3-LS4-4)

Cause and Effect
Cause and effect relationships are
routinely identified and used to
explain change. (3-LS4-2),(3-LS43)

LS4.C: Adaptation
For any particular
environment, some kinds of
organisms survive well,
some survive less well, and
some cannot survive at all.
(3-LS4-3)

------------------------------------------------Connections to Engineering,
Technology,
and Applications of Science

Constructing Explanations and
Designing Solutions
Constructing explanations and
designing solutions in 3–5 builds on
K–2 experiences and progresses to
the use of evidence in constructing
explanations that specify variables
that describe and predict
phenomena and in designing
multiple solutions to design
problems.
 Use evidence (e.g., observations,
patterns) to construct an
explanation. (3-LS4-2)
Engaging in Argument from
Evidence
Engaging in argument from evidence
in 3–5 builds on K–2 experiences
and progresses to critiquing the
scientific explanations or solutions
proposed by peers by citing relevant
evidence about the natural and
designed world(s).
 Construct an argument with
evidence. (3-LS4-3)
 Make a claim about the merit of a
solution to a problem by citing

LS4.D: Biodiversity and
Humans
Populations live in a variety
of habitats, and change in
those habitats affects the
organisms living there. (3LS4-4)

Crosscutting Concepts

Scale, Proportion, and Quantity
Observable phenomena exist from
very short to very long time
periods. (3-LS4-1)
Systems and System Models
A system can be described in terms
of its components and their
interactions. (3-LS4-4)

Interdependence of Engineering,
Technology and Applications of
Science on Society and the
Natural World
 Knowledge of relevant scientific
concepts and research findings
is important in engineering. (3LS4-4)
------------------------------------------------Connections to Nature of
Science
Scientific Knowledge Assumes
an Order and Consistency in
Natural Systems
Science assumes consistent
patterns in natural systems. (3LS4-1)
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relevant evidence about how it
meets the criteria and constraints
of the problem. (3-LS4-4)
Planning and Carrying Out
Investigations
Make observations (firsthand or from
media) to collect data which can be
used to make comparisons.
California’s Environmental Principles and Concepts
Principle II: The long-term functioning and health of terrestrial, freshwater, coastal and marine
ecosystems are influenced by their relationships with human societies.
Concept a. Direct and indirect changes to natural systems due to the growth of human populations
and their consumption rates influence the geographic extent, composition, biological diversity, and
viability of natural systems.
CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy:
CA ELD Standards (Expanding):
W.3.1 - Write opinion pieces on topics or texts,
ELD.PI.3.1 - Contribute to class, group, and partner
supporting a point of view with reasons …; W.3.2 discussions, including sustained dialogue …;
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a
ELD.PI.3.2 - Collaborate with peers on joint writing
topic and convey ideas and information clearly …;
projects of longer informational and literary texts …;
W.3.7 – Conduct short research projects that build
ELD.PI.3.4 - Adjust language choices … according
knowledge about a topic …; SL.3.1 - Engage
to purpose (e.g., persuading, entertaining), social
effectively in a range of collaborative discussions
setting, and audience (e.g., peers versus adults),
(one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with
with moderate support from peers or adults;
diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts,
ELD.PI.3.6 - Describe ideas, phenomena (e.g., how
building on others’ ideas and expressing their own
cows digest food), and text elements …in greater
clearly …; RI.3.3 - Describe the relationship
detail based on understanding of a variety of gradebetween a series of … scientific ideas or concepts
level texts and viewing of multimedia, with
…in a text, using language that pertains to time,
moderate support; ELD.PI.3.10 - a. Write longer
sequence, and cause/effect.
literary and informational texts (e.g., an explanatory
text on how flashlights work) collaboratively (e.g.,
joint construction of texts with an adult or with
peers) and with increasing independence using
appropriate text organization; ELD.PI.11 - Support
opinions by providing good reasons and
increasingly detailed textual evidence (e.g.,
providing examples from the text) or relevant
background knowledge about the content;
ELD.PII.3.1 - Apply understanding of how different
text types are organized to express ideas … to
comprehending texts and writing texts with
increasing cohesion.
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